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There are few problems indeed

connected with Panini that have

been solved as yet in such a way

as to make fresh investigations

or additional support superfluous.

PAUL THIEME





PREFACE

For the last few years, I have been interested in the
concept of homogeneity (savarnya) in the Paninian and non-
Paninian traditions of Sanskrit grammar. In 1972, I published
"Paninian Procedure of Taparakarana: A Historical Investi-
gation, tT in Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung,
Band 86. In this article, I had touched upon some aspects
of the notion of homogeneity, but that was not the focus of
the article. Afterwards, I continued my researches in the
evolution of this notion in Paninian and non-Paninian traditions
of Indian grammar. This has given me an opportunity to go
through each text carefully, and see how the notion of homo-
geneity is defined and implemented in different ways. I have
tried to be historical, not in the sense of arriving at a definite
chronology of various texts, but in the sense of attempting
to find the most natural interpretation of the texts as far as
possible. After having studied different systems individually,
I have tried to present the possible evolution of this concept.

To some of the readers it may appear that I could
have presented this material in a more condensed form.
However, after having taught Panini in the West for some
years, I have realized the need for being more explanatory.
The traditional Indian pundits remember the whole rule,
if only the first word is mentioned. That is, however, not
the case in the West. Except for a few really good scholars,
reading a work on grammar is still very difficult for most
Westerners. The arguments are involved. The traditional
writers take many things for granted. In order to make such
texts intelligible to non-traditional readers, it is very necessary
to provide the background material with as much clarity as
possible. I have tried my writing on my advanced graduate
students, and have attempted to find out exactly what kind of
T'explanation'T they really need, in order to understand the
arguments clearly. Coming from India, and having studied
grammar traditionally, I used to take too much for granted.
But thanks to my Western students, I have had the opportunity
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to come down to the earth, and discuss many points in detail.
Therefore, I have striven to make my exposition as "readable"
as possible, and have purposefully refrained from TTunreadable
condensation.tT I hope it serves its purpose.

I thank Mr. Jame Bare with whom I have discussed
most of the material presented here. Having a student like
him was certainly more than pleasure to me. He often
raised more questions than I could find answers for. It may
be mentioned that his Ph. D. dissertation TTPhonetics and
Phonology in Panini,TT just submitted to the Department of
Linguistics, the University of Michigan, is, in many respects,
a continuation of the same line of research, and contains a
good deal of discussion of homogeneous-representation. I
have continued my own research in this field, after the
completion of this book, and the results of that research are
gradually being published in the form of independent articles.
[Ref. TThe Scope of Homogeneous-Representation in
Panini, " appearing in the Annals of Oriental Research,
University of Madras; TfPhonetics of /V/ in Panini,TT appearing
in the Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
Poona; TTPhonetics of short / a / in Sanskrit,TT appearing in
the Indo-Iranian Journal; and "New Material on the Kautsa -
Vyakarana," appearing in the Journal of the Oriental Institute,
Baroda.]

I am also thankful to my friend and colleague Dr.
Peter Hook for having gone through some portions of this
work, and for insisting that I should explain more, rather
than condense the arguments. I thank Prof. S. D. Joshi,
Poona, and Prof. George Cardona, Philadelphia, whom I
occasionally consulted. Prof. Cardona also helped me with
some of the most rare books from his personal collection.
I am grateful to Prof. Alton Becker, Director, Center for
South and Southeast Asian Studies, University of Michigan,
for providing me a research grant to visit India during the
summer of 1974. I am also indebted to Prof. R. N. Dandekar,
Secretary, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona,
and to Dr. Trivikram Dharmadhikari, Secretary, Vaidika
Samsodhana Mandala, Poona, for allowing me to use their
rich manuscript collections, and obtaining microfilms of
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the necessary materials. I must express my gratitude to
Prof. K. V. Abhyankar, Poona, for letting me use copies of
some of the unpublished manuscripts in his possession.
Finally, I thank the Publications Committee, CSSEAS,
University of Michigan, for accepting this work for publication.

Madhav Deshpande
Ann Arbor
29 September 1975

Note: Due to the technical problems in underlining dotted
Sanskrit letters, they have been left without the underline,
while other letters in a word have been underlined. Since
single dotted letters could not be underlined, no single letters
have been underlined, but they have been put in between
vertical slashes, e.g. / a / . This does not, in this book,
have the normal linguistic significance of "a phoneme,"
but just refers to that particular Sanskrit sound. The same
convention has been followed for the short-forms in PaniniTs
grammar, e.g. /a-N/.
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PART ONE

THE PANINIAN TRADITION





CHAPTER 1

PRINCIPLES OF HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION

1.1. Grammatical procedures in Panini Ts grammar have
undergone a variety of interpretations at the hands of Katyayana,
Patanjali and their followers. At each step in the tradition
we encounter conflicts between the older grammarians
(pracfna) and the neo-grammarians (navya) . These are
relative terms and their referents keep on changing with
time. The chief criterion of validity in the Paninian tradition
is that every explanation must be ultimately in consonance
with Patanjali's Mahabhasya. Franz Kielhorn explains this
principle:

Where there is a difference of opinion between
Panini and Katyayana, or between Katyayana
and Patanjali, or between all the three, the
native grammarians attach a higher value to
the views of Katyayana to those of Panini, and
a higher value again to those of Patanjali to
those either of Katyayana or Panini. That such
should be the case is not unnatural. •*•

The well known traditional maxim of the Paninians says:
yathottaram munfnam pramanyam "The later the sage, the
greater his authority." The grammarians belonging to a
later period in history are bound to have more information.
They possess knowledge of the earlier grammars and also
knowledge of the linguistic changes which took place later on.

1.2. However, this principle is unhistorical from a different
point of view. The original meaning of the rules of an ancient
grammar is gradually lost under the weight and supposed
authority of later interpretations. S.K Belvalkar succinctly
points out this element of unhistoricity:



They (the more orthodox grammarians) accord-
ingly tried to invent new maxims of interpretation,
tending to show, after a very diligent analysis
of the works of the three great sages, that such
defects as Chandragomin and others tried to
find in the Paninian grammar were in it already
implicitly provided for. This procedure was
no doubt unhistorical, but so was that of
Katyayana or of Patanjali. ^

While studying the works of the ancifent Indian grammarians,
a modern scholar has to take care that he is not himself
trying to impose any unhistorical interpretation on these
works.

1.3. In the course of the historical investigation into the
tradition of Indian grammarians, we shall follow a principle
which is laid down by Patanjali in his oft-quoted statement:
siddhaty evam, apaninfyam tu bhavati "The correct result
is established thus, but the method becomes un-Paninian.tT

In this statement, Patanjali draws a line of demarkation
between notions of theoretical or applicational effectiveness
of an interpretation and its historical validity or its conformity
with Panini's intentions. With this distinction, it is possible
to make a fourfold system of classifying various interpretations
in the Paninian tradition.

[A] siddhyaty evam, paninfyam ca bhavati: "The correct
result is established thus, and the procedure is also
Paninian."
Siddhyaty evam, apaninfyam tu bhavati: "The correct
result is established thus, and yet the procedure
becomes un-Paninian."
naivam siddhyati, paninfyam tu bhavati: "The correct
result is not established thus, and yet the procedure
is Paninian."
naiva*fr siddhyati, apaninfyam ca bhavati: "This way
the correct result is not established, nor is the
procedure Paninian."

The types [A] , [B] and [D] are quite clear, but [C] needs



some clarification. This is usually the reason why
Katyayana feels like proposing changes, additions etc. in
PaniniTs rules. In many cases, Katyayana believes, with
ample justification, that a certain formulation of Panini is
bound to lead to some incorrect results. ^

1. 4. The two aspects of each of these classifications are
not contradictory to each other, but they are significantly
different. The aim of a historian of the Paninian system
is not to prove Panini's grammar to be absolutely perfect,
complete and free of errors. His function is to see how
Panini stands in his own right. If an ancient king lost a
battle, no historian can make him win that lost battle.
Similarly a historian should not refrain from recording
inconsistencies and inadequacies in PaniniTs grammar.
It is the hard duty of a historian to detach later interpretations
from Panini. At the same time, he must look at different
successive interpretations from the point of the historical
development of the grammatical system. An un-Paninian
interpretation could very well be a significant step in the
development of grammatical theory and it must be given
the credit that it deserves. Paul Thieme, whose work on
Panini is perhaps the best example of this historical approach,
clarifies the methodology of historical research:

In the end, we have to return to PaniniTs
formulations themselves, to compare his
work, so to speak, with its own method, and
to wring evidence from its weaknesses, which
will betray something of its historical limi-
tation: the merciless eye of the historian
will not heed the beauty of the edifice in its
entirety, but will be intent on looking for
unassimilated elements which disturb its
harmony, for flaws that might be due to the
author being influenced by older sources,
or not yet having reached certain stages
of development.

1.5. In studying the theory of homogeneity (savarna) and
its historical development, we shall not limit ourselves to



the Paninian tradition alone, but will undertake a thorough
investigation of the entire range of the grammatical and
phonetic science in India. We will first study this conception
in the Paninian tradition, and then pass on to the Pratisakhyas,
Sik^as and post-Paninian grammatical systems. We shall
study not only the definitions of homogeneity in these systems,
but in each case, we must also study its implementation in
those respective systems. With identical definitions, we do
find quite different implementation of this conception, and
this involves different kinds of historical relationships
among various systems.



CHAPTER II

PANINIAN THEORY OF HOMOGENEITY

2.1. Panini Ts grammar is headed by the well known fourteen
Siva-sutras, the rules which are traditionally believed to
have been given to Panini by the Lord $iva. Most of the
modern scholars now believe in PaniniTs authorship of these
rules and their genetic relationship with the formation of
his grammar. 5 There rules are as follows:

1) /a/ /i/ /u/ /N/

2) /r/ /I/ /K/

3) /e/ /o/ /ft/

4) /ai/ /au/ /C/

5) /h(a)/ /y(a)/ /v(a)/ /r(a)/ /T/

6) /l(a)/ /N/

7) /n(a) / /m(a) / /n(a) / /n(a) / /n(a) / / M /

8) /jh(a)/ /bh(a)/ / N /

9) /gh(a)/ /dh(a>/ /dh(a)/ / S /

10) /j(a)/ /b(a)/ /g(a)/ /d(a)/ /d(a)/ / S /

11) /kh(a)/ /ph(a)/ /ch(a)/ /th(a)/ /th(a)/ /c (a) / -

/ t(a)/ / t(a)/ /V /

12) /k(a)/ /p(a)/ /Y/

13) /s(a)/ /s(a)/ /s(a)/ /R/

14) /h(a)/ /L/ .

These serve as a fundamental reference catalogue of certain
sounds, arranged in a particular order conducive to the proper
and concise formulation of the grammatical rules. Its purpose



is not to give an inventory of all Sanskrit sounds, nor to
teach correct pronounciation, but purely to facilitate concise
formulation of rules. 6

2. 2. The rule P. 1. 3. 3 (hal-antyam), in its final interpretation,
says: TT[In the instruction] , a final consonant [is termed it] ,"
and the rule P. 1. 3. 9 (tasya lopah) says: TTThere is deletion
of that [which is termed it] . " Thus, all consonants occurring
at the end of the Siva-sutras are termed it. The other term
for it is anubandha. An it sound is a metalinguistic marker
attached to a grammatical element. These markers will be
given in capital letters and are unconditionally deleted.
Though they are deleted and never appear in the object
language, their functional significance still continues to
operate. The rule P. 1.1. 71 (adir antyena saheta) says:
"The initial [ sound of a group] together with a final it
[denotes the intervening members and itself] ,TT Applying
this rule to the Siva-sutras, we can formulate shortforms
(pratyahara) such as /a-K/, /i-K/ etc. The shortform
/a-K/, for instance, stands for all sounds from / a / to /K/,
excluding the markers. Thus /a-K/ stands for / a / , / i / ,
/u/ , / r / a n d / I / . 7

2. 3. Then comes the notion of savarna "homogeneous
sound." This term is sometimes rendered as "homorganic
sounds," but that should be a more appropriate translation
of the term sasthana. The notion of savarna involves things
in addition to the organs. Paul Thieme believes that the term
savarna was borrowed by Panini from some ancient Siksa
text, 8 while Burnell holds that Panini took over this term
from the ancient Aindra grammar and redefined it. 9 Whatever
be its source, Panini offers us a definition. The rule P. 1.1. 9
(tulyasya-prayatham savarnam), in its traditional interpre-
tation, means: "[A sound having in common with another
sound a] similar internal effort [at a point] in the mouth
[is termed] homogeneous [with respect to the other sound] ."
As we shall see, this is what the rule must mean.

2. 4. Katyayana found the wording of this rule to be unsatis-
factory. Following the usage of his times, Katyayana interpreted
the term asya-prayatna to stand just for internal effort.



Then he objected that such a definition would make two sounds
homogeneous, if only they had the same internal effort,
despite the difference in their points of articulation. 10
This is undesirable, since this would make the sounds / j / ,
/ b / , /g / , /d/ and /d/ homogeneous with each other. He
answered this objection by reformulating the rule:ll "The
correct result is, however, established by [defining] a
homogeneous sound [as the one which shares with another
sound] the same point of articulation (desa) and [the same]
internal effort (prayatna) in the mouth (asya)." This is what
Panini ought to teach and probably intended to teach.

Instead of accepting Katyayana's formulation,
Patanjali reinterprets Paninirs rule to get at the same
meaning. The word asya normally means "mouth,TT but
Patanjali explains it to be a taddhita-formation: asye bhavam
[asya+yaT] "that which lies in the mouth," i.e. the point
of articulation and internal effort. But the latter has been
already mentioned by Panini by the word prayatna. Thus
finally the word asya stands for "point of articulation" and
prayatna stands for "internal effort. "12 These are the two
conditions for homogeneity.

2. 5. Though we know what the rule ought to teach, the
historical situation still remains unclear. In the Siksas
and the Pratisakhyas, the term asya-prayatna stands only
for internal effort. -^ Breloer handled this term in the same
way. *4 In his early work, Paul Thieme believed that
"Panini's terminology is yet less developed. His expressions
asya-prayatna and mukha -nasika -vacana seem to betray
that he did know the doctrine of sthana and karana, which
is familiar to the Pratisakhyas. "15 However, Panini, who
uses terms like murdhanya "cacuminal, retroflex" (P. 8. 3. 55)
and osth^a "labial" (P. 7.1.101), could not have been unfamiliar
with points of articulation. Yet we may agree with Thieme's
following statement: "Auch sthana wird von Parrini nicht
in dem technischen Sinn TArtikulationsstellef vervendet,
sondern heisst ein fach TPlatz, Stelle.T "16 Later oh Thieme
gave an explanation of asya-prayatna, which seems more
probable:
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Paninis Fassung der Definition l&sst vermuten, dass
er den Ausdruck prayatna noch nicht in dem spateren
Sinne von TArtikulationsweiseT (sgrsta, jsat-sgrsta,
vivrta usw.) gebrauchte, sondern in einem weiteren,
so dass er auch die Artikulationsstelle ein begriff
(der asya-prayatna von k wiirde demnach kantha-sprsta,
der von 2. o^stha-sgrsta_gewesen sein unsw.). Diese
Annahme liegt um so naher, als Paninis Sprachgebrauch
auch sonst mit der phonetischen Terminologie der
Pratisakhya nicht in Einklang zu stehen scheint. 17

However, this involves some assumptions about the meaning
of the term prayatna being different in Panini. This is
doubtful, since he uses the term again in P. 8. 3.18 (vyor
laghu -prayatna tarah sakatayanasya), which has its parallels
in the Pratisakhyas'. [Whitney, APr, p. 83.] Actually,
there is perhaps even an easier explanation of Panini's asya-
prayatna. We could interpret the word asya "mouth" as a
general term covering all points on the vocal tract. This is
evident from his parallel usage of mukha in P. 1.1. 8 (mukha-
nasika-vacanoT -nunasikah). No anunasika "nasal" sound is
produced in the whole of the mouth, but it uses some point of
articulation along with nasika "nose." For such a general
conception of points on the vocal tract, Panini used the
general terms mukha and asya.

In Sec. 11.7, we shall see that the term asya -prayatna
had a different meaning in the pre-Katyayana times. It
included not only the internal effort, but also points on the
vocal tract. Panini was not alone in this usage and there
were ancient Siksa-texts with the same usage. This will
help us revise ThiemeTs oft-repeated notion that P. 1.1. 9
(tulyasya-prayatnam savarnam) is concise but not precise,
and that the varttika on this rule, i. e. siddham tv asye
tulya-desa-prayatnam savarnam, alone is both concise
and precise. [Thieme (1935)", p. 93.]

By the time of Katyayana, the term asya-prayatna
became restricted to internal effort alone. This restricted
notion is seen in the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya 1# 43 (samana-
sthana-karanasyaprayatnah savarnah). This created a
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problem for Katyayana and, therefore, he reformulated
P. 1.1.9 to fit the terminology of his days. Patanjali Ts
interpretation of asya as asye bhavam is only partially
correct, because he says that asya in this extended meaning
stands for both sthana "point of articulation" and karana
"internal effort" [MB, Vol. I. Sec. I. p. 155] . [The term
karana here does not stand for "articulator" or "active
organ, " see: Sec. 10. 5. 5. ] If that were the case, then
P. 1.1.9 would be mentioning the internal effort twice.
Actually Kaiyata and Nagesa do realize this problem, but
somehow try to explain it away. [MB-P, and M13-P-U, Vol. I
Sec. I. p. 155.] From a historical perspective, thus,
Panini was concise and precise in his definition, and does
not stand in need of any reformulation or reinterpretation.

2.6. Thus, two sounds are homogeneous with each other, if
they share the same points of articulation and internal effort.
Thieme points out the relation of the term savarna with the
term varna in its abstract sense. ^ Patanjali clarifies that
the notion of savarna is based on difference (bheda) between
sounds. He says that if the term "homogeneous" were to
apply to those sounds alone, which have all identical features,
then the designation would be useless. 19 Thus, the homo-
geneous sounds must agree with respect to two features, but
may differ in other respects, i .e. the external efforts,
quantity, nasality and pitch. Patanjali says that the term
asya also qualifies the term prayatna, thus excluding those
efforts which lie, in some sense, outside the mouth (asyad
bahyah).20

2.7. In PaniniTs grammar, nasality does not affect homo-
geneity of sounds. But this exclusion of nasika "nose" from
the conditions of homogeneity poses some problems. Nagesa
has a long argument on the status of nasika "nose." Does
it fall within asya "mouth?" Is it a point of articulation or
an internal effort or an articulator ? According to the
Paniniya-Siksa, nasika "nose" is a point of articulation.
Nagesa says that in P. 1.1. 8 (mukha-nasika-vacano!nunasikah),
Panini mentions nasika along with mukha "mouth. " Therefore,
for'the purpose of grammatical considerations, nasika is
excluded from mukha. Since the words mukha and asya are
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synonyms, the same applies to asya. 21 Whether this reasoning
is true or false, the conclusion is certainly right. A conclusive
proof that nasality does not affect homogeneity in Pajiini is
offered by the fact that he includes semi-vowels in his procedure
°f savarna-grahana "representation of homogeneous soundsT?

[P. 1.1. 69] . This is only to enable them to cover their
nasal counterparts.

2. 8. There is also another important doctrine concerning
homogeneity which must be mentioned here. This is the
doctrine of sarva-sthana-samya TTidentity with respect to
all points of articulation.T! If a sound has two points of
articulation, say x and £, then it can be homogeneous only
with that sound which has x and £.as its points of articulation.
It cannot be homogeneous with a sound that has only x, or
only £, or x and z^as its points of articulation. Though,
nasika "nose" is considered to be a point of articulation by
the Paninians, it is not taken into account. According to the
later Paninian tradition, /v / and / I / are both dental (dantya),
but / v / is also labial (osthya). Thus they cannot be homo-
geneous. Actually, there is a greater chance of / v / being
only^sth^a "labial" for Panini, Katyayana and Patafijali,
rather than being dantyosthya "labio -dental" as believed
by * e Kasika-vrtti and the later tradition. [For details,
see my article "Phonetics of v in Panini," appearing in the
Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute. ]
Similarly, the sound / a i / is both kanthya "produced in throat"
anc* talavya "palatal." The sound~7au/is both produced in
throat and labial (kanthausthya). Though they share one
common point of articulation, they differ in the other and
hence they are not homogeneous. Though this principle is
not explicitly stated by Panini, it can be deduced from his
rules.

2. 9. With this background, let us take a brief survey of
the phonetic categories adopted by the Paninian tradition.
Since PaniniTs rules do not contain elaborate phonetic details,
we have to depend on the traditional account, and then examine
it critically. According to the points of articulation, sounds
are classified as sgrsta "with contact of the articulator and
the point of articulation, "jsat-sgrsta "with slight contact,"
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vivrta "open, without contact" and samvrta "closed.TT The
category of vivrta "open" was later subdivided by Patanjali
into_fsad-vivrta "slightly open," viyrta "open, " vivrta-tara
"more open" and vivrta-tama "most open." This is an
important subclassification and it played a great role in
later dialectic. Here we need not go into the details of the
external efforts and other minor points, since our discussion
does not concern them.

2.10. For Panini, the sounds termed usman, i .e. / s / , / s / ,
/ s / and /h/ , and vowels have the same internal effort. They
are all vivrta "open." Thus, there is a possibility of some
vowels being homogeneous with certain usmans. To counter
such a possibility, Panini formulated P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau)
which says that the sounds denoted by the shortforms /a -C/
and /ha-L/ are not mutually homogeneous. This rule actually
intends to deny homogeneity of all vowels and consonants with
each other. However, its interpretation poses certain grave
problems, which will be considered later in detail. Since
Papini's definition was clearly couched in featural terms,
it created another problem for him. The short / a / was a
samvrta "closed" sound, but long and extra-long varieties
were vivrta "open." In order to get their homogeneity,
Panini ruled that the short /a / , within the grammatical
system, is an open sound. The final rule of his grammar,
P. 8. 4.68 ( a a ), reinstates the closed / a / sound in the
object language. K. C. Chattopadhyaya (1974) holds a
different opinion on this point. He thinks that Panini had an
open (vivrta) short /a / , which was natually homogeneous
with /17~and / a3 / . In post Paninian times, under the
influence of Dravidian languages, the short / a / became a
closed sound. To account for this short /a / , later Paninians
inserted P. 8. 4.68 ( a^a ). He tries to show that most of
*^e Pratisakhyas andlsiksas support his argument. I disagree
with Chattopadhyaya, and have dealt with his argument in
my article "Phonetics of Short A in Sanskrit," appearing
in the Indo-Iranian Journal.

After thus defining the term savarna, Panini introduces
a procedure, which is well known as savarna-grahana
"representation of homogeneous sounds. " The rule P. 1.1.69
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(an-udit savarnasya capratyayah) says: TTA sound [which is
denoted by the short-form] / a - N / [with / N / in the Siva-sutra
/I(a) N/] , or a sound with the marker / U / stands for its
homogeneous sounds and for itself, unless it is an affix.TT

This is widely used in the rules of Panini. Its details will
be discussed later on.

2.11. Apart from P. 1.1.9 (tulyasya-prayatnam savarnam)
and P . 1.1. 69 (an-udit savarnasya capratyayah), Panini uses
the term savarna in eight ruies. They are as follows:

1) P. 1.1. 58 (na padanta-dvirvacana-vare-yalopa-
svara -savarnanusvara -dirgha -jas -car -vidhisu)

2) P. 6.1.101 (akah savarne dirghah)
3) P. 6.1.102 (prathamayoh purva-savarnah)
4) P. 6.1.127 (ikoTsavarne sakalyasya hrasvas ca)
5) P. 6. 4. 74 (abhyasasyasavarne)
6) P. 7 .1 . 39 (supam suluk purva-savarnaccheyadadyaya•

jalah)
7) P . 8. 4. 58 (anusvarasya yayi para -savarnah)
8) P . 8. 4.65 (jharo jhari savarne)

In some of these cases, the term savarna or the compound
with that term continues into the following rules. The term
is mostly used in the context of vowels, semi-vowels and
stops, except in a few cases. For instance, in the rule
P. 8. 4.65 (jharo ihari savarne), it is also used with respect
to / s / , / s / and / s / . These sounds have no homogeneous
sounds other than themselves.

Another point that needs to be noted is that P. 1.1.69
does not mean that all the sounds incorporated in the shortform
/ a - N / must have homogeneous sounds other than themselves.
The sounds / h / and / r / have no homogeneous sounds other
than themselves. The rule says that the / a - N / sounds
stand for their homogeneous sounds, if they have any. 22

Kunhan Raja (1967) has raised the question of the
limit of / a - N / in P . 1.1. 69. He argues that / a - N / even in
this rule is limited only to the first Siva-sutra. In my
article nThe Scope of Homogeneous-Representation in PaniniTT
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[ appearing in the Silver Jubilee Volume of the Annals of
Oriental Research, University of Madras] , I have extensively
dealt with this question. The conclusion of this article is
that /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69 certainly extends to /N/ in the
Siva-sutra /l(a)-N/; however, no practical purpose is served
by the inclusion of semi-vowels in P. 1.1.69. The theoretical
purpose is quite obvious. [Also see Appendix A. ]

2.12. To sum up, we might say that -the procedure of
savarna-grahana Tthomogeneous-representation" is a procedure
built of five steps discussed earlier. There are many
differences of opinion concerning the exact interpretation of
these five stages. At times we have proposals for additional
postulates which make some of these stages unnecessary.
Some of the differences are rooted in the differences between
alternative priciples of interpretation.

2.13. Here it is necessary to see how a difference in
theoretical axioms affects the final output of a grammar.
Let us consider two hypothetical situations.

Situation [A] : Suppose that we have a rule Ri
which contains the term a_. Is it possible to apply
the rule Ri to the term a in the same rule ? Let
us say that the rule R\ is as follows: TTa stands
for â , b^and c .̂" If the rule Ri applies to itself,
then the term a in the rule itself could stand for
a, b^and c. Thus, the rule could be rewritten as:
"a, fc^and ĉ  stand for a, b^and c.TT This could mean
that each one of them could stand for all of them.
If the rule does not apply to itself, then a stands
for a, b̂  and cj b̂  stands for b̂ , and c_ stands for c_.

Situation [B] : If there are two rules, Rj and R2,
such that R2 presupposes Ri, is it possible that
R2 could apply to Ri or a part of it? This gives
us two alternatives. Either R2 may apply to Ri,
or it may not apply.

By combining the alternatives in [A] with those in [B] ,
we could get several possible ways. Most of these alternatives
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are reflected some way or the other in the discussions in
the Paninian tradition, along with certain other postulates.



CHAPTER III

KATYAYANA'S THEORY OF AKRTI-GRAHANA

3.1. As an alternative to Panini's procedure of savarna-
grahana "representation of homogeneous sounds," Katyayana
proposes the philosophical procedure of akrti -grahana
"mention of a sound-universal. " He says: "[The desired
morphophonemic procedure] is established by understanding
the sound-universal [as being mentioned in the Siva-sutras
and elsewhere] ," and Patanjali explains this as: "[In the
Siva-sutras and elsewhere] , the universal of the sound / a /
is taught and it will cover the whole class of / a / sounds
[including long and extra-long varieties] . Similarly are
[taught] the universals of the sounds / i / and /u/ . "23 i n
this view, the particular sounds uttered in the Siva-sutras
could be understood as tokens standing for the types or
sound universals which cover all the particular sounds
belonging to that type or sharing that universal. This is
like the sentence: "A brahmin should not be killed." The
statement does not mean that, leaving aside one brahmin,
the rest of them could be killed, but rather that anybody
who belongs to the class of brahmins or shares the universal
brahmin-ness should not be killed. Thus what is intended
is not a single brahmin, but the universal brahmin-ness. 24
Katyayana adds that this notion of a universal extends to
consonants also. 25 just as the universal of / a / covers
/a / , similarly the universal of / y / covers /y / . However,
the universal of /k/ does not cover /kh/ and other members
°* that varga. Katyayana clearly points out that this universal-
mention is not an explanation of Panini's homogeneous-
representation, but an alternative to it. If one is adopted,
the other is almost unnecessary. Katyayana says: "In
P. 1.1.69, the /a-N/ sounds need not be mentioned, since
the sound universais are mentioned [in the Siva-sutras] . "26
Thus, in the theory of universal-mention, no homogeneous-
representation is necessary for vowels and semi-vowels,

17
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but it is still necessary for the homorganic groups of stops
(varga). Thus, Katyayana is proposing a partial modification
of Panini Ts system.

3.2. The distinction between these two procedures needs
to be clearly understood. According to the theory of universal
mention, the sounds listed in the Siva-sutras are a type
listing, without P. 1.1. 69. On the other hand, Panini lists
individual sounds and then states P. 1.1. 69 whereby they
could stand for their homogeneous sounds. ^ • Recently,
Scharfe28 and Ghatage29 seem to have fused one into the
other. Biardeau^O discusses savarna in the context of
akrti, but leaves an impression that she does not consider
them to be different alternatives. On the background of
this, a clear differentiation of these two seems to be of
vital importance. Katyayana is bringing a non-Paninian
notion into Panini's grammar. This new notion of varnakrti
nsound-universaltT is a philosophical interpretation of the
old class-conception of varna, the real sound, where features
of quantity, nasality and accent were non-distinctive for
inclusion in a varna. Thus a-varna could cover / a / and
/a3 / , the varna of 7y/ could cover /y/ . However, the
varna of /k7~could not cover /kh/ and other homorganic
stops. For this purpose, the notion of varga was used along
with -varna. PaniniTs expanded definition of savarna was
a sophisticated attempt to cover both of these older notions
under a single generalization. Katyayana brought back the
older notions in a new philosophical form. Thus his notion
of akrti worked for the older notion of varna, while he still
retained Panini Ts savarna-grahana to account for the older
notion of varga. A detailed discussion of this older notion of
varna is taken up later in the context of the Pratisakhyas.

3.3. As it has been already explained, Katyayana's theory
partially replaces PaniniTs homogeneous-representation.
The fact that this new theory does not belong to Panini is
realized by the traditional commentators. Bhattoji Diksita
says: "This view [ of universal-mention] is not intended
by the author of the sutras, since he incorporates [the
term] /a-N/ [in P. 1.1.69] ."31 He further states: MThe
author of the sutras does not formulate [his rules] after
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having seen the varttikas [of Katyayana] . "32 Nagesa and
some of the later commentators on his works clearly bring
out this historical development. 33 The commentary
Cidasthimala on Nagesa's Laghu -sabdendu-sekhara says
that if we accept the rules related to the procedure of
savarna-grahana, then there is no akrti-gr ahana. 34

3. 4. The theory of universal-mention needs to be subjected
to a critical examination, both for its merits and drawbacks.
Panini clearly defined savarna in featural terms, but there
is no clear definition of a sound-universal found anywhere in
Katyayana* s varttikas. Patanjali explains that the universal
of / a / is mentioned [in the Siva-sutras] and it will cover
the whole family of / a / sounds. 3b Bhartrhari, in his
Mahabhasya-dfpika, sheds some light on this notion:

The desired [coverage of many varieties] is established
by universal-mention. In shortforms and in other
rules, a universal is prescribed, and not an individual.
Resorting to an individual [in order to mention a
universal] is like this: It is thus advised to an
inhabitant of the Narikela island: "This is a bull.
You should not touch him with your feet." Though
he is advised actually with respect to a young, black
and skinny bull, still he does not touch even an old,
tawny and fat bull. 36

Thus when one hears / a / , he develops a notion of some
generic features. When he hears / a / , he recognizes the
same generic features in / a / . This is how a person identifies
the same universal in different instances. This seems to
be the import of Bhartrhari's explanation.

3.5. Since there is no clear definition of a universal, nor
of any standard way of recognizing its presence, this notion
certainly seems to be very impressionistic. We are not
sure if the origin of this notion lies in phonetic considerations,
or somewhere in the realm of realistic metaphysics. Perhaps
this is an outcome of a combination of different influences.
Katyayana himself uses frequently the grammatical terminology
of the Pratisakhyas, which was replaced by Panini with new terms.
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In this old terminology, we have a conception of varna which
stands for "the real sound" or class of sounds which differ
only in features like quantity, nasality and pitch. There also
existed a conception of varga "group of homorganic stops"
alongside with the class-conception of varna. Katyayana was
obviously familiar with this conception. At the same time,
early schools of Mfmamsa were coming up in pre-Katyayana
days. He was deeply interested in their philosophical
speculations, and quoted their controversies in great detail.
The two important names are those of Vyadi, who held
Vyakti-vada "doctrine of individuals," and Vajapyayana,
who held the opposite doctrine of Akrti -vada "doctrine of
universals." Most probably, under the influence of VajapyayanaTs
thoery of universals, Katyayana reinterpreted the old conception
of varna and came up with the doctrine of varnakrti "sound-
universal. " Even in this new philosophical form, the notion
still remained very much impressionistic or conventional.

The system of Mfmamsa considers sounds (varna)
to be eternal, and these eternal sounds are manifested by
physical sounds which are not eternal. However, the relation
between non-eternal physical sounds and eternal linguistic
sounds is not that between a universal and individuals which
share that universal. The eternal sound is like an eternal
individual. 37 The notion of sound-universals is found used
in the system of Nyaya. This system believes that the sounds
of a language are not eternal, their existence being limited
by their production and disappearance. Yet we have a
perception of identity eafch time we hear certain sounds:
"It is the same / g / sound, which I heard before. " This
perception of identity is due to the common universal shared
by many instances. 38 Kaiyata's explanation of the sound-
universal /k/-ness is very similar to the Nyaya view. He
says: "The universal /k/-ness etc. pertains to individual
sounds or is manifested by specific instances of sounds....
The [ sound] individuals are infinite and they are produced
[in contrast to the eternal universals] . "39 it must be
remembered, however, that Katyayana1 s notion belongs to
a very ancient period of philosophy, and most of the systematic
works in different philosophical schools are certainly post-
Katyayana.
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3.6. The ambiguity concerning how many varieties a certain
sound-universal can cover is reflected in several discussions
in Katyayana's own varttikas and in PatanjaliTs Mahabhasya.
In his introductory remarks on Panini's grammar, Katyayana
has raised questions as to the purposes of the Siva-sutra
listings. One of the alleged purposes is the proper teaching
of all the sounds in Sanskrit. 40 To this Katyayana presents
an objection by saying that if this is the purpose, Panini
should list all the varieties of sounds differing in pitch,
quantity and nasality. 4* A reply to this objection is given
by saying that the Siva-sutras are a list of sound-universals,
which would naturally cover all these varieties. 42 Then
comes an objection to this reply: TTIf [one says that] the
desired [coverage of necessary varieties] is established
by the mention of sound-univer sals, then a prohibition of
[vowels that are possessed of ] constriction of mouth or
other similar faults has to be laid down. "43 This objection
amounts to saying that just as a sound-universal covers all
the correct or unfaulty (suddha) instances, similarly it
would also cover those instances which involve faults.
A sound-universal is shared by correct as well as by
incorrect instances, and there is no philosophical reason
why a sound-universal could represent only the correct
instances. Patanjali observes that if one accepts this
doctrine of universal-mention, one may have to make an
all out effort to reinstate the correct varieties of sounds. 44
The upholder of universal-mention suggests that these faulty
varieties of sounds could be given metalinguistic functions,
and could then replace the whole system of marker-sounds in
Paninian rules. 45 Patanjali says that this could be done,
but then the procedure becomes un-Paninian. 46 Even
though it is easy to talk of constructing rules for reinstating
the correct varieties, in actuality, it would be a very difficult
task. Compared to the correct varieties, faults are too
many to count. This is surely not an advisable procedure.

3. 7. Patanjali then continues the argument of the upholder
of univer sal-mention. He asks as to where could these
faulty varieties occur. They could not occur in augments
(agama), substitutes (vikara), affixes (pratyaya), verb roots
(dhatu) or nominal stems which are either derivable from the
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enlisted smaller items or which are directly listed by
Panini. Panini taught all these items with correct
pronounciation. The only items which are left are the
nominal stems which are underivable and are not listed by
Panini. It is suggested that even these should be listed in
order to teach their proper pronounciation. 47 K. V.
Abhyankar explains the purport of this suggestion:

This is the final conclusive solution to the difficulty
raised above, viz. that if in the formation of words
faulty utterances are made for signifying grammatical
operations, those faults would remain in the words
after their formation also. The author says here
that the original crude bases of words are uttered
faultless and thereafter in the process of formation,
augments, substitutes, affixes and the like are also
uttered faultless; as a consquence no occasion arises
for formed words being attended with faulty utterances. 48

It is doubtful if it is a conclusive solution. It is quite clear
that it is a suggestion for a complete listing of underived
nominal stems, which does not exist in Panini. Patafijali,
in other contexts, makes it clear that such a listing of
underived nominals involves prolixity (tad guru bhavati,
see n. 47). Bhartrhari suggests that finally we have to rely
on the usage of the natural speakers of Sanskrit (sista) to
determine correctness of words, and the same reference
is to be the authority in excluding these faulty varieties. 49
Thus the procedure of universal-mention finally involves
too many assumptions.

3.8. There are many other problems which confront the
upholder of universal-mention. According to Panini, the
original root in the forms kalpate and klgta is Mcrĵ . From
this root, we first derive the forms karpate* and krpta*,
and then / r / and / r / are replaced by / I / and / I / . For
both the changes, there is only one rule, P. 8. 2.18 (krgo
ro lah), which literally means: Tr/r/ of [the root] %r£is
replaced by /I/ .T r The constitution of / r / and / I / is such
that they contain vocalic and consonantal elements fused
together. Thus:
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/ r / i s \/B/ + | / r / + | / a / and

/I / is | / a / + 1/1/ + | / a / .

If parts of a composite sound are looked upon as independent
sounds and could be represented by independent sounds,
then there is no problem in the present case. The sound
/ r / in the rule would stand for independent / r / , as well
as for / r / that forms a part of / r / . The same would apply
to / I / . 50 But if the so-called parts of a composite sound
have no independent reality and cannot be represented by
independent sounds, then we may have to have a separate
rule for substituting / r / by /I/.51

At this stage, Patanjali offers two solutions which
would avoid formulation of an additional rule. The second
solution runs as: "Or, rather, it should be understood
that in both [the cases, i.e. rah and lah] , only the class -
sound (sphota) is mentioned. Thus the sound heard as / r /
(ra-sruti) is replaced by a sound heard as / I / (la-sruti). "52
This passage has given rise to many interpretations in the
context of the celebrated theory of sphota. However, we
shall restrict ourselves only to those considerations which
are pertinent in the context of the notion of sound-universals.

3.9. Bhartrhari explains the above argument as follows:
"Or, the word sphota -matr a indicates that this is a universal -
mention... .The purpose of univer sal-mention is that it covers
both / r / sounds, one which is independent and the one which
forms part of / r / . " ^ Thus, the universal of sound / r /
covers, according to Bhartrhari, the sound / r / which forms
part of / r / . Kaiyata expresses the same view. 54 Thus
the rule says: MIn the case of the root ^m5, the universal
of / r / is replaced by the universal of /l/!^ Nagesa, on
the other hand, is not ready to accept a sound-univer sal
which covers independent and dependent varieties. 56

3.10. Just as there is a consonantal element in / r / ,
similarly there is also a vocalic element which is called
ac-bhakti TTa split vowel. "57 Just as /a / covers long and
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extra-long varieties by homogeneous-representation (p. 1.1.69),
similarly one may extend this coverage to the vocalic particles
in / r / and / I / . This objection could also be raised in the
theory of universal-mention. The universal of / a / might
be said to cover these vocalic particles. 58 But Bhartrhari
says that / a / in no way can stand for these vocalic particles.
He remarks: "This vocalic particle of quarter-mora quantity
is not found anywhere else. There is no homogeneity. A
part [of a composite sound] does not have a phonetic effort
and points of articulation, independent from those of the whole.
This vocalic particle is also incapable of manifesting the
sound-universal of / a / etc. "^9 Kaiyata points out that the
perception of this vocalic particle is very indistinct and is
not capable of manifesting any sound-universal. 60 Nagesa
agrees with Kayata's judgement. 61

3,11. In Panini Ts Siva-sutra: r-l-K? the sounds / r / and
/]/ are listed separately. No two sounds directly listed in
^ e Siva-sutras are mutually homogeneous with the only
exception of stops. A similar argument is offered by
Bhattoji Diksita for / e / and / o / not being homogeneous
with / a i / and /au/. 62 Kaiyata clearly says that / r / and
/ I / are not homogeneous with each other for Panini, though
they are so for Katyayana. 63 i n the real usage, the sound
/ I / occurs only in the forms of ĉlg_. This is noted by
Patanjali, all of whose other examples are pure fabrications. 64
Thus, Panini did not need separate rules for guna and vrddhi
changes of / I / , since he took care of the only occurrence
of / I / , the root ^IJ^ by the above explained way.

Literally, P. 1.1. 51 (ur an ra-parah) says: "The
/a-N/ replacements of / r / are immediately followed by
/ r / . " Based on this rule is the notion of some modern
authors that the gu$a for / r / is / a r / , and its vrddhi is / a r / .
Actually for Panini, the term guna applies only to /a / ,
/ e / and / o / , while the term vrddhi applies only to / a / ,
/ a i / and /au/. But / a / and Js./ which replace / r / are
immediately followed by / r / .65 xo derive kalpate, we start
* r o m karpate* and replace / r / by / I / . Thus there is no
occasion for / I / being directly changed to /a l / . Thieme
is certainly right when he points out that there is no guna
to /]/ in PaniniTs system. 66
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3.12. Katyayana proposes that / r / and / I / be considered
mutually homogeneous. 67 These sounds actually have
different points of articulation and they would not normally
become homogeneous in Panini's system. Katyayana imposes
this homogeneity, for specific purposes. 68 if / r / is homo-
geneous with / l / , / r / can stand for / I / also. Thus the
rule P. 1.1. 51 (ur £n ra-parah) would mean: "The /a-N/
sounds which replace 7?/and / I / are immediately followed
by / r / . n Patanjali sees this situation arising. 69 He
counters such a possibility by saying: "I shall rule that
[the /a-N/ substitutes of] / I / will be followed by / I / .
This provision has to be given. [This provision] would
be prescriptive, if the term 'homogeneous' is not [applied
to /]/ with respect to / r / ] . The same [provision] would
help avoiding [the possibility of the /a-N/ replacements
of / I / being followed by] / r / , if [the term 'homogeneous']
is applied [to /]/ with respect to / r / ] . "70 This is a very
significant statement. Patanjali suggests here that if / r /
and / I / are not homogeneous, as in the view of Panini,
there is no fear of the /a-N/ substitutes of /]/ being followed
by / r / . But then Panini does not provide that they will be
followed by / I / either. Such a proviso has to be made to
account for the fictitious examples, or grammatical
expressions involving / l / .

3.13. Now a question arises as to how to understand
Katyayana's statement on homogeneity of / r / and / l / , in
the light of his doctrine of universal-mention. Katyayana
does not give us any direction in this case. Patanjali is
also silent. Coming down to Bhartrhari, we find the following
explanation:

When we accept the statement that / r / and / I / are
homogeneous, and also when P. 1.1. 69 is rejected
due to universal-mention, then, despite the difference
of the sound [/r/ and / I / in / r / and /]/] , they
[i .e . / r / and /I/] have the same universal, just
as short and long [corresponding vowels have the
same universal] . «1
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Bhattoji Diksita refuses to accept that / r / and / I / have the
same sound-universal. According to his view, / r / cannot
cover / I / unless we make a special provision. 72 He suggests
that we should take out the term /a-N/ from P. 1.1. 69,
following Katyayana, and put in / r / in its place. Thus
P. 1.1. 69 should be rewritten as /r/-udit savarnasya etc. ^
This way / r / will cover / l / . He also suggests that homo-
geneity between / r / and /!/ has to be optional, or otherwise
it would create several other problems. 74

Nagesa accepts a different doctrine. He thinks that
Katyayana's statement imposes the same universal on / r /
and / I / . 75 Some of the commentaries on Nagesa's Laghu-
sabdendu -sekhara try to show that the word savarna itself
could be interpreted to mean Trhaving the same universal"
(sajatfya), since the word varna is sometimes synonymous
with jati in the sense of "caste. TT76 In fact, Liebich
does interpret the word savarna as: rrvon gleicher KastefT

[see n. 344] . Hari Diksita refers to poetic interchange-
ability of / r / and / I / and says that for these reasons the
sounds/r/ and / I / could have the same universal. 77 Of
course, Katyayana had a very specific purpose in prescribing
their homogeneity, i .e. obtaining a general rule for guna
and vrddhi of / l / being followed by / I / . This seems to have
been his only limited purpose. He needed this to explain
usages with /]/, which came about through incapability of
proper pronounciation (asaktija) and imitation of such usages
(anukarana) etc. No traditional grammarian ever clarified
this limited purpose of this imposed homogeneity, except
for the fact that Bhattoji Diksita thought it to be optional
and not obligatory throughout the grammar.

3.14. There is another kind of ambiguity involved in the
notion of universal-mention, which has been discussed at
some length by some of the later commentators. They
classify universals into pervading universals (vyapaka-jati)
and pervaded universals (vyapya-jati). The universal of
the sound / a / of which Katyayana and Patanjali speak covers
the whole class of / a / sounds (sarvam a-varna-kulam),
and this is the pervading universal. However, there are
also pervaded universals, such as the restricted /a/-ness,
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which covers only the short varieties. Similarly, we can
have /a/-ness pervading only the long varieties, and /a3/-ness
pervading only the extra-long varieties. ^8 Thus, we have
the following scheme of coverage:

/A/-ness
(pervading universal)

/a/-ness /a/-ness /a3/-ness

[/a//a//a//a//a/a/] [ /a3/ /a3/ /a3/ /a"3/ /S3/ /S3/]

[/a/ /a//a//a/ /a/ /a/]

It has also been discussed whether the Siva-sutras contain
the pervading universals or the pervaded universals. Each
of these alternatives has a different implication. If the
Siva-sutras contain the pervading universals, then there is
no need of the procedure of homogeneous-representation in
those cases. But if they contain the pervaded universals,
then we still need that procedure. Suffice it to say that
Katyayana intended the first alternative.

3.15. As a merit of this theory of universal-mention, it
should be pointed out that its acceptance helps us to get
rid of the rule P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau). This rule intends to
deny any possible homogeneity between vowels and consonants.
In the theory of universal-mention, vowels and consonants
have different universals and hence there is no scope of
homogeneity or co-universality of any vowels with consonants.
Thus, despite the fact that / a / and / h / have the same internal
effort and point of articulation, '^ they do have different
universals, and hence there is no problem. This has been
noticed by some of the commentaries on Nagesa's Laghu -
sabdendu -sekhara. 80 Another benefit could also be derived
from this theory. Despite the difference of internal effort
between / a / and /a / , they share the same universal, and
hence we do not need anything like Panini's pronounciation
of / a / as vivrta "open,Tr within the system, and its reinstate-
ment to samvrta "closed" by P. 8. 4. 68 (a a). As far as I
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know, no grammarian has noticed thi\=3 point. As we shall
see later, those grammatical traditions, which accepted
the impressionalistic notion of varna and savarna, were
never faced with this problem. Katyayana's notion of
universal is equally based on such conventional impressionism,
and he, therefore, did not have to face the problem that
Panini was faced with.

3.16. Panini's rule P. 1.1. 69 (an-udit savarnasya capratyayah)
says: "The /a-N/ sounds and the sounds marked with /U/
represent their homogeneous sounds along with themselves,
if they are not affixes. "81 By this rule, the process of
homogeneous-representation applies to vowels, semi-vowels
and stops. In the view of universal-mention, however, a
universal of /k/ cannot cover the homorganic stops. ^2
Katyayana is aware of this short-coming and he only suggests
removal of /a-N/ sounds from homogeneous-representation.
Thus he still retains homogeneous-representation for stops.
This means, we would still need the rule: udit savarnasya.
Since this rule contains the term savarna nhomogeneous,TT

we still need the definition of homogeneity (P. 1.1. 9), which
still remains a general definition and covers even those
sounds, which are already covered by universal-mention.
Thus the procedure of universal-mention cannot function
by itself, and needs assistance of homogeneous-represen-
tation. On the other hand, the latter can very well function
by itself. The difficulty in accepting both the procedures
simultaneously is that both of them presuppose opposite
philosophical doctrines. Nagesa points out that P. 1.1. 69
is based on vyakti-vada "doctrine of individuals,TT and on
distinctiveness of pitch, nasality and quantity. 83 The
principle of universal-mention, on the other hand, presupposes
that a sound, by nature, stands for its universal, which
naturally covers varieties differing in pitch, nasality and
quantity. What is intended is a universal, and an individual
is given simply because there is no other way of expressing
the universal. °4

3.17. Even if we decide to follow universal-mention and
omit /a-N/ from P. 1.1. 69, we still do not achieve simplicity
of description. The condition apratyayah nnon-affixalfT
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in P. 1.1.69 says that affixal sounds cannot stand for their
homogeneous sounds. Nagesa points out that we still need
this condition in universal-mention. 85 This is comparable
to Katyayana's treatment of P. 1.1. 70 (taparas tat-kalasya)
which says that a vowel followed by the marker~7T/ stands
only for homogeneous varieties of the same quantity. 86
Katyayana says that this rule operates even in universal-
mention. 87 Patanjali explains that a vowel without / T /
may cover all co-universal (sajatfya) varieties. To restrict
this, wherever we need, to varieties of the same quantity,
we must use the marker / T / . 88 Nagesa realizes similarity
between this argument and the restriction made by the
condition apratyayah in P. 1.1.69. 89

3.18. Finally, we should investigate some of the subtle
problems created by universal-mention, which can certainly
be avoided by a proper interpretation of Panini's savarna-
grahana. In the final interpretation of P. 1.1.69, only the
/a-N/ sounds as they are listed in the Siva-sutras have the
capacity of representing their homogeneous sounds. Thus,
/ a / can represent varieties of / a / and / a 3 / , but / a / cannot
represent either / a / or / a3 / . 90 By P. 1.1. 70 (taparas
tat-kalasya) a vowel followed by / T / stands only for homo-
geneous sounds of the same quantity. Thus, in the case of
/a-N/ sounds, this rule becomes restrictive, while it
becomes prescriptive for non-/a-N/ sounds. 91

In universal-mention, in principle, any instance
stands for its universal and that universal covers all co-
universal varieties. Thus, the difference between /a-N/ and
and non-/a-N/ sounds would be obliterated. If every vowel
can represent, through its universal, all co-universal
varieties, then the meta-element / T / becomes universally
restrictive (niyamaka), and does not remain prescriptive
(vidhayaka) in any case. Thus / a / could also represent
eighteen co-universal varieties, like / a / .

Bhartrhari and Kaiyata do realize this problem. 92
They claim that / a / would not stand for / a / , because / a /
involves additional effort. If / a / and / a / both can represent
all co-universal varieties, then why would one use / a /
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instead of / a / ? This is a very good practical argument,
but it has no philosophical value.

3.19. Nagesa quotes a view held by some of the earlier
grammarians. These grammarians think that / a / expresses
the pervading universal (vyapaka-jati), but / a / expresses
only a pervaded universal (vyapya-jati). This pervaded
universal /a/-ness covers only long varieties. 93 But actually
this does not work. ^—-

For instance, P. 7. 2. 84 (astana a vibhaktau)
prescribes the replacement / a / for the final / n / of _astan
under certain conditions. Historically, the condition
apratyayah TTnon-affixaln in P. 1.1. 69 (an-udit savarnasya
capratyayah) restricts only affixes from homogeneous-
representation, and does not apply to substitutes. 94 Thus,
if / a / can cover six co-universal varieties, including the
nasal varieties, then by P. 1.1. 50 (staneTntaratamah), a
nasal / a / would be substituted for the nasal / n / of jastan.
Katyayana himself realized this difficulty. He answered it
by pointing out that / a / is a non-/a-N/ sound, and hence it
cannot stand for its homogeneous sounds by P. 1.1. 69.
Therefore, only a non-nasal / a / will be substituted for / n /
in jistan. 95 gut this solution would not really work in the
procedure of universal-mention, if / a / were to stand
for a pervaded universal (vyapya-jati), covering all the
long varieties.

3. 20. There is another example which shows Panini ?s
preciseness of formulations, which would be totally disturbed
in universal-mention. P. 3.1. I l l (f ca khanah) prescribes
the substitute long /f/ for /n / in the root khan and also an
affix KyaP. Thus we have khan + KyaP leading to kha+ f+ ya,
and finally to kheya. It seems strange that Panini should
give long /f/ as the substitute, instead of giving short / i / .
Even Bhattoji Diksita felt that Panini should have given
short / i / . 96 As it is mentioned earlier, historically,
substitutes in Paninifs grammar could represent their
homogeneous sounds. Even Katyayana realized this fact,
but it was later obscured by discussions in Patanjali. 97
If Panini were to give short / i / a s the substitute for / n /
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in khan, this short / i / being an /a-N/ sound would represent
its homogeneous varieties, including nasal varieties. Thus,
/n / would be substituted by a nasal / i / , finally leading to
an undesirable nasal /©/ in kheya*. Since Panini realized
this, he gave long /f/ as the substitute for /n/ . This is
not an /a-N/ sound and hence it cannot represent any
homogeneous sounds. Thus, there is no possibility of
obtaining the undesirable form khgya*. If we accept
universal-mention, then /f/ could also cover its co-universal
varieties and that would lead to the above mentioned problem.

3. 21. From the above given analysis of universal-mention,
it will be clear that it is not sufficient to replace PaniniTs
homogeneous-representation, unless a grammarian accepting
this theory is prepared to build another structure of rules
which would properly control its over-extensions. Katyayana
seems to have given only a rough hypothesis. However,
Katyayana's theory did not go unnoticed in the history of
Sanskrit grammar. He had two illustrious followers, namely
Candragomin and Sakatayana. These two grammarians
tried to develop Katyayana's suggestions in different ways.
Their grammars will be studied later in Chapter XII.





CHAPTER IV

PATANJALPS PROPOSAL OF PRAYATNA-BHEDA

4.1. Panini's rule P. 1.1. 9 (tulyasya -prayatnarh savarnam)
says that two sounds having the same points of articulation
and internal effort are mutually homogeneous. Then he
formulates P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau) which denies mutual homo-
geneity to sounds denoted by the shortforms /a -C/ and
/ha-L/. No vowels denoted by /a-C/ are homogeneous
with any consonants denoted by /ha-L/. Since Panini
formulates this rule, we must assume that at least some
vowels and consonants have the same internal effort. The
tradition believes that, according to Panini, vowels and
usmans, i . e . / s / , / s / , / s / and /h / are viyrta "open."98
There are many oiksas and other texts which do not sub-
classify these two groups according to their internal effort. 99
Thus, / a / and /h / are both kanthya "produced in the throatn

and open. Similarly, / i / and / s / a r e both palatal and open.
Thus these sounds would be mutually homogeneous, unless
prevented by P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau). 100

4. 2. Katyayana and Patanjali discuss problems concerning
the interpretation of P. 1.1.10. In the prima facie view
(purva -paksa), it is assumed that homogeneous-representation
(P. 1.1.69)'applies to the terms /a-C/and /ha-L/ in P. 1.1.10.
Kaiyata explains that, if P. 1.1. 69 is applied to P. 1.1.10,
then / i / included in /a -C/ could stand for its homogeneous
sounds including / s / . 101 Similarly, / a / could stand for /h/ .
Normally, an exclusion rule applies first, and then the
general rule applies. However, in this case, the negation
rule has yet to come into being. We cannot deny homogeneity
of /a-C/soundswith/ha-L/ sounds, before interpreting
these very terms, and there that denial cannot apply. Now
if / i / in / a -C/ stands for /§/, and / s / also occurs in
/ha-L/, then / s / would be non-homogeneous with itself.
Similarly, / h / included in /ha-L/ is an /a-N/ sound, and
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hence by P. 1.1. 69, it could stand for all varieties of / a / . This
would result in non-homogeneity of all the varieties of / a / with
each other and with themselves. 102

4.3. Katyayana realized this problem. Thus, he says:
TTn the prohibition [of homogeneity] between / a -C / and
/ha-L/ sounds, the prohibition [of homogeneity] of / s /
[with / s / obtains] , since [ / s / is both] an / a -C/ sound
and a /ha-L/ sound. "103 Patafljali explains that / s / is an
/a -C/ sound because it is represented by / i / , and it is a
/ha-L/ sound because it is so listed in the group. 104
P. 8. 4.65 (jharo jhari savarne) prescribes deletion of a
sound included in the group /jha-R/, if it is followed by a
homogeneous sound from the same group, and preceded by
any consonant. Patanjali points out that non-homogeneity
of / s / with itself would prohibit deletion of / s / followed
by / s / . 105

4. 4. To this difficulty, Katyayana offers two solutions.
Here, we shall only be concerned with the first solution:
"The desired result is achieved, since [/s/] is not an
/a -C / sound. "106 This statement is given without any
supporting reasons. 107 However, we have an explanation
from Patafljali:

The desired result is achieved. How? [It is achieved] ,
since [/s/] is not an / a -C/ sound. Why is [/s/]
not an / a -C/ sound? [Consider the following:] The
articulator of stops is in contact [with the point of
articulation] . [The articulator] of semi-vowels
is in slight contact. [The articulator] of usmans
is with a gap, i .e. open. Here the word "slight"
continues. [The articulator] of vowels is also open.
Here the word "slight" is not continued. 108

By subclassifying usmans asjsad-viyrta "slightly open"
and vowels as vivrta "open," Patanjali avoids homogeneity
of / i / and / s / . Thus / i / cannot stand for / s / , and hence
the undesired non-homogeneity of / s / with / s / does not
result.
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4. 5. Patanjali's subclassification of viyria TTopenTT removes
the particular problem, but at a great cost. It makes P. 1.1.10
(najjhalau) totally redundant. If usmans and vowels differ
in their internal effort, then actually there is no possibility
whatsoever of any vowel ever being homogeneous with any
consonant. Thus, there is no need for Panini to make any
rule such as P. 1.1.10. Kaiyata realizes that PatafijaliTs
suggestion leads to the rejection of P. 1.1.10.109 This
realization is also shared by later grammarians like Bhattoji
Diksita. HO But some of the later texts like the Laghu-
siddhanta-kaumudi of Varadaraja adopt this subclassification
in their phonetic description, m

The tradition clearly attributes this subclassification
to Patanjali. 112 Actually, some later grammarians ascribe
to Patanjali a sevenfold classification of internal effort by
incorporating four subdivisions of vivrta, i .e . fsad-vivrta
Mslightly open, " vivrta "open,TT vivrta-tara "more open and
vivrta-tama "most open."H4 These distinctions are seen
also in several other Siksas and Pratisakhyas. H5

Patanjali himself uses these distinctions to avoid
homogeneity of / a / [which is presumed to be open within
the grammar] with / e / and / o / which are said to be more
open. H6 There are again differences of opinion in this
respect. Nagesa holds that these subclassifications must
be accepted to give a phonetic explanation of why / e / and
/ o / are not homogeneous with / a i / and /au/. H • Otherwise,
one must say that they are not homogeneous simply because
Panini lists them separately in the Siva-sutras.

4.6. Some of the later commentators show a clear awareness
of the historically Paninian view in this matter. Thus,
Bhattoji Diksita says that usmans and vowels have the same
internal effort. H8 Hari Diksita warns us that we should
not believe that Panini intends the distinctions given by
Patanjali. H.9 Nagesa declares that the subclassifications
of "open-ness" are not distinctive as far as homogeneity
is concerned, and this is indicated by the fact that Panini
gives P. 1.1.10.12° In one place Nagesa thinks that P. 1.1.10
echoes PatanjaliTs subclassifications, 121 but later comes
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back and says that these distictions constitute a virtual
rejection of P. 1.1.10.122

4. 7. Historically, the question we may ask is if Patanjali
invented this subclassification, or he just adopted an already
established doctrine. Franz Kielhorn says:

Patanjali, in his comments on the varttika: siddham
anactvat on P. 1.1.10, appears (in the words:
sprstam karanam sparsanam/ fsat-sprstam
antahsthanam/^vTvrtam usmanam/ svaranam ca
vivrtam) to quote a Siksa which may have resembled
the Apisali, --unless indeed the rules given by him
should have been quoted from the Atharvaveda
Pratisakhya I, 29-32 (sgrstam sparsanam karanam/
1?^""§2V?\^£: antahsthanam/lfsmanam vivrtam ca7
svaranam ca). TT12S

T ^ e Apisali -siksa-sutras which have come down to us read
as follows: sprsta-karanah sparsah/ Tsat-sprsta-karana
antahsthah/ isad -viyrta -kara^iah usmanah/vivrta -karanah
svarah/. . . samvrtoTkarah/. ±:^ Comparing this text with
the text quoted by Patanjali, it is clear that he has not
quoted the Api sali -siksa -sutras. There is a definite
resemblance between the text quoted by Patafijali and the
Atharvaveda Pratisakhya. Thieme actually holds that
Patanjali is quoting the APr, and hence must be later
than the APr. 125

It is, however, not clear if the APr exactly intends
what Patanjalirs interpretation seems to speak. On the
APr I. 31 (usmanam vivrtam ca), Whitney says:

The final ca of the rule indicates, according to the
commentators, that fsat-sprstam is also to be
inferred from the previous rale: in the formation of
the spirants, the organ is both in partial contact and
open --a rather awkward way of saying, apparently, •
that its position is neither very close nor very open. 126
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The APr thus may not exactly be speaking of Patanjali's
_Tsad-viyrta, but it certainly differentiates spirants from
vowels in their internal effort.

4. 8. This brings us to a new possible historical link. We
have been using the name TTAtharvaveda Pratisakhya,TT

along with Thieme and others, for a text, which actually
bears the title Saunakfya Caturadhyayika, in the solitary
Berlin MS from which it was edited by Whitney. Whitney
gave it the title of APr. But new manuscripts bearing the
title "APr" have come up, which are quite different from
Whitney's APr. Important to us is the discovery of a
manuscript titled Kautsa-vyakarana by Sadashiv L. Katre,
inl938[ref. T'Kautsa-Vyakarana: A Detailed Notice,M

New Indian Antiquary, Vol. I, 1938-9, pp. 383-396] .
This article gives all deviations of this Kautsa -vyakarana
from Whitney's APr. Despite some minor divergences,
these two texts are identical. This is extremely important.
If this Kautsa is identical with Kautsa who is Panini's
disciple [ref: Mahabhasya on P. 3. 2.108: upasedivan
kautsah paniniml , that could substantially add to our
knowledge of the historical development of the Paninian
tradition.

4. 9. Hypothetically accepting Kautsa's identity as a student
of Panini, we may speak of some continuous historical
development. Panini did not subclassify vivrta TTopen,M

and thus has composed P. 1.1.10. Then came his disciple,
Kautsa, who in his Pratisakhya did subclassify spirants
and vowels. Then, we find Katyayana giving two alternatives
to solve problems in P. 1.1.10, i .e. a) anactvat "since
spirants are not vowels," and b) vakyaparisamapter va
Ttincompletion of a sentence. " As we shall see later, the
second alternative is based on retaining P. 1.1.10, which
implies that vowels and spirants have the same effort. The
first alternative, however, distinguishes spirants from vowels.
What is not clear is the ground on which this distinction
is made. It is possible that Katyayana was aware of the
distinctions made by Kautsa. We may find some tentative
support to conclude that Katyayana knew the difference
concerning internal effort of vowels and spirants. Thieme
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has almost conclusively proved the identity of Katyayana,
the Varttikarkara, and Katyayana, the author of the
Vajasaneyi Prarisakhya [see: n. 284] . The definition of
savarna in the VPr [ see: 10. 5. 2] is virtually identical with
P. 1.1. 9, and yet there is no homogeneity of any vowels
with spirants, since, as Uvata points out, vowels are
asprsta TTwithout contactTT and spirants are ardha-sprsta
"with halfway contact.Tr With the same assumption, perhaps,
Katyayana differentiated vowels and spirants in his varttika:
anactvat on P. 1.1.10. However, realizing that this is not
Panini's view, he offered the other explanation:
vakyaparisamapter va. Finally, PataHjali came out with
explicit discussion of this problem. Thus, this suggestion
°^ prayatna -bheda can be ascribed to Patanjali, only in the
sense that he came out with this explicit discussion for the
first time in the Paninian tradition.

4.10. Anyway, Patanjali does not stand alone in differen-
tiating the internal effort of spirants from that of vowels.
The Yajus recension of the Paniniya-siksa (verse 30)
considers vowels to be asgrsta_r'without contact'f and spirants
^° ke nema-sprsta nwith halfway contact. "127 But the
preceding verse* itself considers vowels and spirants to be
vivrta "open. "128 The Paninfya-siksa-sutras say that
spirants may be considered either isad-vivrta or vivrta. 129
These sutras which are probably of a late origin seem to
record both the traditions. The Apisali-siksa-sutras,
without option, consider spirants to be fsad-vivrta. x30
This has prompted certain scholars to consider this Siksa
to be post-Paninian. 131 Uvata's commentary on the VPr, 132
the Yajflavalkya-siksa.133 and the Varpa-ratna-pradfpika-
siksa of Amare£aT34 consider spirants to be ardha-sprsta
"with halfway contact. " The terms nema-sprsta and ar'd'ha-
sgrsta_seem to combine the notion of the APr that spirants
are both i?at-sgrsta_"with slight contact" and vivrta "open. "
The term ^sad-vivrta seems to have originated with PatafljaliTs
discussion.
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A NON-TRADITIONAL APPROACH

5.1. By a non-traditional approach, I intend the following
axioms: a) A rule can apply to itself, and b) a rule can
apply to another rule, even if the first presupposes the
second. In the present context, this would mean that
P. 1.1.69 applies to itself, and it also applies to P. 1.1.10.
In the Paninian tradition, no one has adopted this view,
which amounts to a criticism of the notion of vakyaparisamapti
tTincompletion of a sentence/1 a procedure adopted by
Katyayana and the rest of the Paninian tradition. The
details of this procedure will be discussed in the following
chapter, but basically it says that P. 1.1. 69 cannot apply
to itself, nor to P. 1.1.10. S. P. Chaturvedi (1933) launched
a heavy criticism of this traditional way of interpreting
Panini. He says that the procedure of vakyapari samapti
"which is propounded by Bhasyakara Patanjali... should be
regarded as ekadesi-bhasya and not as a siddhanta -bhasyaTT

[Chaturvedi (1933), p. 168] . He further says:

This doctrine cuts at the very root of the Paninian
system and its acceptance will lead to many compli-
cations. The Astadhyayf of Panini is a whole inter-
connected work. For the formation of a single word,
we have to apply sutras from various parts of the
work. Each sutra should be interpreted in the light
of what we know from the other sutras. It is wrong
to maintain that at the time of interpretation of
naj jhalau-tulyasya-prayatnam savarnam (I.i.9, 10),
we connot take help from the sutra anuditsavarnasya
capratyayah (I.i.69), its meaning being still unknown
to us according to vakyaparisamaptinyaya. When we
interpret the pratyahara TacT in naj jhalau, we should
do so as we interpret other pratyaharas in the
Astadhyayf. [Chaturvedi (1933), p. 170]

39
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With this argument, Chaturvedi criticizes Bhattoji DIksita
and proposes that either we should apply P. 1.1. 69 to
P. 1.1.10 and abandon vakyaparisamaptinyaya or accept the
subclassification of viyrta fTopenrT [Chaturvedi (1933), p. 173] .
p. 173] . As we shall later discuss in detail, Chaturvedi's
argument is wrong on several counts. The vakyaparisamapti
precedes Patafijali and is found in Katyayana, who uses it
in many contexts as the only explanation of apparent problems
in Panini's rules. [Sec. 6.14-15]

No other scholar has openly accepted a view like
Chaturvedi's, but there are many cases of implied acceptance.
For instance, S. C. Vasu translates P. 1.1. 69 as:

The letters of the pratyahara a-N, i.e. the vowels
and semi-vowels, and a term having u_for its indicatory
letter refer to their own form as well as to their
homogeneous letters, except when they are used
as pratyayas. 135

With this goes the comment:

The pratyahara a-N in this sutra includes all the
vowels (underlining mine) and liquids. 136

This is clearly applying P. 1.1. 69 to P. 1.1. 69. Let us
also glance at VasuTs translation of P. 1.1.10.

There is, however, no homogeneity between vowels
and consonants. 137

Colebrook, Bohtlingk and Renou have exactly parallel
translations. 138 The term /a-C/ in P. 1.1.10 cannot mean
all vowels, unless P. 1.1.69 is applied to P. 1.1.10.
Without its application, /a-C/ would stand only for /a / ,
/ i / , /u/ , / r / , / I / , / e / , / o / , / a i / and /au/ as they are
listed in the Siva-sutras. This would indicate that these
scholars have applied P. 1.1. 69 to P. 1.1.10.

5.2. Recently, S. D. Joshi has provided some discussion
of P. 1.1. 69 and its interpretation. Kaiyata quotes an
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older maxim: grahanan-grahane grahanabhavah, which is
rendered by S. D. Joshi as: "(One can) not (apply the
principle of) grahana (i.e. P. 1.1.69) to the term /a-N/
in the grahana rule (itself). "139 in a footnote to this, he says:
"The pratyahara /a-N/ includes all vowels (underlining
mine), semi-vowels and /h/ . "14CT"This is quite similar to
VasuTs comment and implies that Joshi is applying P. 1.1. 69
to itself. In fact, S. D. Joshi is quite aware of the exact
meaning of the traditional maxim and of some of the effects
of not accepting it. This is what he has to remark:

The quotation is probably from the lost part of
BhartrhariTs Mahabhasya-Dfpika. The term /aN/
in P. 1.1. 69 refers oniy to those vowels which are
included in the pratyahara /aN/. The rule P. 1.1. 69
states that these vowels represent their homorganic
varieties also. Now if P. 1.1.69 is applied in
P. 1.1.69 itself, it would give the meaning that the
vowels included in /aN/ and their savarna (homorganic)
varieties stand for their savarna varieties. This
means that the vowels long / a / etc. also represent
the corresponding short varieties. 141

The reader is not sure if S. D. Joshi prefers applying the
rule to itself, as his footnote would have us believe, or he
is simply explaining what would happen if the rule applies
to itself. In view of this confusing state of affairs, we need
to go into a detailed examination of this alternative. Some
of the alleged examples of a rule applying to itself are
P. 1.3.3 (hal-antyam) and P. 7.3.119 (ac ca gheh). We shall
discuss these cases critically and study the question of a
rule applying to itself in more general terms.

5.3. P. 1.3.3 (hal-antyam) literally means: "The final
hal is termed rt. " Does the term hal in the rule stand for
the Siva-sutra: /ha-L/, or does it represent the shortform
/ha-L/? The rule which forms shortforms, i .e. P. 1.1. 71
(adir antyena saheta), says: "The initial sound, along with
the final it sound, stand for the initial sound and the sounds
which are in between." This rule presupposes the definition
of it, i .e. P. 1.1. 3. On the other hand, i f /ha-L/ in P. 1. 3. 3
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is to be a shortform, it presupposes P. 1.1. 71. This is a
case of interdepencence. 142 Katyayana's final solution to
this problem runs as: "[The desired result is established]
alternatively by [considering hal in P. 1. 3. 3 to be] a mention
[of both the giva-sutra: /ha-L7~and the shortform /ha-L/]
by a single -remainder transformation (ekasesa). fT143
Patanjali says that hal in the rule, by single-remainder,
stands for two words of the same shape. 144 p o r instance,
the dual ramau is derived, in Panini's system, from two
singulars, i .e . ramah and ramah, which have the same
phonetic shape and the same case, by P. 1. 2.64 (sarupanam
ekasesa eka-vibhaktau). Kaiyata believes that the first
word /ha-L/ is a genitive Tatpurusa compound meaning TT/1/
near /ha/fr (hasya lah). The second word /ha-L/ is a
shortform. 145 Thus the first interpretation of P. 1. 3.3 is:
"The sound near /ha/, / I / , is it. " Then by P. 1.1. 71, we
can form the shortform /ha-L/ beginning with /h(a)/ in
the Siva-sutra: /h(a)/ /y(a)/ /v(a)/ / r(a)/ / T / and ending
in the marker / L / of the giva-sutra: /h(a) / / L / . This
covers all consonants. With this shortform /ha-L/. we
come back to P. 1. 3. 3. Now the rule means that all consonants
occurring at the end of given units are termed it. Nagesa
doubts Kaiyata's interpretation of genitive compound, 146
and thinks that Patafljali has actually opted for repeating
the rule. This is the interpretation of Bhattoji Diksita. 147

This repetition of the rule and separate interpre-
tation of the two instances of P. 1. 3. 3 is designed to avoid
mutual dependence with P. 1.1. 71, as well as for avoiding
the so-called application of P. 1. 3. 3 to itself. What we have
are two rules with the same wording, and not one and the
same rule being applied to itself. It is clear that the two
interpretations of P. 1. 3. 3 do not apply to each other, and
also they do not apply within themselves.

5. 4. Another alleged instance is P. 7.3.119 (ac ca gheh).
In the rule, we have the form gheh, genitive singular of
the stem ghi-. The technical term ghi- stands for nominal
stems ending in short / i / and /u/ , excluding sakhi - and
those nominals which are termed nadf (P. 1. 4. 7 (seso ghy
asakhi)). The word ghi- itself fulfills all the conditions for
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the technical designation ghi-. The commentators admit
that only because ghi- is termed ghi-, can we have guna
replacement of /i/Tn ghi in the form gheh by P. 6.1. I l l
(gher niti). 148 Thus the technical term ghi applies to
ghi- itself.

5.5. This is quite different from saying that a rule applies
to itself. We have to make a distinction between the
expression of a rule and its contents. If the theoretical
contents of a rule apply to themselves, then it is a case of
a rule applying to itself. However, if the contents of a rule
apply to the expression of itself, then this is a different kind
of dependence. As linguistic utterances, there is actually
no difference between the expression of a grammatical rule
and a sentence in a drama. The traditional grammarians
have squarely dealt with this problem. For instance, in
terms of contents, P.6.1.101 (akah savarne dfrghah):
"If an /a-K/ sound is followed by a homogeneous sound,
both are replaced by a long varietyfT is dependent on P. 1.1. 9
(tulyasya-prayatnam savarnam) which defines homogeneity.
However, in the expression of P. 1.1. 9, we have a sandhi
of tulya and asya, which depends on the contents of P. 6.1.101.
Bhattoji discusses this example and points out that as
linguistic utterances illustrating a certain grammatical
feature, there is no difference between the expressions
tulyasya and dandadhaka. 149 Thus, P. 7. 3.119 is not an
example of a rule applying to itself.

5.6. Some grammarians held that sandhi rules do not
apply to the Siva-sutras because the sandhi rules have yet
to come into being. The expression of sandhi rules depends
on shortforms, which depend on the Siva-sutras. Nagesa
points out that this is a false argument. The rule which
applies in upendra should also apply in /a-i-u-N/. The
reason there is no sandhi is that it would create a lot of
confusion in identifying the sounds in the list. This is the
real reason. 150

5. 7. We have already considered the undesirable effects
of applying P. 1.1.69 to P. 1.1.10, in Sec. 4.2-3. Here we
shall discuss the effects of applying P. 1.1.69 to itself.
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We already have some hints from S. D. Joshi. Here we
have also to consider P. 1.1. 70 (taparas tatkalasya). This
rule says: MA sound marked with / T / stands only for the
homogeneous varieties of the same quantity.TT If we do
not apply P. 1.1. 69 to itself, then we have the following:

[A] / a / stands for eighteen varieties.
/ a / stands for itself.
/ aT/ stands for six short varieties.
/aT/ stands for six long varieties.

If we apply P. 1.1. 69 to itself, then we have the following:

[B] / a / stands for eighteen varieties.
/ a / stands for eighteen varieties.
/aT/ stands for six short varieties.
/ aT / stands for six long varieties.

This shows the difference between the two alternatives.
The alternative [B] is very much like Katyayana's theory
of universal-mention. If / a / or any non-/a-N/ sound could
represent its homogeneous varieties, that creates problems
which are common with KatyayanaTs universal-mention,
[cf. Sec. 3.18] .

5.8. There are also other implications of applying P. 1.1.69
to itself. In this alternative, the difference between /a-N/
sounds and non-/a-N/ sounds is obliterated. The same
would apply to sounds marked with /U/, and sounds
represented by sounds marked with / u / . Non-/a-N/ vowels
and semi-vowels would be capable of representing their
homogeneous sounds. Similarly, sounds marked with /U/
and sounds represented by such sounds would also be capable
of representing their homogeneous sounds. Just as / a /
could represent all the eighteen varieties, similarly /kh/
could also represent /k/ , /kh/, /g / , /gh/ and /n / . The
same would happen to other series of stops.

5.9. Though this is obviously not what Panini intended,
such an implication seems to follow from V. N. MisraTs
translation of P. 1.1.69:
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A member of the /a-N/2 group (vowel, semi-vowel
and /h/) or of the groups /kU/, /cU/, /tU/, /tU/,
/pU/, stands for itself as well as for its homorganic
correspondents, but only when it is not a component
of a suffix. 151

Misra speaks of the group /a-N/2 as T Vowel, semi -vowel
and /h/tT and not just sounds as listed in the Siva-sutras.
Thus, he is certainly applying P. 1.1.69 to itself. Misra
goes even further. The other part of his translation could
mean two things. It may mean that each of the groups /kU/
etc. stands for itself and its homorganic correspondents,
or any member of any of these groups stands for itself and
for its homorganic correspondents. Both of these are
inaccurate statements.

5.10. All the above discussed implications of applying
P. 1.1.69 to itself would come to mean that all vowels,
semi-vowels and stops are capable of representing their
homogeneous varieties. If this were Panini's intention,
he could have formulated the shortform /a-Y/ to cover all
these sounds and could have formulated P. 1.1.69 as: ay
savarnasya capratyayafr. Actually such an interpretation of
P. 1.1.69 would seriously put Panini's entire grammar in
jeopardy. This searching analysis would show that the
alternative of applying P. 1.1. 69 to itself is neither historically
Paninian, nor theoretically effective, and hence must be
abandoned.





CHAPTER VI

BACK TO PANINI

6.1. After considering the un-Paninian alternatives, we
now come back to an interpretation, which in all probability
is Paninian. On P. 1.1.10, Katyayana first presents a
prima facie view that P. 1.1. 69 applies to P. 1.1.10. The
problems resulting from this have been discussed in Sec.
4. 2. To solve these problems, Katyayana offers two
solutions. The first solution and its interpretation by
Patanjali are also discussed in Sec. 4.3-4. The second
solution given by Katyayana initiates the procedure of
vakyaparisamapti nincompletion of a sentence.TT Katyayana
says: "[The desired result that / s / is homogeneous with
itself, and is not homogeneous with / i / is established]
alternatively by [adopting the procedure of] incompletion
of a sentence. "152 On this Patanjali gives the following
explanation:

What is this incompletion of a sentence ? First
there is the teaching of sounds [in the Siva-sutras] .
[The definition of] the term it [in P. 1.3.3] follows
the teaching of sounds. [ The definition of] a
pratyahara "shortform" [i .e . P .1 .1 . 71] follows
[ the definition of] the term it. [ The definition of]
the term savarna "homogeneous" [in P. 1.1. 9]
follows [the definition of] shortforms. [The
definition of] savarna -grahana "homogeneous -
representation" [in P. 1.1. 69] follows [the definition
of] the term "homogeneous." By this complete and
interlinked sentence, there is representation of
homogeneous sounds elsewhere [ but not within any
link of this sentence] . 153

The Paninian procedure of homogeneous-representation is
built up of five stages, each of which is dependent on the
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previous stage, and all the five stages are linked together
like clauses of a complex sentence. To some extent, this
linking could be compared with an inferential process, where
the product of a previous inference becomes the premise of
the next inference. The Naiyayikas consider stages within
an inference to be like clauses of a sentence, and hence the
expression of a full inference used to convince others
(parartha) is called a nfive-limbed sentence" (paHcangika-
vakya). 154 Representation of homogeneous sounds is the
cumulative effect of this ordered sequence of rules, and the
procedure does not apply to any rule within the closed group.

6.2. Patanjali says that the definition of the term savarna
"homogeneous" follows the definition of shortforms. This
is at first confusing. P. 1.1. 9 (tulyasya-prayatnam savarnam)
does not involve any shortforms, and does not depend on
the definition of shortforms (P. 1.1. 71). However, as
Bhattoji Dfksita points out, P. 1.1.10 needs to be interpreted
before P. 1.1.9. P, 1.1.10 (najjhalau) literally means:
"The sounds denoted by the shortforms /a -C/ and /ha-L/
are not mutually homogeneous. " This rule involves two
shortforms. According to the Paninian tradition, an
exception rule is to be interpreted before interpreting the
general rule. The same sequence belongs to their
application. 155 jf w e first have mutual homogeneity of
/ a -C / and /ha-L/ sounds by P. 1.1. 9, and then deny it by
p. 1.1.10, it would be like asking a man who has already
eaten not to eat. 156 Thus, the definition of homogeneity
indirectly depends on the definition of shortforms. We
cannot interpret P. 1.1. 69 before interpreting P. 1.1. 9,
since we cannot interpret the procedure of homogeneous -
representation before defining "homogeneous. " This ordered
dependence of rules is the essence of incompletion of a
sentence, for any rule within the structure. 157

6. 3. The reason why P. 1.1. 69 cannot apply to P. 1.1.10
is that we cannot understand P. 1.1. 69 before interpreting
P. 1.1. 9, and P. 1.1. 9 cannot be interpreted before inter-
preting P. 1.1.10. Thus, in a way, P. 1.1. 69 does not
exist, while interpreting P. 1.1.10.158 Hari Diksita points
out that what counts is the logical or cognitive sequence of
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rules in terms of their dependency requirement. 159 Thieme
explains this situation:

Beziiglich der in Pan. 1.1.10 (najjhalau "ein TacT und
ein ThalT sind nicht gleichlautign) genannten pratyahara
hat zwar 1.1.69 nicht statt, da erst nachdem die
Definition der TGleichlautigkeitT vollstandig gegeben
ist, der Ausdruck savarnasya in 1.1.69 verstanden
werden kann. An anderen Stellen der Grammatik,
wo ein pratyahara genannt wird, hat jedoch 1.1.69
statt, und nennen die in den pratyahara enthaltenen
Laute auch ihre TgleichlautigenT Partner, z.B. das
in akah in 6.1.101 enthaltene / i / auch langes /f/. 160

Thus, P. 1.1. 69 does not apply to P. 1.1.10.

6. 4. Similarly, P. 1.1. 69 cannot apply to itself. Bhartrhari
explains the logic behind this:

However, here in P. 1.1.69, there is no homogeneous -
representation by P. 1.1. 69. What is the reason? In
this rule (i. e. P. 1.1.69), the relation of a sound
with the designated items (i.e. homogeneous sounds)
is not yet established. [Thus] the rule of homogeneous-
representation does not apply to the shortform /a-N/
in the same rule, because [a] the procedure of
representation has not yet come about, [b] there
is no other rule of such representation, and [c] an
action [of a thing] is contradicted with respect to
the same [thing] .161

Thus, while interpreting a statement, we cannot take for
granted its own meaning. Otherwise, we would be involved
in the fallacy of circularity. Finally, Bhattoji Diksita points
out two historical aspects of this procedure. In this procedure,
both P. 1.1.10 and P. 1.1. 69 are necessary, and vowels and
spirants have the same internal effort. 162 Compared to
other alternatives, these aspects make this alternative more
historically true to PaniniTs system.
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6. 5. At this point, we have to dive deeper into some of
the most fundamental aspects of PaniniTs theory of homo-
geneity. He felt the necessity of adopting this procedure
of homogeneous-representation, because the features of
pitch, nasality and quantity are basically distinctive. On
P. 1.1.1 (vrddhir ad-aic), Katyayana says: TThe marker
/ T / is attached to~7a/ [In P. 1.1.1] to obtain [representation
of] homogeneous sounds [of the same quantity] . Since
pitch is a distinctive feature, [the non-/a-N/ sound / a /
cannot by itself stand for any of its homogeneous sounds] . fT163
The sound / a / as uttered by Panini must have had some pitch,
and it must be distinct from / a / sounds with a different
pitch. Thus, /a/with a certain pitch, by itself, cannot
stand for / a / with a different pitch. Since / a / is a non-/a-N/
sound, P. 1.1. 69 cannot help it. Thus, addition of the marker
/ T / is the only solution.

Patanjali, on the other hand, holds a different view.
He counters Katyayana's explanation with the following
comment:

The only correct view is that [for Panini] the
features [of pitch etc. ] are not distinctive. What
is the basis for such a view ? The reason is that
[Panini] specifically states a certain vowel to be
highpitched in P. 7.1. 75 (asthi-dadhi-sakthy-aksnam
anatt udattah). If the features were distinctive,
then he mignt have simply uttered the highpitched
vowel.164

If these features are not distinctive, it does not matter
with what feature Panini pronounced / a / in P. 1.1.1; it will
still represent other varieties of / a / , without P. 1.1.69.
Patafljali clearly says: "Thus, the marker / T / in P. 1.1.1
is simply to remove doubts,"165 and has no prescriptive
function as interpreted by Katyayana.

6.6. Despite PataiijaliTs arguments, Katyayana's view
has a richer significance. It represents the historical
truth as far as PaniniTs original system is concerned.
Panini needed homogeneous-representation, because basically,
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pitch, nasality and quantity are distinctive. This has been
brought out by Katyayana: "Because of the difference of
[sounds on account of] pitch, nasality and quantity, [Panini
made the rule that] an /a-N/ sound represents its homo-
geneous sound. Tr16o Katyayana consistently maintains his
view throughout. A sound cannot stand for another sound
with different features, unless such a capacity is invested
by P. 1.1. 69, or by the marker / T / . Bhartrhari testifies
that this was PaniniTs view. 167 The later tradition mostly
follows PatafijaliTs view, but some grammarians have
exhibited a historical attitude. Nagesa points out that
Panini's rule P. 1.1. 69 is made with a view that features
are distinctive and that a sound basically stands only for
itself (vyakti-vada).l68 NfLakantha Diksita says that the
maxim abhedakah gunah "Features are not distinctive" is
not universally valid, because of PaniniTs inclusion of the
/a-N/ sounds in P. 1.1. 69.169

6.7. In fact, both the so-called opposite views do not
contradict each other, if understood in a specific manner.
Panini starts with the real pronounced sounds of the object
language, where the features of pitch, quantity etc. are
phonemically distinctive. For instance, the final sounds in
syama and syama are phonemically different. Similarly,
the two Vedic words, i .e. brahman and brahman are
phonemically distinct from each other. This is the level
Katyayana is talking about, when he considers these features
to be distinctive.

However, those features which are phonemically
distinctive are not necessarily so in morphophonemics.
For instance, both / a / and / a / in syama and syama take
the same guna replacement / e / , if they are followed by / i /
in iti, yielding syameti. Thus, the feature of quantity is
not distinctive with reference to this morphophonemic
operation. Similarly, in a large number of rules in Panini's
grammar, these features are morphophonemically non-
distinctive. This is what Patanjali intends to say. Nagesa
rightly interprets Pataiijali's view to mean that the features
like pitch do not cause non-homogeneity of sounds. l?0
Thus, Katyayana's view belongs to a pre-homogeneity
stage, while PatafijaliTs view, in this moderate
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interpretation, belongs to a post-homogeneity stage.

In fact, Patarijali seems to agree with Katyayana,
when he says: "The designation 'homogeneous7 is founded
on the difference [between sounds, in features other than
the point of articulation and internal effort] . If it were to
apply [to sounds] where there is total identity [of features] ,
the designation 'homogeneous' would serve no purpose. "171

6. 8. Thus, there is no contradiction in saying that a feature
such as pitch is phonemically distinctive, while it is morpho-
phonemically non-distinctive. This has been achieved by
Papini through his conception of savarna "homogeneous"
and savarna-grahana "homogeneous-representation. "
Each /a-N/~sound in the Siva-sutras is phonemically distinct
from other homogeneous sounds, because of the difference
of pitch, nasality and quantity. However, through the
procedure of homogeneous-representation, it becomes
morphophonemically non-distinct from other homogeneous
sounds. Thus a morphophonemic operation prescribed
with respect to / a / also applies to / a / , unless prevented
by / T / .

When Panini wanted certain sounds to be marked
with distinct features even in morphophonemics, he
used special devices like the condition apratyayah "non-
affixal" in P. 1.1. 69, the marker / T / defined by P. 1.1. 70
to limit the quantity of the represented homogeneous sounds,
and specific mention of accentual features in rules such as
P. 7.1. 75. Thus, homogeneous-representation is a process
of selecting features which are common to a group of sounds
undergoing identical morphophonemic operations, and of
keeping aside the phonemically distinctive features which
are morphophonemically not pertinent.

6.9. After this question, we need to investigate a still
deeper question. This is the basic notion of identity and
difference between sounds. Can a sound / a / , say low-
pitched, non-nasal and short, stand for another low-pitched,
non-nasal and short / a / , without the help of P. 1.1.69?
For instance, is / a / in /a /~/ i /~/u/- /N/ able to cover
/ a / i n P.7. 4.32 (asya cvau), without P. 1.1.69? Are the
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two /a / - s identical or are they different? P. 1.1. 69 is
prescribed with reference to / a / in / a / - / i / - / u / - /N / , and
if this / a / is different from / a / in P. 7. 4. 32 (asya cvau),
then P. 1.1. 69 may not apply to / a / in P. 7. 4. 32. Katyayana,
on the first Siva-sutra, does foresee this objection: "In the
secondary references, there would be no representation of
homogeneous sounds, because they might not be regarded
to be /a-N/ sounds.TT In the course of a long winding
discussion, Katyayana proposed three solutions to this
problem. They are as follows:

[A] The desired result is established, since there is only
one single real / a / sound. 173

[B] The desired result is established, since there is
universal-mention. 174

[C] [The desired result is established] alternatively by
relying on identical features [of different sounds] . 175

The explanation [B] , the procedure of universal-mention,
has already been discussed at length. It is historically
un-Paninian, since it constitutes a total rejection of
P . l . l ! lO and a partial rejection of P. 1.1.69.176 In what
follows, we shall discuss the other two alternatives and
search for a clue in Panini's rules.

6.10. ONTO LOGICAL IDENTITY THEORY. The alternative
[A] says that the sound / a / in / a / - / i / - / u / - / N / and in
P. 7. 4.32 is a numerically identical single real sound, which
is manifested time and again. The same real sound appears
in the ^iva-sutra, secondary references and verb-roots etc. 177
This view is based on the dichotomy between a real eternal
sound, and its various non-eternal manifestations. In order
that two manifestations should represent the same real
sound, they must have identity with respect to all distinctive
features. However, Kaiyata says that the difference of pitch
belongs to the manifesting sounds and not to the real sound. 178
It is doubtful if Katyayana meant this. The arguments
offered by Katyayana to defend identity of a real sound through
different manifestations are very similar to those found in
Sabara. 179 It is possible that Katyayana developed this
theory of identity of a real sound on the basis of Vyadi's
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doctrine of Vyakti-vada, which he quotes extensively. The
standard example is that of the sun. The same sun at the
same time happens to be seen in different places. The other
example is that of Indra. Indra, being invoked simultaneously
by a hundred different sacrificers, appears in all those
different places at the same time. These arguments are
used to extablish the unitary character (ekatva) and eternality
(nityatva) of the real sounds. The manifesting sounds,
however, are infinite and are non-eternal. Thus, there
are eighteen real / a / sounds. 180 There is no necessary
relation between eternality and unitary character of a sound.
Bhartrhari says that there were some philosophers who
held that sounds were eternal and unitary, while others
held that they were unitary but not eternal. 181

Kaiyata is aware that P. 1.1. 69 is formulated on the
basis of vyakti-vada ndoctrine of individual. "182 Nagesa
also acknowledges that this is the solution for applying
P. 1.1.69 to / a / in P. 7. 4.32 (asya cvau). 183 This doctrine
of eternal real sound-individuals, like the doctrine of eternal
sound-universals, is dependent on a great deal of metaphysical
argumentation. Katyayana probably took it from the early
school of Vyadi's Mfmamsa, and it is later seen adopted
with much more sophistication in Jaimini's Mfmamsa.

6.11. FEATURAL IDENTITY THEORY. Katyayana also
presents the opposite doctrine, namely that / a / in
/ a / - / i / - / u / - / N / and in P. 7. 4. 32 are actually two different
sounds, and that each instance constitutes a different sound.
The two / a / sounds have to be different sounds, since they
could be separated by time, by other sounds and be
simultaneously in different places. 184 Patanjali gives the
example danda^ agram to show two / a / sounds separated by
time, and the example dandah to show two / a / sounds
separated by other sounds. If/a/ were only one real sound,
it could not be seen simultaneously in different words.
Devadatta cannot be simultaneously in the cities of Srughna
and Madhura. 185 Though / a / sounds in / a / - / i / - / u / - /N /
and P. 7. 4. 32 are different sounds, they do not differ in
any distinctive features, and hence are featurally identical
with each other. Though there is no real identity, as in the
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previous view, still there is featural identity. On the basis
of this featural identity, both are considered to be /a-N/
sounds. The examples given by Patafljali are very interesting.
One of the examples is: 'We eat the same rice [here] ,
which we used to eat in the Magadhas. M186 Obviously it is
not the same rice, but the varieties of rice do not differ in
any essential features. Bhartrhari further clarifies the
philosophical basis of this alternative:

How is this a solution? Some grammarians explain
as follows: Even if there is no universal property
(akrti), still there is no problem. Just as there is
no universal property in different coins; but you have
a coin in the city of Mathura and it is still an item
of money. 187

In terms of grammar, this means that a low-pitched, short,
non-nasal / a / naturally covers / a / with the same features.
This view does not presume any universals. It also does not
presume eternal sound-individuals. Thus, it is philosophically
a non-commital view, and depends more on common sense.
This featural identity is much more exacting than the
conditions of homogeneity. Homogeneity requires identity
of only two distinctive features, while the argument here
requires total featural identity. The sounds with such total
identity of distinctive features may, however, differ in
features such as speed (vrtti). Features like these are
considered to be phonemically non-distinctive by Katyayana. 188

6.12. There are certain hints in Panini's grammar which
indicate that Panini favoured the non-ontological alternative
of total featural identity (rupa -samanya), instead of committing
himself to either eternal sound-individuals or eternal sound-
universals. The rule P. 1.1.68 (svam rupam sabdasyasabda-
samjfla) says that a word in grammar stands for its own form
or phonetic shape (rupa), and not for its conventional meaning,
unless it is a technical term in grammar (sabda-samjna).
Here, Panini has utilized the notion of rupa "phonetic shape
or form" of a word. Panini also uses the notions of sarupa
"with identical phonetic shape" and asarupa "with different
phonetic shape." [P. 1.2.64 (sarupanam ekasesa eka-
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vibhaktau) and P. 3.1. 94 (vaTsarupof striyam) ] . The words
ramaj "Rama, the son of Dasaratha" and rama;? "Parasurama,
the son of Jamadagni" differ in meaning and yet they are
sarupa "with identical shape.T? However, rama and rama
a r e asarupa "with different phonetic shape.Tr Similarly
the affixes /aN/ and /Ka/ are sarupa, because markers do
not cause difference in the phonetic shape of the affix. In
all these cases, the features of quantity etc. are distinctive.
Thus, / a / and / a / are sarupa "with identical phonetic shape, "
but / a / and /&/, or / a / and / a / are not with identical
phonetic shape. Thus, we may say that if two sounds are
sarupa "with identical phonetic features," then we do not
need homogeneous-representation for one to cover the other.
This is the direct implication of P. 1.1. 68. However, if
two sounds are asarupa "without having all identical phonetic
features, " and if they have the same point of articulation and
internal effort, then they are homogeneous with each other,
and by the procedure of homogeneous-representation
(P. 1.1. 69) one may cover the other. There seem to be thus
two principles in Panini Ts grammar, i .e . sarupya "total
featural identity" and savarnya "homogeneity, or identity of
two features. "

This may indicate that Katyayanars third alternative
in fact represents the view held by Panini. This is also a
justification for Katyayana7s view that, in Panini, the features
of quantity etc. are basically distinctive, and hence Panini
needed the procedure of homogeneous-representation. 189
Katyayana says that difference in speed (vj*tti) does not
affect duration of real sounds (varfla), which are fixed in
their duration (avasthitah). -^0 This indicates that the
difference in quantity does differentiate sounds from one
another, while speed does not. This is clearly understood
by Kaiyata who says that short, long and extra-long sounds
are basically different sounds, and are manifested by different
physical sounds. Hence, the difference in quantity is real
difference. 191 Kumarila, in his 5loka-varttika9 quotes
this view: "Some held that [short] , long and extra-long
are in fact different sounds (varnantaratvam evahuh kecid
dfrgha-plutadisu). "192
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6.13. Bhartrhari has developed further the philosophy of
language, which is seen only in its infancy in the works of
Katyayana and Patafijali. However, Bhartrhari sometimes
soars beyond the empirical grammatical conception of
language. Bhartrhari says that the real sound (sphota) in
/a / , / a / and / a 3 / is the same. 193 The duration-difference
pertains to the primary manifesting sounds (prakrta -dhvani),
and not to the real sound (sphota). However, the duration-
difference of the primary manifesting sounds is imposed
(upacaryate) on the real sound. The difference in speed is
attributed to secondary manifesting sounds (vaikrta-dhvani),
which are prolongations of the primary manifesting sounds.
The difference of speed is not imposed on the real sound.
Bhartrhari also notes that some thinkers identified the level
of real sounds with what he considers to be primary
manifesting sounds. In that case, the short, long and extra-
long sounds are different real sounds. This seems to be
the view of Katyayana and, perhaps, of Panini also.

On the level of empirical linguistics, however,
Bhartrhari's views are not in any real contradiction with
Katyayana. In fact, Bhartrhari's reall sound (sphota) stands
on a supra-mundane level and is not a part of analytical
grammar. The level of analytical grammar is reflected in
Bhartrhari's primary manifesting sounds, whose distinctions
of quantity are imposed on the timeless real sound. This
imposition has a functional value in grammar. It shows that
these features of quantity etc. are not distinctive on the
supra-mundane level of real sounds, but are distinctive on
the level of analytical grammar. On the other hand, the
distinctions of speed, belonging to secondary manifesting
sounds, are not imposed on the real sound. This shows that
they are not distinctive for analytical grammar. Thus, there
may be a difference between Bhartrhari and Katyayana on
the level of sphota nreal sounds,TT but they fully agree on
the fact that features such as quantity are basically
distinctive in PaniniTs grammar.

6.14. This procedure of Paninian homogeneous-representation
radically differs from Katyayana's proposal for universal-
mention. In universal-mention, a term, by nature, stands
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for the type or universal, while Panini lists the sounds and
then states the rule P. 1.1. 69, whereby the sounds listed are
terms standing both for themselves and sounds homogeneous
with them. Thus, we have a basic division of sounds, i .e.
a) sounds which are directly listed in the ^iva-sutras, and
b) sounds which are represented by the listed sounds. Only
the listed /a-N/ sounds and consonants marked with /U/
stand for their homogeneous sounds, while the represented
sounds (i.e. non-/a-N/ sounds) are not capable of representing
their homogeneous sounds. Thus, / a / stands for all the
eighteen homogeneous sounds, while / a / stands for itself.
Here "itself" naturally covers those varieties or instances
which are totally identical in distinctive features with /a / .
In a number of instances, Katyayana shows that the non-/a-N/
sounds in Panini just stand for themselves. These are some
of the cases:

[A] On P. 1.1.1 (vrddhir ad-aic), Katyayana says that the
marker / T / added to / a7 i s necessary for the coverage
of homogeneous varieties of the same quantity, since
pitch is distinctive, and without / T / , / a / would not
cover varieties differing in pitch. 194

[B] The giva-sutra / a / - / i / - / u / - / N / contains an open
(vivrta) / a / . In P. 8. 4. 68 (a a), open / a / is replaced
with a closed / a / . The second / a / being a closed
/ a / is not an /a-N/ sound. Katyayana is afraid that
this closed / a / might not cover any homogeneous
varieties. To resolve this problem, he proposes
that / T / should be added to this closed / a / , so that
it can cover six short closed varieties. 195

[C] Katyayana points out that / a / in P. 7. 2. 84 (astana a
vibhaktau) which is a substitute for / n / in _astan is
a non-/a-N/ sound and hence it cannot represent its
nasal homogeneous varieties. Thus, there is no
undesired possibility of /n / being substituted by a
nasal / £ / . 196

All these cases show that for Katyayana the non-/a-N/
sounds in Panini are incapable of representing their homo-
geneous sounds, and this is the result of the procedure of
Vakyaparisamapti.
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6.15. In these cases, Katyayana is not proposing a new
theory of his own, but is trying to answer objections against
Panini by explaining Panini's own position. Even the addition
of / T / proposed in [C] above is in accordance with the
procedure of Vakyaparisamapti. Many of the Varttikas of
Katyayana are not codanas "objections" or "new injunctions,"
but are rather anvakhyanas, in Thieme's words, Mexplanation(s)
of the purpose of Panini's rule as given by a teacher to a
student, who left to himself, might or might not have missed
the point. "197 For a historical insight into the Varttikas
of Katyayana, Thieme proposed the following:

The explanations said to be T recited1 by Katyayana
are, of course, meant to be memorized by the
students. They are part of the scholastic training.
Yet, important as they are for the correct under-
standing of Panini, they are routine answers of
anonymous origin, they may even be imagined to go
back to Panini himself. Katyayana recites them
because he did not invent but only repeats them as
part of the exegetic tradition. They must, to say it
again, be clearly distinguished from those varttikas
that contain a vacana, an original 'teaching,T where
Katyayana places himself on the same level with
Panini and opposes or adds his own scientific formu-
lation to that of the Astadhyayf. A vacana, too, is
meant, of course, to be Trecited1 by teacher and
pupil, but it has a much higher dignity: in this
instance, the teacher does not merely 'recite,T he
TspeaksT as an individual, a self-thinking, creative
scholar. 198

Katyayana1 s explanation of problems in Pai[iiniTs grammar on
the basis of the procedure of vakyaparisamapti seems to be
a part of the routine exegetical tradition which precedes
Katyayana, and may go back to Panini himself. On the other
hand, Katyayana's proposal of universal-mention or of
splitting the internal effort of vowels from spirants belong
to himself.





CHAPTER VII

PROBLEMS IN VAKYAPARISAMAPTI

7.1. A TRADITIONAL APPROACH

7.1.1. In the view of vakyapari samapti, P. 1.1. 69 does not
apply to the shortforms /a -C/ and /ha-L/ in P. 1.1.10, and
hence the sounds denoted by these shortforms cannot further
represent their homogeneous sounds. 199 This makes /a-C/
and /ha-L/ mutually exclusive classes and thereby avoids
problems like / s / being non-homogeneous with itself [ref:
Sec. 4. 2-3] . But the following also results:

/ a / and / a 3 / are still homogeneous with /h / .
/f/ and / f3 / are still homogeneous with / s / .
/ ? / and / r 3 / are still homogeneous^with / s /
/13/ is still homogeneous with / s / . 200

According to the Paninian tradition, this is the ineveitable
logical conclusion of the procedure of vakyapari samapti.

7.1. 2. This has created many problems for the traditional
grammarians. For instance, P. 6.1.101 (akah savarne
dfrghah) literally means: MWhan an /a-K/ sound [i .e . / a / ,
/ i / , /u/ , / r / and /]/] is followed by a homogeneous sound,
both are replaced by a homogeneous long sound." By
P. 1.1.69, /a-K/ stands for all the varieties of the denoted
sounds. P. 1.1.10 also applies to /a-K/ sounds, so that it
does not represent any consonants. 201 Let us see what
happens in the example kumarf sete. Here /f/ is an /a-K/
sound. It is represented by / i / included in /a-K/. Though
by P. 1.1.10, / i / is not homogeneous with / s / , /f/ is still
homogeneous with / s / . Thus, in kumarf sete, an /a-K/
sound is followed by a homogeneous sound, and both /f/
and / s / together would be replaced by /f/. So finally we
might derive the undesirable form kumaryete*. Similarly,
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from kanya hasati, we might derive the undesirable form
kanyasati*. Surprisingly, this point has not been noted by
Katyayana and Patanjali.

Bhartrhari noticed this difficulty for the first time
and answered it by relying on the continuation of the word
aci in this rule. 202 With the addition of this word, P. 6.1.101
means: "when a homogeneous / a -C/ sound follows.TT

Though / s / is homogeneous with /f/, it is not a homogeneous
/a-C/ sound, since / i / in / a -C/ is not homogeneous with
/ s / and will not represent / s / . Looking at the text of the
Astadhyayi, we find aci in P. 6.1. 77 (iko ^an aci). The gap
between P. 6.1. 77 and P. 6.1.101 is too wide to justify
continuation of aci, unless it is continued through all the
intervening rules. The word aci does not continue through
all of these intervening rules. This makes Bhartrhari's
suggestion historically very doubtful. However, if it is
accepted, it solves the problem in P. 6.1.101. This solution
has been followed by all the later commentators. 203 Bhattoji
Dik^ita and Nagesa say that we need not continue aci in
P. 6.1.101, if we accept sub classification of vivrta "open. "204
Otherwise, they approve BhartrhariTs proposal.

7.1. 3. Bhartrhari's solution does not solve all the problems.
If / a / and /f/ are homogeneous with /h / and / s / , is it
possible that / a / and /f/ could stand for / h / and / s / ? This
does not happen because, / a / and /f/ are non-/a-N/ sounds,
and hence they cannot stand for any homogeneous sounds.
Even /aT/ and / IT/ cannot stand for /h / and / s / , because
the marker / T / enables a sound to stand for homogeneous
sounds of the same quantity. Similarly, / s / cannot stand
for /f/, because / s / is a non-/a-N/ sound, and it is not
marked with /U/. The only loophole left is that /h / is an
/a-N/ sound, and it would be able to stand for / a / and / a 3 / .

7.1. 4. The realization of the problem that /h / is an /a-JJ/
sound and that it might undesirably represent / a / and / a 3 /
is seen in the commentaries on the Kasika-vrtti. P. 8. 3. 59
(adesa-pratyayayoh, m-koh from 57) says that / s / is replaced
by / s / , if / s / is either a substitute or a part of an affix, and
if it is preceded by / i-N/ sounds or by /kU/ sounds (i.e.
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/k / series of stops). The shortform /i-N/ is formed with
/N/ in /l(a) -$[/, and hence it covers /h / which might stand
for /a /by P. 1.1. 69. The Kasika-vrtti, on P. 8.3. 57 (in-
koh), gives dasyati as a counter example. This creates a
prima facie problem, which is answered by the Nyasa of
Jinendrabuddhi as follows:

How is this counter-example justified, while /h /
included (in /i -N/) stands for / a / by P. 1.1.69 ?
The sound / a / is homogeneous with /h/ , because
they have the same point of articulation and internal
effort. As the sounds /a / , /kU/ (/k/-series), /h /
and /h / are produced in throat (kanthya), these two
have the same point of articulation. As the internal
effort of spirants and vowels is 'open,T their internal
effort is also the same. Thus, by the rule P. 8. 3. 57
(in-koh), the retroflex substitute [ /s / for / s / ]
obtains [in dasyati] , because P. 1.1.10 does not
prohibit the designation 'homogeneous' [to / a /
and /h/] . If this is the problem, there is no
difficulty, because he (Panini) uses [the word
vayasyasu] in P. 4. 4.127 (yayasyasu murdhno matup),
where he does not change / s / after / a / to / s / .
From this it is inferred that /h / does not represent
/a / . Otherwise, he would not have made use of the
form vayasyasu. 205

Thus, in the view of the Nyasa, /h / and / a / are homogeneous,
but as it can be inferred from PaniniTs own usage, / h / does
not stand for / a / . The other commentary, Padamanjarf
of Haradatta, gives a different explanation:

Just as homogeneity of /f/ and / s / is not prohibited
[by P. 1.1.10] , so also of / a / and /h / . So what?
Would there be a possibility of the substitution of
/ s / , because /h / would stand for / a / ? There is no
problem. The sound /h / is viyrta Topen,T but / a /
is vivrta-tara Tmore open.T.. .This justifies [Panini's]
usages like vayasyasu. n^Q^

While Patanjali would have /h / to be slightly open and / a /
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to be open, Haradatta has / h / open and / a / more open. The
effect is the same. This works well, but is obviously un-
Paninian, since it would make P. 1.1.10 without purpose.

7.1. 5. Then comes Bhattoji Diksita, whose subtle analysis
brings out more problems due to homogeneity of / h / and
/a / . He gives about ten examples where this might create
problems. 207 He also goes a step further and points out
that / h / would also stand for / a 3 / and would create problems
in some cases. 208 i n his Sabda-kaustubha, Bhattoji discusses
at length various solutions to this problem. Along with the
solutions of universal-mention and subclassification of open-
ness, he proposed the following new solution: In the view
of vakyaparisamapti, we have to imagine an insertion of
/ a / in P. 1.1.10. By combining / a / and / a 3 / , we get / a / .
Then we split najjhalau as na ac-halau, where / a c / is to
be explained as /k/+/a3/+/aC/7 Thus this rule specifically
denies homogeneity of / a / and / a 3 / with consonants, and
gets rid of all the problems. ^09 Bhattoji mentions P. 3. 3.163
(kala-samaya-velasu tumun) where the term velasu occurs.
If / a / and / h / were homogeneous for Panini, he would have
used the expression velasu*. Bhattoji takes this usage as
a sanction for his insertion of / a / in P. 1.1.10. 210

7.1. 6. Later grammarians like Hari Diksita and Nagesa
are faced with evaluating BhattojiTs suggestion. Both of
them realize that they have two alternatives. 211 We may
either have an independent rule saying that, in Panini, / a /
and / h / are not mutually homogeneous, or we may accept
Bhattojirs insertion of / a / in P. 1.1.10. With their typical
traditional outlook, they feel that adding a rule to PaniniTs
grammar involves the fault of prolixity, while Bhattoji's
explanation has the merit of brevity.

Actually, P. 1.1.10 could be interpreted as Bhattoji
does by following the normal rules of sandhi. But this
interpretation is still far from being historically valid.
However, we have to accept Bhattoji's inference from velasu
in P. 3. 3.163 that Panini did not want / h / to represent / a / .
Bhattoji's suggestion solves the problems pointed out by
him, but then the whole picture of homogeneity still remains
very much distorted. Neither Bhartrhari nor Jinendrabuddhi
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and Bhattoji can avoid homogeneity of /f/ with / s / etc. All
that they do is to try to avoid practical problems. With all
respect to these great grammarians, one still feels doubtful,
if this distorted picture of homogeneity was intended by
Panini. Or might there be another interpretation which is
lost to us?

7.1. 7. Looking at the problem from within the Paninian
tradition, this is what we can say. The procedure of
vakyaparisamapti was the procedure of Panini. It was so
realized by Katyayana and was utilized to answer many
objections to PaniniTs formulations. This procedure apparently
did not pose any problems of its own either for Katyayana or
for Patanjali, and they show no awareness of any loopholes
in it.

This, however, does not mean that for Panini,
Katyayana and Patanjali, it was fine if, for instance, /h /
represented /a / . Jinendrabuddhi and Bhattoji have given
valid inferences from Panini's own usages to the contrary.
In Katyayana's theory of universal-mention, long vowels
and usmans have different universals. Patanjali, as we
have seen, subclassifies open-ness and avoids homogeneity
of vowels with consonants. Patanjali makes a clear statement:
"The usmans and / r / have no homogeneous sounds [other
than themselves] ."212 K. V. Abhyankar comments:

This is an axiomatic assertion of the Bhasyakara,
based on a careful observation and scrutiny of words
and letters used in the language. Grammar is to
follow language, language is not to follow grammar. 213

This comment implies that Patanjali1 s statement, though
true, does not follow from Panini's rules. Whether this
is true can only be decided if we ever unearth a pre-
Katyayana commentary on Panini.

7.2. A NEW APPROACH

7. 2.1. The discussion in the previous section puts us into
a serious problem. The silence of the great Paninians on
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problems of vakyaparisamapti may be an indication that for
them there were no problems with P. 1.1.10, and that there
was probably some normal explanation of P. 1.1.10.
Unfortunately, the works of Katyayana and Patanjali deal
mainly with problems in Panini's grammar, and they did
not concern themselves with those rules which to them were
perfectly normal and without problems. This task was left
to the conventional Vrttis. Some of these commentaries did
exist even before Patanjali, but they are now lost to us. The
first rule-to-rule commentary that is available to us is the
Kasika-vrtti, which in some respects preserves the older
traditions,~2"14 ^ t \s itself a very late work, and is influenced
by the grammar of Candragomin. 215 it is quite possible
that many normal explanations were already lost by the time
of the Kasika-vrtti.

7. 2. 2. Let us look at the modern interpretations of P. 1.1.10.
The earliest interpretation of P. 1.1. 9 and P. 1.1.10 that we
have goes back to Colebrook:

P. 1.1. 9: Letters articulated near the same organ
of speech and with the same aperture for the voice,
are homogeneous; P. 1.1.10: but a vowel and a
consonant are not so. 216

S. C. Vasu translates P. 1.1.10 as follows:

There is however no homogeneity between vowels
and consonants, though their place and effort be
equal. 217

Louis RenouTs translation runs as:

Les phonemes Ta.. . cf (rles voyelles) et Tha.. .1T

(=les consonnes) (m£me etant dans les conditions
requises sous 9) ne sont pas (homophones entre
elles).218

Otto Bohtlingk renders P. 1.1.10 as:
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Ein Vocal (ac) und ein Consonant (hal) sind einander
nicht homogen. 219

No scholar says anything as to how the meaning that he gives
is derived, though the intuitively given meaning is what the
rule ought to teach. Instead of just depending on intuition,
the Paninian grammarians tried to give their own explanations.
We may disagree with their explanations, but it at least
shows that there lies a rule which still needs a rational
explanation.

7. 2. 3. Another partial hypothesis about P. 1.1.10 has
occurred to me. We shall briefly discuss it here. The
argument is as follows. If a=b and a/c, then obviously
b^c. Similarly, if / a / is homogeneous with / a / , and is not
homogeneous with /h/ , then it should naturally follow that
/ a / is not homogeneous with /h/ .

On the face of it, this seems quite sound. However,
this is not exactly the case with Panini's rules. By P. 1.1. 9,
we get the following three statements:

/ a / is homogeneous with /a / ,
/ a / is homogeneous with /h/ .
/ a / is homogeneous with /h/ .

These statements are quite independent of each other and
each case fulfils the conditions of homogeneity laid down in
P. 1.1. 9. The statement [3] is not deduced from [ 1] and
[2] , but stands on its own grounds. Now by P. 1.1.10, we
get denial of the statement [2] . Since the other two statements
are in no way dependent on [ 2] , the denial of [ 2] cannot in
any way lead to the denial of either [1] or [3] . The
statements [ 1] and [3] still fulfill the conditions of P. 1.1. 9,
and there is nothing in PaniniTs rules to stop [3] from being
true, except of course the inferences of Jinendrabuddhi and
Bhattoji. Though such inferences have a definite practical
value, the system as such still remains faulty on account of
its loopholes.

7. 2. 4. In what follows, an explanation is offered, which by
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no means is claimed to be the historical explanation, but,
in a modest way, to be an explanation which is more probable
than the others seen before.

Before going to P. 1.1.10, let us go back to P. 1. 3. 3
(hal-antyam). The circularity in this rule can be removed
only by reading the rule twice and giving a different
interpretation to each reading. This case has been discussed
in detail in Sec. 5.3. It has also been critically studied by
Thieme. 220 This solution goes back to Katyayana, and it
is quite possible that it even precedes him.

The same procedure may be extended to P. 1.1.10.
This removes all the problems in the procedure of
vakyaparisamapti. For the sake of interpretation, the order
of rules should be as follows:

f
[3

na ac-halau P. 1.1.10A.
P.1.1.69.
P.1.1.10B.

If interpreted in this order, the second reading, i .e.
P. 1.1.10B, gives us the final meaning of the rule, just as
the second reading of P. 1. 3. 3 gives its final meaning.

P. 1.1.10A means: "The / a - C / sounds, as listed in
*he Siva-sutras, are not homogeneous with /ha-L/ sounds.rr

With this we interpret P. 1.1. 69: "The /a-$T/ sounds and
sounds marked with / U / stand for their homogeneous sounds,
unless they are affixes.Tr By this rule, / a / can stand for
all its homogeneous sounds, but not for /h / , since P. 1.1.10A
has already denied homogeneity of / a / and /h / . We then use
P. 1.1. 69 to interpret P. 1.1.10B, which then means: "Sounds
represented by / a - C / and/ha-L/ sounds are not mutually
homogeneous.fr Here, / a / in / a - C / stands for all varieties
of/a/ , including/a/, but not for /h / . Thus, finally,
P. 1.1.10B means to say: "No vowels are homogeneous
with any consonants." In this interpretation, the picture
of homogeneity becomes straightened out.

7. 2. 6. Though we may not be able to say that this is the
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historically true interpretation, this very procedure seems
to have been implicitly followed by all the modern scholars,
whose translations are given earlier. All of them clearly
interpret P. 1.1.10 as denying homogeneity between the
classes of all vowels and all consonants. These classes
cannot be obtained without applying P. 1.1. 69 to P. 1.1.10.
However, if we apply P. 1.1. 69 to P. 1.1.10 before denying
homogeneity of /a -C/ sounds with /ha-L/ sounds, then
the classes represented by /a -C/ and /ha-L/ overlap. None
of the scholars intends such overlapping. This means they
implicitly applied P. 1.1. 69 to P. 1.1.10 after non-homo-
geneity of /a -C/ and /ha-L/ sounds was already^established.
Thus it seems that these scholars implicitly considered
P. 1.1.10 on two different levels, and without ever clarifying
their intuition, they arrived at the right conclusion. An
interpretation similar to this might have existed in the early
centuries of Paninian interpretation. However, no historical
claims can be made for lack of any real substantiating
evidence.





CHAPTER VIII

RESTRICTIONS ON
HOMOGENEOUS -REPRESENTATION

8.1. In this chapter, we shall discuss the question of
the interpretation of the condition apratyayah in P. 1.1. 69
and certain problems related with P. 1.1. 70. I have devoted
a long article to these problems. However, as these
considerations are very important in understanding the
function and implementation of homogeneity in Panini's
rules, we shall discuss here the main arguments. For
the details, the reader is referred to the original article.
["Paninian Procedure of Taparakarana: A Historical
Investigation,tT Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprach-forschung,
Band 86, Heft 2, 1972, pp. 207-254.]

8.2. By P. 1.1.69, the non-affixal sounds denoted by the
shortforms /a-N/ and sounds marked with /U/ stand for
themselves and their homogeneous sounds. The expression
apratyayah TTnon-affixalTT occurs in two other rules of Panini
and five varttikas of Katyayana in the sense of "non-affix"
or "excluding affixes. "221 Katyayana has no doubt about its
meaning, nor any objections to raise.

Patafijali, however, reinterprets P. 1.1. 69 and derives
a general maxim: bhavyamanena savarnanaiii grahanaiii na
"There is no representation of homogeneous sounds by a
sound which is itself introduced by a rule.TT [MB, Vo. I,
Sec. I, p. 370-1. ] Henceforth we shall refer to this maxim
as Maxim [1] . Patanjali tries to show that Panini could
not have meant TTaffixM by the term pratyaya in P. 1.1.69.
An affix is a meaning-bearing unit and it will not represent
its homogeneous sounds, simply because they will not convey
the same meaning. Then, a prima facie solution is given to
this question. Some sounds are directly known (pratfyante),
while other homogeneous sounds are made known or
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represented (pratyayyante) by the sounds which are directly
known. Thus, apratyayah may mean that the represented
sounds do not represent their homogeneous sounds. But
Panini need not say this, since a long / a / would not represent
the short variety, because it requires an additional effort
for its pronounciation. It also may not represent the extra -
long varieties, because the long variety itself is a non/a-N/
sound. Thus the condition apratyayah apparently seems to
be redundant and hence Patanjali takes it to be an indication
(jnapaka) of the above mentioned Maxim [ 1] .

The term bhavyamana in the Maxim [1] is rendered
as TIntroduced elements.TT If a rule is: TTIf preceded by A
and followed by D, B is replaced by C," then C is the intro-
duced element, while A, B and D are not introduced elements.
They are conditioning elements and substituendum. In
PatanjaliTs argument, the term TIntroduced elements"
refers to affixes, substitutes and augments. The later term

bhavyamana is vidhfyamana.

8. 3. Kaiyata on this discussion almost misunderstands
Patanjali. For Patanjali, the condition apratyayah does
not mean nnon-introduced elements,?T but is simply an
indication of the Maxim [ 1] . Kaiyata says that pratyaya
means vidhfyamana, because the verbs pratfyate and vidhfyate
have the same meaning [MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 370;
SK, p. 3] . Nagesa points out that this is quite untenable:

In fact, the literal meaning of the Bhasya is that
Panini implies the Maxim [ 1] , by allowing a portion
[of the introduced elements, namely the affixes, to
be without the capacity of homogeneous-representa-
tion] . What Kaiyata says is doubtful, since pratfyate
is not found used in the meaning of vidhfyate.
[MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 371.]

8. 4. Patanjali rs argument deviates considerably from
Panini's original scheme, and the Maxim [1] is Patanjali's
addition. We shall see later that this suggestion might
actually be pre-Patanjali, but post-Katyayana. Patanjali
holds that in Panini's rules, substitutes (adesa) and augments
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(agama) along with affixes (pratyaya) lack the capacity to
represent their homogeneous sounds. However, it is doubtful
if this was Panini's own intention, since he uses the marker
/ T / with about fifty substitutes222 ^n restrictive and
prescriptive functions. As the word pratyaya simply stands
for affixes, P. 1.1. 69 must be effective with all non-affixal
/a-N/ sounds, including substitutes and augments. This is
the understanding of the Kasika-vrtti. 223 so is Louis
RenouTs rendition:

Les phonemes /Ta-nT/ (=voyelles et semi-voyelles)
et ceus a exposant /u/—designent les homophones
(enmeme temps queleur forme propre), excepte si
ce sont des affixes. 224

8. 5. These two views about apratyayah in P. 1.1. 69 affect
the interpretation of P. 1.1. 70 (taparas tat-kalasya). There
are two major interpretations of P. 1.1. 70:

Interpretation [A]: If the term /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69
is carried over into P. 1.1. 70, then it comes to mean
that /a-N/ sounds followed by / T / represent the
homogeneous varieties of the same quantity. Here,
as in P. 1.1. 69, the term /a-N/ stands only for the
sounds as they are listed in the Siva-sutras. Thus,
/ T / has restrictive function (niyamakatva) with
respect to /a-N/ sounds, but has no function with
respect to non-/a-N/ sounds. Since Panini uses
/T / with a large number of non-/a-N/ sounds, 225
this interpretation appears insufficient.

Interpretation [B~l : The term /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69
is not continued into P. 1.1. 70. Thus, P. 1.1. 70
means that any vowel followed by the marker / T /
represents homogeneous sounds of the same quantity.
In the case of /a-N/ vowels, this rule becomes
restrictive (niyamaka), while in the case of non-
/a-N/ sounds, the rule becomes presecriptive
(vidhayaka). Without /T / , a non-/a-N/ sound can
stand only for itself, and cannot cover other varieties
of the same quantity.
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Of these two interpretations of P. 1.1. 70, [B] seems to be
the historically Paninian interpretation, since this alone
explains the cases of non-/a-N/ sounds with the marker / T /
in Panini's rules.

8.6. Taking into account the major divergent interpretations,
it is possible to discern two prominent views concerning the
function of the marker / T / .

View [A] : apratyayah - TTnon-introduced elements.rT

The introduced elements, i .e. affixes, substitutes
and augments do not represent their homogeneous
sounds, and hence there is no need to attach a
restrictive marker / T / to these elements. In the
case of non-introduced elements, namely conditioning
elements, the /a-N/ and non-/a-£j/ sounds with the
marker / T / stand for homogeneous sounds of the
same quantity.

View [B] : apratyayah z TTnon-affixal.fT Excepting
the affixes, all the /a-N/ sounds as given in the
Siva-sutras are capable of representing their homo-
geneous sounds by P. 1.1. 69. The /a-N/ and non-
/a-N/ sounds with / T / stand for homogeneous sounds
of the same quantity. Without /T / , /a-N/ sounds
represent all their homogeneous sounds, while the
non-/a-N/ sounds represent only themselves.

Of these two views, the View [A] is held by almost the whole
tradition of Paninians beginning with Pataiijali, or rather
with Vyadi, while the View [B] is what Panini must have
intended and is so understood by Katyayana. This has been
conclusively demonstrated after studying every rule with
/ T / , in Deshpande [1972] .

8. 7. If we accept the View [A] or the Maxim [ 1] , then no
substitutes are capable of any representation, since every
substitute is an introduced element, and hence there is no
need to attach the marker / T / to restrict homogeneous-
representation. Patanjali [MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 370]
considers the Maxim [1] to be necessary to avoid
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representation of homogeneous sounds in P. 2. 3. 3 (idama
is). 226 However, there are several arguments which go
against Patanjali's view. There are about fifty examples of
substitutes with / T / in Panini Ts rules, against only about
twenty cases of vocalic substitutes without /T / . 227 These
statistics themselves stand as a proof for the unhistoricity
of the Maxim [ 1] . Panini could not have attached the marker
/ T / to so many substitutes without any significance. The
significance of / T / with substitutes has to be explained
according to P. 1.1. 70, and not according to P. 6.1.185
( ^ svaritam) 9 since they are not affixes. 228 j n a nUmber
of rules such as P. 7. 4. 66 (ur at), 229 it is clear that the
substituenda are long vowels, while the substitutes are
short vowels, and Panini rightly thinks that, in the absence
of /T / , the non-affixal substitutes will represent their
homogeneous sounds. Then only the long vowels will be
effected as the substitutes by P. 1.1. 50 (sthaneTntaratamah)
TTIn the place [of a substituendum] a most-similar substitute
is effected.TT Thus, the marker / T / has a positive restrictive
function with these substitutes. Sometimes, even the Kasika-
vftti accepts this restrictive function of the marker /T7
with substitutes. 230

8. 8. On P. 7. 2. 84 (astana a vibhaktau), Katyayana says:
TTIn the case of [the substitution of] / a / for [the final /n /
of] astan, jan etc. , pa thin and mathin, there is a possibility
of a nasal \Jj[/ being substituted] , because it is most similar
[to the nasal substituendum /n/] . "231 This objection is
answered as follows: "[The desired result that only a non-
nasal / a / will be substituted for nasal /n/] is achieved,
since [the substitute / a / is] a non-/a-N/ sound, [and hence
it does not represent any homogeneous varieties] . TT232
This shows that, for Katyayana, a substitute does represent
its homogeneous sounds, if it is an /a-N/ sound. This shows
that the Maxim [ 1] is of post-Katyayana origin. 233 Katyayana
himself uses / T / in his varttikas with substitutes. For
instance, / T / is attached to the substitute / i / in vt 6 on
P. 7. 3.1, (vahfnarasyed-vacanam), and to the substitute /f/
in vt 1 on P. 8. 2.17, (fd rathinah).

8.9. Patanjali accepts the Maxim [1] first, and then to
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explain a single rule, he has to introduce another maxim,
henceforth Maxim [2] , which runs as: bhavyamanorpy
ukarah savarnan jjrhnati: rrAn introduced /u/ sound also
represents its homogeneous sounds. rf234 This is an exception
to Maxim [1] . Once the Maxim [1J is accepted, then / T /
attached to /u / in rules such as P. 6.1.131 (diva ut) and
P. 6.1. I l l (rta ut) becomes technically redundant. This has
been taken as an indication by Patanjali and later grammarians
for Maxim [2] . Then it is used to explain that the substitute
/u / in P. 7. 2. 80 (adasofser dad u do mah) is without / T /
and hence it desirably represents its homogeneous sounds.

All this deductive logic sounds very convincing, if
one accepts validity of Maxim [ 1] . The unhistoricity of
that maxim has already been pointed out. If an occurrence
of / T / with an introduced /u / indicates that an introduced
/u / can represent its homogeneous sounds, then by the same
line of argument, the occurrence of / T / with introduced /a / ,
/ i / , / r / , /a / , /f/, /u/ , / e / , / o / and /au/, in Panini rs
rules, 235 should also indicate that these also represent
their homogeneous sounds. It is a fact that Papini uses / T /
with all these introduced sounds. This cuts at the very root
of Maxim [1J . Similarly, if one accepts Maxim [2] , it
creates very intricate problems which are neither discussed
nor solved by Patanjali. 236

Once the View [Bj is accepted as truly the Paninian
view, all the difficulties disappear. For Panini, the /a-N/
substitutes are capable of representing their homogeneous
sounds, as they are non-affixes. Similarly, the marker / T /
with substitutes has its normal restrictive and prescriptive
functions. In the rule P. 6.1.131 (diva ut), Panini attaches
/ T / to /u/ , since only short /u / is intended to be the substi-
tute. In P. 7. 2. 80 (adaso'ser dad u do mah), he does not
attach the marker / T / to /u7, since representation of long
/u / is desired. There is nothing exceptional about this rule.

8.10. There is a clear possibility that these two maxims
may in fact belong to pre-Patanjali times. Maxim [1] is
identical with Maxim 30^37 ancj Maxim [2] is identical with
Maxim 31^38 j n a ^ex^ caned Paribhasa-sucana, which is
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ascribed to Vyadi. According to the tradition, Vya$i is the
first author on the paribhasas "maxims. " The style of this
work is very similar to the Mahabhasya, but it never refers
to Patanjali. This would be strange if Vyadi were posterior
to Patanjali. We can certainly agree with K. V. Abhyankar
when he argues that Vyadi, the author of the Paribhasa-sucana,
is not posterior to Patanjali. 239 However, K. V. Abhyankar
also regards this Vyadi to be prior to Katyayana. Katyayana
certainly refers to a grammarian named Vyadi. 240 gu^ ^ e
author of the two maxims could not be pre-Katyayana, since
there is no trace of these maxims in the varttikas of Katyayana,
and Katyayanars explanations clearly go against them. 241
It is possible that there were several persons named Vyadi.

8.11. That Patanjali's innovations are historically un-Paninian
does not deprive him of his significant contribution which
lies in his attempts to bring uniformity and simplicity of
description in Panini rs grammar. Representation of homo-
geneous sounds is not at all needed in any of the rules
prescribing affixes, augments and substitutes, except in
P. 7. 2. 80. On the other hand, Panini has to use the marker
/ T / to stop such representation in many cases. This prompts
Patanjali to make Panini's system more uniform. He almost
suggests that / T / is not necessary after any substitutes, and
it could be eliminated, if we say that substitutes do not
represent any homogeneous sounds. Such representation is
needed only in one rule. If varieties differing in pitch,
accent etc. are needed, they can be obtained by considering
these features to be non-distinctive.

However, a critical distinction must be made between
any attempts of simplifying Paninian procedures and those of
understanding them as they stand in their own right. Worth
noting is S. D. JoshiTs remark:

This will prevent us from committing the same
mistake which was made by Patanjali and the
commentators following after him, when they read
later developed theories into Panini and Patanjali
respectively. 242
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Patafijali's suggestion was certainly valuable as a reform in
Panini's grammar. Some of the later systems like Jainendra-
Vyakarana follow PatanjaliTs suggestion and incorporate it
into their rules, [ref: N. 358. ]



CHAPTER IX

VYADI ON

HOMOGENEOUS -REPRESENTATION

9.1. The name Vyadi is more known, in the Paninian
tradition, for the now lost magnificent Samgraha, an encyclo-
pedic work on grammar, than for the Paribhasa-sucana, a
compendium of grammatical maxims, which is more-over
similar to the well known Paribhasendusekhara of Nagesa.
The great antiquity of this work, its probable pre-Patafijali
date, increases its importance for the history of Paninian
interpretation. As we have already seen, this work is
probably post-Katyayana in origin, or at least parts of it
are of post-Katyayana origin. This historical place of
Vyadi's Paribhasasucana enhances the value of its comments
on homogeneity and its function in PaniniTs grammar.

9.2. The Maxim 55 in this text runs as: udit sva-vargam
e v a j^hpati? H§ savarna-matram: TTA sound marked with
7u7 stands only for the members of its varga Tgroup of
homorganic stops,T and not for all the homogeneous
sounds. TT243 VyadiTs commentary on this maxim gives the
reasoning behind this statement:

A sound marked with /U/ stands only for its varga,
and not for all its homogeneous sounds. How is this
known? [We know this] , because he [Panini]
independently mentions / s / in the rule P. 1. 3. 4(na
vibhaktau tU'S^mah), while the mention of /tU/
would have been sufficient [ to include / s / ] . What
is the purpose in indicating this [maxim] ? In the
rule P. 8. 2. 30 (coh kuh), the mention of /cU/ does
not cover / s / , and hence [ / s / ] does not happen [to
undergo the substitution] by/kU/sounds. Thus,
the correct form vid is derived. 244

79
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This statement of Vyadi needs to be carefully analysed in
order to get at its implications. It means to say that unless
we restrict a sound marked with /U/ to stand only for its
varga, it will stand for all its homogeneous sounds. As
Vyadirs examples indicate, / tU/ might cover / s / , and /cU/
might cover / s / . This implies that Vyadi does not want
/ tU/ and /cU/ to stand for / s / and / s / respectively, but,
according to him, by Panini's definition of homogeneity,
/ t / and / c / are respectively homogeneous with / s / and / s / .
No other grammarian in the tradition ever suspected that
P. 1.1. 9 could lead to such homogeneity of / t / and / s / ,
and / c / and / s / .

9. 3. According to Vyadi, however, P. 1.1. 9 somehow
leads to homogeneity of / t / and / s / , / c / and / s / . The
internal effort of / t / and / c / is, according to all the traditions,
sgrsta_r?with contact.Tr Depending on the interpretation we
accept, / s / and / s / are either vivrta rTopenfT or fsad-vivrta
"slightly with a gap, slightly open. " Thus, / t / and /c7~
differ from / s / and / s / , in respect of internal effort.
They, however, share the same point of articulation. Thus,
/ t / and / s / are dental, while / c / and / s / are palatal.

This leaves us with only two alternatives: either,
[A] Vyadi considered that P. 1.1. 9 only requires two sounds

to have the same point of articulation, or
[B] for him, stops and spirants had the same internal

effort.
The term asya-prayatna in later days did only stand for
internal efforts, but there is no conceivable way to interpret
it to mean only sthana: fTpoint of articulation.rr Thus, the
alternative [A] cannot be right as a correct description of
the Paninian conception of homogeneity. The alternative
[B] also has no support either in the Paninian tradition or
elsewhere. 245

9. 4. Patanjali does not mention this maxim of Vyadi. In
the later tradition of Paribhasa-works, three authors have
commented on this maxim. The reading in Sfradevafs
Brhat-paribhasa-vrtti is somewhat different from Vyadirs
reading: udit savarnam grhnati, na savarna-matram:
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TTA sound marked with /U/ stands only for its homogeneous
sounds, but not for all homogeneous sounds. "246 On the
face of it, this does not make any sense. However, Sfradeva's
explanation is worth noting:

By P. 1.1. 69, a sound marked with /U/ stands only
for those homogeneous sounds, which share [the same]
point of articulation and internal effort, and not for
all homogeneous sounds. Thus, in the rule P. 8. 2. 30
(coh kuh), the mention of /kU/ does not include /h / .
The indication [for this maxim] is provided by the
[separate] mention of / s / , in spite of that of /tU/,
in P. 1. 3. 4 (na vibhaktau tu-s-mah). This fact, which
actually follows naturally is explained through an
indication (jnapaka), for the sake of easy
comprehension. ^4?

Like Vyadi's work, Sfradeva is also ambiguous as to what
conception of homogeneity is being rejected. The examples
of Sfradeva are parallel to Vyadi's examples.

9.5. Haribhaskara Agnihotrin has the same reading as
Sfradeva, but his explanation goes a step ahead:

A sound marked with /U/, by P. 1.1. 69, stands only
for those homogeneous sounds, which are identical
with respect to the point of articulation and internal
effort, and not for all those homogeneous sounds
which only share the same point of articulation.
[This is established either] by the indication of the
separate mention of / s / , along with /tU/, in P. 1. 3. 4,
or by the fact that P. 1.1.69 teaches the designation
homogeneous* only of a sound which shares the
[ same] point of articulation and internal effort. 248

Thus, the wrong notion of homogeneity, according to
Haribhaskara Agnihotrin, is conditioned only by identity of
the point of articulation, but he does not think that it is an
interpretation of P. 1.1.69. Thus, this notion of homo-
geneity as being identical with the notion of sasthana
TThomorganic, with the same point of articulation'T is of some
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non-Paninian origin. It is possible that some grammarians
before Vyadi tried to bring this notion into Panini's grammar,
and that Vyadi's maxim was an attempt to prohibit application
of such a notion of homogeneity. Within the Paninian tradition,
however, we do not need this maxim.

9.6. Nflakantha Diksita gives the final blow to this maxim.
He gives the same interpretation, but includes it among those
maxims, which are classed as spurious and baseless. This
is what he says:

Since this maxim is not seen in the Mahabhasya, and
since the designation ?homogeneousT is made [by
P. 1.1. 69] of only those sounds which are qualified
[by both, the same point of articulation and internal
effort] , this [maxim] is spurious. 249

With all respect for VyadiTs name, we must agree with
Nilakantha DiksitaTs assessment.



PART TWO

NON-PANINIAN TRADITIONS





CHAPTER X

PRATISAKHYAS ON SAVARNA

10.1. In the intitial stages of Indological research, Martin
Haug arrived at the conclusion that the Siksas are decidedly
older than the Pratisakhyas, and that the doctrines contained
in the former were incorporated and further developed in the
latter. 250 ^ Q Burnell agrees with Haug and further says:
"The Siksas and Pratisakhyas represent, so far, one side
of the oldest form of the Aindra Grammar--the phonetic
analysis of the language. "251 These scholars held that the
views expressed in these texts preceded Panini's grammar,
which is supposed to have superceded the now lost Aindra
School of Grammar.

Franz Kielhorn, with ample new evidence, proved
conclusively that the Siksas that have come down to us are
certainly posterior to the Pratisakhyas. 252 He is not ready
to consider these texts as either pre -Paninian or productions
of a school of grammarians. 253 paul Thieme rightly accepts
a high antiquity of the branch of the Siksa^ literature, but as
far as the Siksa^ texts available to us are concerned, his views
agree with those of Kielhorn. Thieme says: "They are all
of them, young, elaborations of the definitions laid down in
the Pratisakhyas. "254 This prompts us to consider the
conception of savarna in the Pratisakhyas, before passing
on to the Siksas and other non-Paninian systems of grammar.
Without delving into the debatable question of the relative
chronology of the Pratisakhyas, we shall briefly study their
conception of savarna, and its implementation. 255 The
question whether the Pratisakhyas are pre-Paninian or
post-Paninian is still highly debated, and yet there is no
doubt that the Pratisakhyas do represent a grammatical
tradition, which is certainly pre-Paninian.

85
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10.2. THE RGVEDA-PRATISAKHYA

10. 2.1. The RPr considers the long and short corresponding
vowels [e.g. 7a7~, /a/ ; / i / , A7; /u/ , /u/; / r / , / f / ] to be
savarnas, and no featural definition of this term is given.
It says that when a short vowel is mentioned, it stands for
the short and long savarna sounds. 256 This seems to exclude
consonants, extra-long vowels, diphthongs and / I / from the
scope of the term savarna. 257 Though this conception does
not seem to cover the groups of homogranic stops, the RPr
does have the notion of varga "group of five homorganic
stops."258

10. 2. 2. After this, the RPr uses the term savarna only
once, and that also in the context of consonants. The term
savarna-purva "preceded by a savarna" is used in the context
of stops. ̂ by The example given by Uvata is ^ad devah,
where /d/ in devah is preceded by /d/ , which is a savarna
"identical varna. " If it were preceded even by /n/ , still
it would not fulfill the condition. This means that /d/ is
savarna only with /d/ , and not with any other sound.

10.2.3. Thus, for the RPr, / a / , / i / , /u / and / r / are
respectively savarna with /a / , /f/, /u / and / ? / , and /d /
is savarna with /d/ . Looking at these examples, we might
be able to dig out a general conception of savarna, which
basically seems to mean "belonging to the same varna."
The term varna_functions on two levels. Its primary meaning
is just a "sound." In its extended meaning, it stood for an
abstraction, which may be characterized as "the real sound"
or "class of sounds sharing some essential features." Thus,
in the primary sense of the term, / a / and / a / are different
varnas "sounds," but in the extended sense, they both belong
to the same varna. The origin of this extended notion of
varna can be traced in the idea that a long vowel is essentially
the same as the short vowel, but which has been prolonged.
Thus quantity,, nasality and pitch were in some sense added
features to a given common factor. It was this common
factor which came to be designated by the term varna. Then
the term savarna can be explained as directly based on this
extended notion of varna. Thus, / a / and / a / are savarnas
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"belonging to the same varna.TT This extended notion of
varna, however, did not change very much with consonants.
Thus, the term savarna used with respect to consonants
stood moreover for T'identity of the sound.TT The sounds
/k/ and/kh/ did not belong to the same varna, and hence
could not be grouped under the conception of savarna. This
was the reason for having the concept of varga TTgroup of
homorganic stopsTT side by side with the concept of savarna
T'belonging to the same varna.TT

Of course, the RPr adopted this background notion of
savarna to its own needs, and restricted it to simple vowels.
There also it excluded / I / and extra-long vowels. This is
based on the praticular needs of this particular system.
The RPr used the term in the context of consonants in the
sense of "identity of varna." Thus, from this particularized
conception of savarna, we have to infer the background
conception.

10. 2. 4. Though there is no comprehensive rule of homo-
geneous-representation like P. 1.1.69, still we find the
following system of representation in the RPr:

1] A short simple vowel also stands for its long varieties.
2] No other vowel can stand for other varieties.
3] The terms /ka/-varga etc. stand for the respective

groups of homorganic stops.
[4] Otherwise, a consonant stands for itself.

The RPr seems to be in a more primitive stage compared
to other Pratisakhyas, where these things are stated in the
form of explicit rules.

10. 2. 5. The concept of savarna is not used very frequently
by the RPr, and many rules are formulated with terms like
sasthana "having the same point of articulation," where other
Pratisakhyas use the term savarna. For instance, the rule
of the substitution of a long vowel for two consecutive simple
homogeneous vowels is formulated with the term sasthana
"homorganic. "260
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Since the term savarna is used in a very limited
sense, and is not defined in 'featural terms, there are no
problems such as P. 1.1.10. There is no concept of mutual
homogeneity of / r / and / l / . There seems to be no problem
of how to make / a / and / a / savarnas of one another. There
are two reasons for this. The first reason is that savarna is
not featurally defined, but depends on the impressionistic
and conventional notion of var$a. The other reason is that
the RPr considers all vowels including / a / to be asprsta
Tfwithout contact. "2 61

10.3. THE TAITTIRIYA-PRATISAKHYA

10. 3.1. The TPr contains more points of interest than the
RPr. The rule TPr (1.3) says: "The corresponding two
sounds, short and long, are homogeneous (savarna)."262
As the commentary Tribhasya-ratna explains, the sequences
such as / a / - / a / , / a / - / a / , /a/- /si / , and /a/-/a, / are sequences
of homogeneous vowels. 2o3 This definition applies only to
the simple vowels (samana), and there are nine of these
according to the TPr i .e. / a / , / a / , / a3 / ; / i / , /f/, / I 3 / ;
/u/ , /u / and /u3/ . ̂ 64 Thus, this conception of savarna is
restricted to short and long / a / , / i / and /u/ . The TPr (1. 4)
says that a simple vowel preceding an extra-long vowel is
not savarna with the latter. 265 This prevents the undesired
lengthening.

The commentary points out that the only purpose of
the term savarna is to formulate a rule for savarna-dirgha
"homogeneous lengthening. " This is the rule TPr (x. 2)
(dirgham samanaksare savarna-pare) "If a simple vowel
is followed by a homogeneous sound, then both are replaced
by the corresponding long vowel. "266 The exclusion of / r /
from the scope of the term savarna is quite understandable,
because "in fact, no case occurs in the Vedic text in.which
two of them are fused into one. "267

10.3.2. The commentator says that "the term (savarna) is
self-explanatory. Homogeneity means similarity. Thus
there should be no suspicion of / a / being regarded homo-
geneous with / i / etc., since they have different points of
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articulation and internal effort. M 2 6 8 The description of
savarna sounds here seems to be quite influenced by the
notions in the Paninian system (P. 1.1. 9). However, such
a general conception is not intended by the TPr.

10. 3. 3. Though there is no rule in the TPr based on
homogeneity like P. 1.1. 69, still the TPr has its own devices:

Rule (i. 16): A sound followed by the affix -kara is the name
of that sound.

Rule (i. 20): A short vowel, with the word -varna after it,
is the name of the three vowels [ short, long and
extra-long] .

Rule (i. 27): The first mute, followed by the word -varga
is the name of the series. 269

Thus, /a/-kara stands only for a short / a / , /a/-kara stands
for only long /a / , but /a/-varna^ stands for / a / , / a / and
/ a 3 / . But there is no such a thing as /a/-varna. This
corresponds to the non-/a-N/ vowels in Panini, in some
respects. Similarly, only /ka/-varga can stand for the whole
series, but /k/ by itself cannot. This is also similar to
Panini's treatment of the sounds marked with /U/. While
the TPr keeps the notions of savarna and grahana quite apart,
Panini builds an inter-dependent procedure of savarna-
grahana.

In the TPr, there is neither /r/-varna, nor /I/-varna.
Whitney rightly says:

As our treatise acknowledges no protracted / r / ,
and neither a long nor a protracted / I / , it does not
admit the compounds /r/-varna and /l/-var$a: of
the other three it frequently avails itself. 2?0

In this respect, the procedure of the TPr differs from
Panini's, as the latter does bestow the capacity to stand
for their savarnas on / r / and / I / , by P. 1.1.69.

10.3. 4. The problem of homogeneity in the TPr is made
complex by the fact that it keeps on using the term savarna,
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even in the context of consonants. In the context of syllabi-
fication, the TPr (xxi. 7) (nantahstha-param asavarnam) says:
"If a consonant is followed by a semi-vowel and is asvarna
Tnon-identicalr with that semi-vowel, then it does not belong
to the preceding vowel, [but belongs to the following
vowel] . "272 Qn this rule, the commentary Tribhasya-ratna
explains the word asavarna with vilaksana "different. TT272~~
Whitney explains this usage as follows:

TDissimilarf is simply explained by vilaksana, Tof
diverse characteristics, different,T it excludes
from the operation of the rule doubled semi-vowel
itself, and would also exclude the nasal semi-vowel
into which /n / and / m / are converted before / l / ,
and /m/ before / y / and /v / (v. 26, 28), if these
occurred where the rule could apply, which is not
the case. 272

If asavarna can thus mean "different,TT savarna should then
mean Ttnon-different, the same."' The TPr does use the
term savarna in this sense. For instance, the TPr (xiv. 23)
(savarna-savargfya-parah) says: "A sound followed by the
same sound (savarna), or by a sound of the same series of
stops (savargfya) is not duplicated. "274 Here the term
savarna stands for identity of form, and not just identity of
the point of articulation and internal effort. This rule draws
for us the important distinction between savarna "identity
of a sound" and savargfya "belonging to the same series of
homorganic stops. " Thus, / p / and / p / or / y / and /y / are
savarnas, but /k/ and /kh/ are only savargfyas "belonging
to the same series. "275 in the Paninian conception of
savarna, which is far more expanded, this distinction is
dissolved. There, the savargfyas are also savarnas.

10. 3. 5. The distinction between savarna and savargfya
affects the rule-formation of the TPr. Where Panini can
have just one rule, the TPr needs two rules:

[*] TPr (v. 27) (makarah sparsa-paras tasya sasthanam
anunasikam): "The sound /m/ , when followed by a
stop, becomes a nasal of the same point of articulation
with it ."
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[2] TPr (v.28) (antahstha-paras ca savarnam anunasikam):
"Followed by a semi-vowel, ~/m/ becomes an identical
nasal [semi-vowel] ."276

The reason why the TPr needs these two rules is quite
clear. According to its conception, /y / and /y / are savarnas
"the same sound," but / t / and /n / are not. They are only
sasthanas "sharing the same point of articulation." With
his expanded notion of savarna, Panini needs only one rule,
i.e. 8. 4. 58 (anusvarasya yayi para-savarnah).

10. 3. 6. An overview of the TPr shows that its conception
of savarna is basically the same as that of the RPr, discussed
in Sec. 10. 2. 3. It is based on the expanded notion of varna,
which can be clearly seen in the convention of affixing -varna
to short vowels to stand for long and extra-long varieties.
In this extended notion of varna, the features of quantity,
nasality and pitch seem to become non-distinctive for inclusion
in a varna. Such a background conception of varna is used in
the notion of savarna "identity of a varna." Such a general
notion of savarna is then restricted to particular needs of
our treatise. As far as vowels are concerned, the TPr
restricts the notion of savarna only to short and long /a / ,
/ i / , and /u/ , while the RPr, as already shown, included
long and short / r / also. This would indicate that the same
background conception of savarna was adopted for their
particular needs by different works. 277

10.4. THE ATHARVAVEDA-PRATISAKHYA

10. 4.1. The text which we shall consider under the name
APr is the Saunakfya Caturadhyayika edited by Whitney,
which is the same as the Kautsa-Vyakarana [ see: Sec. 4. 8] .
In this text, the term savarna occurs only once. The APr
(iii.42) (samanaksarasya savarne dirghah) says: "A simple
vowel followed by a savarna vowel becomes long [along with
the following] . "278 This rule is not too different from the
TPr (x. 2) (dirgham samanaksare savarna-pare), except in
the conventions of rule-formation. The TPr expresses the
substitute in accusative case, while the substituenda are
expressed in the nominative case. This is the convention
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of the older tradition, which is later continued by the
Katantra grammar. This is quite different from Panini's
grammar, where the substitute is expressed in the nominative
and the substituenda are expressed in the genitive case.
[ P. 1.1. 49 (sasthi sthane -yoga). ] The APr has followed
the same convention. But this single rule by itself would
not help us understand the general notion of savarna in
the APr.

10. 4. 2. On the APr (i. 27), the unnamed commentary
supplied by Whitney quotes a verse from some ancient
Siksa_: samanasya -prayatna ye te savarna iti smrtah. 279
This line means to say that those sounds which are produced
with a like effort [at a point in] the mouth are styled homo-
geneous. The expression of this definition is notably identical
with P. 1.1. 9 (tylyasya-prayatnam savarnam). The definition
of this £iksa_ could not really be interpreted by taking the
term asya-prayatna to stand just for internal effort, and
hence, this definition becomes quite identical with Panini's
rule, and probably belongs to a very ancient date. At the
same time, it must be pointed out that this is not the notion
of savarna in the APr. Whitney comments:

The term savarna fsimilar,? applied to sounds
differing in quantity only, and not in quality, is
used but once in our treatise (iii. 42), and is not
defined by it: The cited definition is almost the
same with that of Panini (i. 1. 9): that of the Vaj
Pr. (i.43) is more explicit: the other treatises,
like our own, employ the word without taking the
trouble to explain. 2oO

10. 4. 3. We are left to ourselves to figure out the conception
of savarna in the APr. Could it be more like the RPr and
TPr, or more like P. 1.1. 9 ? A close study of the APr shows
that the former is the case. Though the APr, unlike TPr,
does not define the conventions of the usage of -kara,
-varna and -varga, behaviorally we can see that the same
distinctions hold true in the APr. The affix -kara appended
to a vowel makes it stand for itself. For instance, /a/-kara
in the APr (ii. 92) excludes / a / . 2 8 1 The affixation of
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-varna helps short simple vowels to stand for their varieties
differing in quantity. Thus, we have /a/-varna, /i/-varna,
/u/-varna, /r/-varfla etc. 282 gu^ the long simple vowels
and diphthongs always go with -kara, e.g. /a/-kara (iii. 38),

7f/-kara (i.74), /u/-kara (i.74), /e/-kara (i. 34), /o/-kara
(i.34), /ai/-kara (i. 41) and /au/-kara (i. 41). With consonants,
if there is affixation of -akara, they stand for themselves;
but the sound /k(a)/, /c(a)/ etc. affixed with -varga stand
for the respective series of homorganic stops. We also see
that, unlike Panini, but like the RPr and the TPr, the APr
widely uses the'concept of sasthana TThaving the same point
of articulation,TT where Panini uses savarna. 283 This would
show that the notion of savarna in the APr must be similar
to that in the RPr and TPr. For other reasons, we may
agree with Thieme and Liebich that "the author of the AVPr.
did draw upon Panini's grammar, "284 but we do not have to
identify the two conceptions of savarna.

10. 4. 4. Since the notion of savarna in the APr is more
like the two other Pratisakhyas, based on identity of varna,
conventional and impressionistic, it is not faced with many
problems, which Panini was faced with. Thus, there is no
problem similar to P. 1.1.10. 285 The APr considers the
short / a / to be closed (samvrta), and other vowels to be
open (vivrta). 286 still it does not create problems similar
to P. 8. 4/68 (a a). 287 if the notion of the APr were like
P. 1.1.9, there would have been all these problems. The
very fact that there are no problems like this in the APr is
a negative proof that its notion of savarna is different from
Panini's. The VPr, which defined savarna like P. 1.1. 9,
is faced with all these problems, and had to make specific
efforts to get out of them.

10.5. THE VAJASANEYI-PRATISAKHYA

10. 5.1. The VPr goes under two other names, i .e. Sukla-
yajuh -pratisakhya and Katyayana -pratisakhya. There is a
pointed controversy whether the same Katyayana wrote
varttikas on Papini and this Pratisakhya. 288 we shall not
deal with this vexed question here, but will limit our inquiry
to comparing and contrasting various definitions of savarna.
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10. 5. 2. The VPr (i. 43) defines savarna as follows: samana-
sthana -karanasya -prayatnah savarnah: TfA sound which has
the same point of articulation, articuiator and the internal
effort [with another sound] is termed savarna homogeneousr

[with respect to that other sound] . Tf28y This is clearly a
featural definition. Of the three conditions, the first two,
i .e. the points of articulation and articulators, are discussed
in detail in the VPr. 290 However, the asya-prayatnas or
internal efforts are not discussed by the VPr. If we follow
Uvata's commentary, there are six asya -prayatnas: samvrta
ftclosedrt for / a / , vivrta "open" for other vowels, asprstata
"lack of contact" for vowels, sgrstata "contact" for stops,
fsat-sprstata "slight contact" for semi-vowels and ardha-
sgrstata "half-way contact" for spirants and anusvara. ̂ Ml

Since vowels and spirants have different internal
efforts, they are not savarnas of each other, and thus there
is no need for any rule like P. 1.1.10. However, / a / is
closed, while other vowels are open, and hence / a / would
not be homogeneous with / a / . The VPr is aware of this
problem and explicitly says (i. 72) that they should be treated
as if they are homogeneous (savarna-vat). 292 "it contains
in words what is implied in the procedure of Panini; who has
used the ingeneous device of pronouncing in his grammar a
sound different from what it is like in the actual language. "293
Panini pronounces / a / a s an open sound in his grammar, so
that it should be homogeneous with the open / a / and / a 3 / .
In the final rule of his grammar, P. 8. 4. 68 (a a), he reinstates
the closed / a / . This is the final operation in any derivation,
and hence we never get open / a / in the object language.

10. 5. 3. There is apparently a problem still left in. The
sounds /i/ and / e / are produced in the same point of articu-
lation (talavya "palatal")294 ancj their articuiator is the
middle of the tongue, 295 ancj both are open sounds. .Similarly,
/ u / and / o / are both labial (osthja), 296 ancj their articuiator
is also the lips. 297 These two are also open sounds. Thus,
/ i / would be homogeneous with / e / , and / u / would be homo-
geneous with / o / . However, this does not seem to be
intended by the VPr. This could be avoided, perhaps, by
considering / i / and / u / as vivrta "open" and / e / and / o /
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as vivrta-tara "more open,rr as has been done by many
Siksas and Pratisakhyas. 298

10. 5. 4. The definition of the VPr needs to be compared
with P. 1.1. 9 and Katyayana's varttika on it. P. 1.1. 9
conditions homogeneity by asya-prayatna, which in Katyayana's
days came to stand only for internal effort. However, if
homogeneity is conditioned by internal effort alone, then the
sounds / j / , / b / , / g / , / d / and /d / could also be homogeneous.
With such an objection, the Varttikakara Katyayana rephrases
P. 1.1. 9 as follows: siddham tv asye tulya-desa-prayatnam
savarnam TrThe correct result is established by stating that
a sound is homogeneous [with another sound, if they share]
the same point of articulation and internal effort in the mouth.Tr

[For details: Sec. 2. 4. ] This reformulation speaks of two
conditions, while the definition of the VPr has added identity
of the articulator as the third condition. Thieme considers
P. 1.1. 9 to be TTconcise, but not precise,"the VPr definition
to be "not concise, but precise" and the varttika reformulation
to be "both precise and concise. "299

10. 5. 5. In his "Panini and the Veda, " Thieme says that
according to Patanjali "the place of articulation (desa) is
formed by the passive (sthana) and active organ (karana). "300
If this is the meaning of the word desa in the varttika, then
both the varttika and the VPr (i. 43) would be quite synonymous
with each other.

This is doubtful. In fact, Patanjali does not explain
the word desa with any other word. Instead of accepting
Katyayana's reformulation, which leads to breaking up
PaniniTs rule, Patanjali proposes to reinterpret Panini rs
words as they stand. Thus, he interprets the word asya as
meaning not just mouth, but as something that lies in the
mouth [asye bhavam] . Then he asks the question: "What
is it that lies in the mouth?" The reply is: sthanam karanam
ca "The point of articulation and karana. "301 This passage
was taken by Thieme as an interpretation of the word desa.
The term karana here is explained by Kaiyata as standing
either for internal effort or for the active organ. 302 it
can be conclusively proved that here Patanjali only intends
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internal effort. This is what Patanjali says:

If the designation savarna were simply based on
some similarity with some difference, then such a
designation would be obtained for / s / and /ch/,
/ s / and / th/ , and / s / and /th/ . These [ sounds in
each pair] have identity in all other respects,
except karana. 303

The sounds / s / and /ch/ have the same articulator, but
they differ only in their internal effort. The same is true
of the other pairs. Thus, the term karana in this context
can only stand for internal effort. Thus, ThiemeTs
explanations need to be revised.

10. 5.6. Thus the term desa in Katyayana's varttika stands
only for sthana TTpoint of articulation.TT Thieme himself,
from quite different considerations, comes to accept this
view in his later writings:

Formerly ["Panini and the Veda," p. 92, n. 3] , I
suggested that Katyayana's desa was meant as a
comprehensive term for sthana and karana. I do not
uphold this conjecture: it is hard to believe that
Katyayana could have expected to be understood when
introducing such usage without further explanation.
It is more probable that (in contradistinction to the
view taken in the Vaj. Prat.) he thought of the
mentioning of karana in the definition to be dispensable,
since the definition is, indeed, unambiguous without
it. In fact, the definition of the varttika conforms to
the pattern of a true laksana, which is not a character-
izing description, but a restrictive characterization,
as was lucidly set forth by A. Foucher, "Compendium
des Topiques" (Paris 1949) pp. 8 ff, 304

Whether we agree with ThiemeTs views on the relationship
of the two texts, i .e. the varttikas and the VPr, or we
disagree with him, his characterization of the varttika
definition is quite significant.
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10. 5. 7. Now, we enter into a problem which needs to be
critically analysed. Thieme says: TTA full and complete
analysis of what Panini obviously meant by the expression
ilsya-prayatna is given in Vaj. Pr. I. 43. "305 He also
thinks that the term karana "articulator" in the VPr definition
is not essential, and therefore, Katyayana took it out in
the v^rttika on P. 1.1. 9.

Whether karana narticulatorTT as the third condition
is non-essential needs to be tested by referring to the usage
of the VPr. According to the VPr. nasika rTnoseM is an
articulator of the nasal sounds. 30o jf the difference of
articulator is to cause non-homogeneity, then / a / and / a / ,
/y / and y/, /k/ and /n / would be non-homogeneous. For
Panini, these sounds are obviously homogeneous, and he
uses the term savarna in the context of these sounds. Thus,
in the sequences /m/ - /y / , and /m/- /k / , / m / changes into
/y / and /n / respectively, such that /y / and /n / are para-
savarnas Thomogeneous with the following sounds. TT3vF7
But the VPr uses the term para-sasthana "having the same
point of articulation with the following sound,TT in this very
context. 308 it also says that /m/ , followed by a stop, changes
into the fifth of the series of the following. 309 Even here,
the term savarna is not used. Is it, then, possible, that
for the VPr, /y^and /y / are only sasthana, but not savarna?
Similarly, is it possible that /k/ and /n / belong to the same
series, but are not savarna?

10. 5. 8. Despite the arguments in the previous section,
it is hard to believe that nasality causes hon-homogeneity
in the VPr. If / a / is not homogeneous with / a / , then we
may not be able to apply the VPr (iv. 50) (sim savarne
dfrghah)310 to a sequence like / a / - / a / to derive /a / . We
cannot say that such a combination is not desired by the VPr,
because the very next rule says: (VPr iv. 51) (anunasikavaty
anunasikam) "In case the following vowel is a nasal, [the
resulting vowel] is nasal. "311 This clearly allows that kind
of combination. Similarly, we cannot say that / y / and /y /
are not homogeneous. The rule VPr (iv. 110) (savarne)
says: "[Doubling does not take place] when a homogeneous
consonant follows. "312 The example given by Uvata includes
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the sequences /yy/ and /vv/, where there is no duplication. 313

Thus, in summary, we must say that inclusion of
karana in the definition is not carried to its logical conclusions,
and hence, in view of the requirements, it is unnecessary.
Thieme is certainly right in regarding it to be dispensable.
That karana TTarticulatorTT is dispensable is clearly stated,
later, by Hemacandra [ref: Sec. 12. 7.2] .

10. 5. 9. Uvata, on the VPr (i. 43), says that even the
sounds / r / and /]/ can be combined in a savarna-dfrgha, if
an example is found in the Vedic usage. 314 This, actually,
seems to be an extension of Katyayana's varttikas into the
VPr, but has no basis. The sounds / r / and / I / have different
points of articulation, and articulator* and hence they
cannot be homogeneous. 315 Nor is their homogeneity
imposed by the VPr. In fact, Uvata himself indicates that
/]/ never figures initially or finally in the object language. 316
Thus, there is no possibility of such savarna -dfrgha.

10. 5.10. Though the conception of savarna in the VPr
seems to be identical in scope with P. 1.1. 9, the VPr does
not utilize this conception as extensively as it is used by
Panini. The VPr still follows the tradition of the Pratisakhyas
in formulating its rules. Thus, there is no rule of savarpa-
grahana like P. 1.1. 69, and the VPr follows other Pratisakhyas
in their conventions of -kara, -varna and -varga. The usage
of -kara, in the expressions like /a/-kara, /ka/-kara etc.
is clearly defined. 317 The VPr defines that a short vowel
stands for long and extra-long vowels, and a first consonant
of a series stands for the series in the section where points
of articulation are explained. 318 This is somewhat similar
to P. 1.1. 69, but this is restricted to a very small number
of rules. The VPr continues to utilize affixation of -varna
and -varga. It still uses terms like sasthana, where its
own conception of savarna could have been used. Thus, the
VPr resembles Panini's grammar only in its definition of
savarna, but not in its implementation.

10. 5.11. Finally the question that we ought to ask is whether
the VPr needs the kind of definition of savarna it has given
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to account for its own usage of this term. The rule VPr
(iv. 110) (savarne) requires /y/ , /v / and / I / to be homo-
geneous with their nasal counter-parts. The third and last
rule using the term savarna is the VPr (Hi. 8) (pratyaya-
savarnam mudi sakatayanah). This rule says that /h /
followed by / s / , / s / or / s / changes to a sound homogeneous
with the following. Here / s / , / s / and / s / are required to
be homogeneous with themselves. These are the only three
rules in the VPr which use the notion of savarna.

If we look at the examples closely, it will be instantly
clear that they can be savarnas simply because they show
identity of the varna, and fit well in the notion of savarna
of the other Pratisakhyas. Thus, the definition of savarna
*n the VPr is unnecessarily over-extensive, and compared
to its own requirements, it is quite superfluous. It may be
the case, that the author of this Pratisakhya came under a
heavy influence of Panini's grammar, and hence gave the
expanded definition of savarna. However, while writing
his rules, he faithfully followed the tradition of the othe'r
Pratisakhyas.

10.6. THE SAMAVEDA-PRATISAKHYAS

10.6.1. There are four texts which go under the general
category of the Samaveda-pratisakhyas, i .e. the Rk-tantra
attributed to the pre-Paninian Sakatayana, the Sama-tantra
ascribed to Audavraji, the Puspasutra ascribed to Pusparsi,
and the Aksaratantra. Of these four texts, only the Rk-
tantra has general discussion of phonetics, while the other
texts are concerned more with the particular problems of
Saman-recitation. The Rk-tantra shows the tendency of
shortening the grammatical terms, e.g. masa for samasa,
rga for varga, gha for dfrgha etc. The term savarna is
never used in any of these texts. The term sva is used in
the Rk-tantra occasionally for identity of an element [e.g.
kant sve, Rk-tantra 155, kan-sabdah sve pratyaye sakaram
apadyate/ kams kan ha jayati, comm. p. 34] . The Rk-tantra
[25, sparsah sve] says that a stop followed by a sva belongs
to the preceding vowel. Here sva seems to cover sounds of
the same varga [ see: Notes to Rk-tantra, by Surya Kanta,
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p. 14, n. 25] . Within a particular section of the Rk-tantra,
a stop stands for its varga [ sparse rgasya, Rk-tantra 13,
sparsa-grahane vargasya grahanam vijneyam, comm. p. 7] .
Thus, /k/, /c/"9 / t / , ft/ and /p/"stand for the respective
vargas in the rules [4] jihva-mule hkr, [5] taluni scye,
[6] murdhani satau, [ 7] dante tslah and [9] _osthe vohgu
[see: Rk-tantra, pp. 5-6] . In one case, / r / seems to stand
for /f/ [jihva-mule hkr, Rk-tantra 4, jihva-mulfyastha
jihva-mula-sthanah kakara-rkara-fkarah, comm. p. 5] .
In some rules, / e / and / o / seem to stand also for /a i /and
/au/ I" taluni scye, Rk -tantra 5, talu -sthanah sakara -cakara -
yakara-ikara-ikara-ekarah, comm; and josthe vohgu, Rk-
tantra 9, osthya-sthana vakara-okara-aukara-upadhmaniya-
pakara-ukara-ukarah, comm, p. 6] . The commentary seems
to be somewhat inconsistent in including /au/ in rule 9,
but in not including / a i / in rule 5. It is important to note
that Sakatayana, who is supposedly pre-Paninian, accepts
vowels and spirants to be both open \vivrtarii svarosmanam,
1. 3, p. 3] . The same tradition might have continued up
to Panini forcing him to construct P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau). But
in contrast to Panini, Sakatayana accepts / a / and / a / to be
both open, or rather more open [ vivrtataram akaraikarau -
karanam, 1.3, p. 3] . [Note: In this statement, akara
seems to cover akara also. ]

10. 6. 2. The Puspa-sutra has nothing parallel to savarna.
It uses the term sva [ = svakfya] in connection with samans
belonging to a group [see: Puspa-sutra, Einleitung,
p. 507] . Expressions with -kara and -varna are quite
frequent, and the notion of savargfya Tbelonging to the same
vargaTT is occasionally used [Puspa-sutra, pp. 636, 639,
667] . The Sama -tantra ascribed to Audavraji is very
important from the point of view of ancient grammatical
terminology, but it has no notion of savarna. It uses the
term ga for varga [ see: na ga-prathama-cu, 3.5.6. ,
VQ. varga-prathamadir mandram apadyate, comm., Sama-
tantra, p. 89] . In one place, / t / seems to stand for ta_-
varga [ see: au tL, 5. 5. 9., p. 156] . Unfortunately I have
not been able to obtain the Aksara-tantra, but from its
description, it seems to be very much similar to the Sama-
tantra. Thus, as far as the notion of savarna is concerned,
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the Pratisakhyas of the Samaveda have many unfinished
ideas, but no conclusive development. In some ways, they
may reflect a more ancient state of grammatical development,
compared to the Pratisakhyas belonging to the other Vedas.
However, the exact dates of these texts are not as yet
definitely known. The Matralaksana, an ancillary text of the
Samaveda, uses the term savarna once (1.9) in the context
of homorganic varieties of / a / , 71/, /u / and / r / .
\Matralaksana, ed. B. R. Sharma, Kendriya Sanskrit
Vidyapeetha, Tirupate, 1970.] However, nothing is known
about the author or the date of this text.





CHAPTER XI

SIKSAS ON SAVARNA

11.1. As it has been already discussed in Sec. 10.1. ,
the class of the Siksa-texts is extremely old to have been
mentioned in the Upanisads, and it is older than the
Pratisakhyas and Panini. However, it must be remembered
that the Siksa texts which are available to us today are
certainly not these old Siksas, but are all younger than the
Pratisakhyas and Panini [see: Sec. 10.1] .

11. 2. The main purpose of the Siksas is phonetics, pure
and applied, and not grammar. Thus, the Siksas extensively
deal with the articulatory process in all its aspects and
classify sounds accordingly. These phonetic considerations
have been utilized by the grammarians to define certain
grammatical categories. The notion of savarna is based on
these phonetic considerations, but serves a purpose which
is more grammatical. The difference in phonetic consider-
ations can lead to problems in the definition and implementa-
tion of savarna. When one reads through the available
Siks^ texts, one comes across different notions of savarna,
which may be put together and studied carefully. What
follows is an attampt in this direction. At this stage, we
shall not see how phonetics here affects the notion of savarna
elsewhere, but rather what the Siksas themselves have to
say on this notion.

11.3. The metrical version of the Paninfya-siksa does not
use the term savarna, but the Paninfya -siksa -sutras contain
two statements involving this term. They are as follows:
[1] TTThe spirants and / r / have no savarnas," and [2] TTA
member of a varga (group of homorganic stops) is savarna
with other members of the same varga. "319 The first
statement is identical with a statement found in the
Mahabhasya, and its significance has been discussed in

103
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Sec. 7.1. 9. The Paninfya-siksa-sutras seem to have taken
this statement from Patanjali. 320 They appear to be post-
Patanjali, because we find that the rule (3.6) says: "the
spirants have their articulator with a slight gap,TT while the
rule (3. 7) says: TTor they might be regarded open. "321
This seems to be an attempt to accomodate views of both
Panini and Patanjali. Similar rules are also to be found
in the Siksa-sutras ascribed to Apisali. 322 [ For a different
view, see n. 124. ]

11.4. The Varna-ratna-pradfpika-siksa of Amaresa apparently
presents quite a strange notion of savarna. It says:

Whatever is the point of articulation (sthana) and
articulator (karana) of a sound, [if it is the same
with another sound, then] it should be accepted as
savarna [with respect to the other sound] . [Their]
internal effort (asya-prayatna) may, however, be
different. 323

Thus, identity of the point of articulation and the articulator
defines homogeneity, and the internal effort is not to be
taken into account. This Siksa^ clarifies the reason for
adopting such a view:

Let there be homogeneity of long / a / and short /a / ,
despite the difference of internal effort. Therefore,
[homogeneity] is thus defined. 324

The short / a / sound is closed, while the long / a / is open,
and hence there might not be homogeneity of these two sounds,
if internal effort is one of the conditions.

For this very problem, Panini pronounces open
/ a / in his grammar, and reinstates the closed sound / a /
at the end of his grammar (P. 8. 4. 68). The VPr makes a
special rule to consider / a / and / a / as if they are homo-
geneous. [Sec. 10. 5. 2. ] These measures seem to be very
careful, but modifying the general definition as is done by
the Varna -ratna-pradfpika-siksa creates a lot of problems.
For instance, this conception could make / i / , /c/-series,
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/y/ and / s / homogeneous with each other. However, it
is not clear how this conception was meant to be utilized,
because the term is used only once again, where / s / , / s /
and / s / are required to be homogeneous with themselves. 325
This Siksa also defines a convention that a sound affixed
with -varna stands for its homogeneous sounds. 326

11. 5. The Pratisakhya-pradfpa-siksa comments on the rules
°^ the VPr containing the term savarna, without really
explaining the term. 32 7 On one occasion, the term savarna
is rendered by sadrsa Msimilar. "328 This Siksa advocates
homogeneity of ~JT/ and / I / , quoting the varttika of Katyayana
(? ~l~karayoh savarna-vidhih) (on P. 1.1. 9). This homo -
geneity is used to interpret a rule from the Pratijna-sutra.
The Pratijna-sutra prescribes that / r / should be pronounced
as / r e / . Thus, Jcrsnaand rtviya are to be pronounced as
kresna and retviya. The Siksa extends this rule to / I / and
says that klgta should be pronounced as klepta. 329

The Kesavf-siksa of Kesava Daivajfia says that a
rule that applies to ~]T/ also applies to / l / , because they
are savarna T'homogeneous. "330 This is a somewhat different
context. This rule requires that the svara-bhakti of / r / in
some places is pronounced as / r e / . Thus the word barhise
is pronounced as barehise. The Kesavf-siksa extends this
to / I / , and says that valhamasi should be pronounced as
valehamasi.

11.6. F. Kielhorn quotes the definition of savarna given by
the Vyasa-siksa: tulya-rupam savarnam syat TTSounds with
identical form are savarnas.TT331 Unfortunately, I have not
been able to reach the original text of this Siksa, which has
been published in the Journal of the University of Madras
(1929). 332 Heinrich LiidersT study "Die Vyasa-siksa,
besonders in Ihrem Verhaltnis zum Taittirfya-Pratisakhya, "
[Gottingen, 1894] is very detailed, and provides some help
on the conception of savarna in the Vyasa-siksa. In his
fTInhaltsubersicht der Siksa," Liiders provides the following
description:

Verse (5): "Definition von varga, " and "Bildung des
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Namens eines varga.TT

Verse (10): "Definition von savarna.TT

Verse (13): TTBildung der Namen von Vokalen mit
varna, mit kara und _t.Tt

Verse (14): "Bildung der Namen von Konsonanten
mit -akara. TT333

This system looks very much like the Pratisakhyas, and
hence the definition of savarna (tulya-rupam savarnam)
seems to stand basically for identity of a varna.

That the Vyasa-siksa is very much in the tradition of
the Pratisakhyas can be determined by studying several of
its rules which involve the notion of savarna. The verse
(166) is described as: TTBehandlung des /i/-Vokals und des
/u/-Vokals vor nicht homogenen (asavarna) Vokalen. "334
This seems to be the change of / i / to /y / and /u/ to /v /
before a -savarna Mnon-homogeneous" vowels. The verse
(172) is described as: "Verschmelzung der ersten acht
Vokale mit einem folgenden gleich-artigen. "335 This fs
parallel to VPr (iv.50, sim savarne dfrghah), APr. (iii.42,
samanaksarasya savarne dirghah) and TPr (x. 2, dfrgham
samanaksare savarna-pare); and it is different from P. 6.1.101
(akah savarne dfrghah) in its structure. The verse (269) is
described as: "Zugehorigkeit des Konsonanten vor ungleich-
artigem Halb-volkal. "336 This rule discusses the syllabic
relationship of a consonant with the following a savarna
semi-vowel, and it is comparable to the TPr (xxi. 7,
nantahstha-param asavarnam) [Sec. 10.3.4] . Liiders has
systematically brought home the point that this £iksa is
almost a versified version of the TPr. Thus, the notion of
savarna in the Vyasa-siksa is generally not differeht from
^ e Prsttisakhya-type of definition. 337

11. 7. An unnamed commentary on the APr quoted by Whitney
cites a verse from a Siksa^text: samanasya-prayatna ye te
savarna iti smrtah, and comments "the cited definition is
almost the same as that of Panini" [ref: Sec. 10. 4. 2] .
Literally this line says that two sounds having the same
asya-prayatna are savarnas. The use of the term asya-
prayatna, in this verse, is of historical significance.
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No text, other than P . I . 1.9, uses the term asya-prayatna
to stand for both the points of articulation and internal effort.
But this $iksa_uses the term to stand for both of these
conditions, like Panini. If it were to stand only for the
internal effort, that would be quite a novel conception of
homogeneity. Thus, this Siksa seems to be very ancient
and perhaps older than all those texts which use the term
asya-prayatna to stand just for internal effort. It may even
be pre-Paninian. Thus, Panini was not alone in his usage
of the term asya-prayatna to stand for both the point of
articulation and internal effort.

The Naradfya-siksa belonging to the Sama-veda uses
the term savarna twice. It says that /m/ followed by /y/ ,
/v / or / l / changes to a para -savarna rTsound homogeneous
with the following. "338 This does not help us get a clear
notion of savarna, since this rule could be formulated in
the Paninian conception of savarna as well as in the
Pratisakhya conception. The term savarna is also used
with respect to yama (e.g. nasal /£ / , / g / etc. found in
Vedic). This yama is said to be savarna "homogeneous"
with the preceding sound. 339 The commentary of Bhatta
Sobhakara on this verse explains savarna by sadrsa
"similar. "340 in the Paninian grammar, yamas do not
play any important role. They are not listed in the Siva-
sutras, nor are they considered to be homogeneous with
any consonants. Bhartrhari says that the yamas are neither
represented through homogeneous representation, nor through
universal-mention. 341 The Naradfya-giksa seems to use
the term in a very general sense of identity of the varna
and similarity.

11. 8." The concept of savarna in some of the Siksas seems
to come very close to the Paninian conception. The Saisirfya-
siksa says that a word-final /m/ , followed by a stop,, changes
into a nasal sound homogeneous (savarna) with the following
stop [ antya -sthane makaroTyam purvah sparse padantagah/
udaye tat-savarnafr syat sarvasminn anunasikah//, verse
281, Journal of Vedic Studies, Vol. II. , No. 2l, 1935, p. 15] .
This verse makes /n / and / t / homogeneous with each other,
which is very similar with PaniniTs procedure. A similar
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usage of the term savarna is seen in the Vyasa-siksa [ see:
n. 337] and Sarva-sammata-siksa [see: sparsanam yavalanam
£§ maMrah purva^hitah/ tesam avapnuyat sliste^ savarnam
anunasikam//, verse 16; the commentary of Alamucu
Mancibhatta on this verse says: samano varnah savarnah,
tulya-sthana-karanah; Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
Poona, MS. No. 383'of 1883-84, folio 7] . The Kaundinya-
siksa_uses a triple distinction of terms: savarna in the context
f na-dfr gha, sarupa rrwith identical formTT for identity

of soundfT and savargfya "belonging to the same stop-series.Tr

[See: na sarupa-savargfya-paro varno dvir ucyate, verse 68;
savarna-dfrgha in verses 87 and 89. Prof. R. V. Abhyankar,
Poona, has a copy of this Siksa^made from the single MS
which exists in a private collection in Hyderabad. This is
planned to be published in the Annals of the Bhandarkar
Oriental Research Institute. ] The giksadhyaya of the
Bharatabhasyam by Nanyabhupala says that some scholars
considered / I / , /h / and / r / to be savarnas of each other
because they have the same point of articulation and internal
effort. It also refers to NaradaTs opinion that /u/ is savarna
with /v / and / s / is savarna with / s / [Bharatabhasya,
Siksadhyaya, verses 48-9, p. 21] . The context indicates
that the term has been used for nothing more than r'similar
sounds.rf



CHAPTER XII

NON-PANINIAN GRAMMARS

ON SAVARNA

12.1. A comprehensive study of the conception of savarna
cannot be complete without considering its definitions and
implementation in the non-Paninian systems of Sanskrit
grammar. There is an extensive published literature of
these systems, and they have drawn some attention of
scholars. Among the studies on these systems, noteworthy
are LiebichTs translation of the Katantra [ TTDas Katantra,TT

Zur Einfuhrung in die indische einheimische Sprachwissen-
schaft Ĵ  Heidelberg, 1919] and his Konkordanz Panini-
Candra [Breslau, 1928] . Also noteworthy is A. C. BurnelFs
Essay on the Aindra School of Sanskrit Grammarians
[Mangalore, 1875] .

Many scholars have devoted articles to non-Paninian
systems of Sanskrit grammar, but Franz Kielhorn is perhaps
unique in this field in having worked with so many different
systems, even before they were published. His articles
include: 1) ?lndragomin and other Grammarians" [Indian
Antiquary, vol. 15, 1886, pp. 181-3] ; 2) "On the Jainendra-
Vyakarana" [Indian Antiquary, vol. 10, 1881, pp. 75-9];
3) "The Chandra-Vyakarana and the Kasika-Vritti" [Indian
Antiquary, vol. 15, 1886,'pp. 183-5] ; 4) "On'the Grammar
of Sakatayana" [Indian Antiquary, vol. 16, 1887, pp. 24-8];
5) MScheinbare Citate von Autorit&ten in grammatischen
Werken" [Festgruss Bohtlingk, 1888, pp. 52-3] ; 6) "A
Brief Account of HemachandraTs Sanskrit Grammar" [Wiener
Zeitschrift, vol. 2, 1888, pp. 18-24] ; 7) TTMalayagiriTs
Samskrit Grammatik" [Gottinger Nachr., 1892, pp. 318-327];
and 8) "Die gakatayana-Grammatik" [Gottinger Nachr., 1894,
pp. 1-14].

109
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Also noteworthy are the following articles: 1) TTDas
Candra - Vyakarana," Bruno Liebich [Nachrichten von der
Konigl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, Phil.
Hist. Klasse, 1895] ; 2) TTThe Text of the Jainendra-Vyakarana
and the Priority of Candra to Pujyapada," K. B. Pathak
[Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
vol. 13, 1931-2] ; 3) TTst Candragomin der Verfasser der
Candra-vrtti?" R. Birwe [Melanges dTIndianisme a la
memoir de Louis Renou, Paris, 1968] ; 4) TTUber die
Grammatik Katantra," Otto Bohtlingk [ZDMG, Vol. 41,
1887] ; 5) "Katantra und Kumaralata," Heinrich Liiders
[BSB, Phil. Hist. Kl. , 1930, also included in Philologica
Indica, Gottingen, 1940] ; 6) "Moggallanas Saddalakkha^a
und das Candra -Vyakarana," Otto Franke [ Journal of the
Pali Text Society, Vol. 53, 1903] ; 7) "Das Verhaltnis von
CandraTs Dhatupatha zu den Pali Dhatupathas, Otto Franke,
[Ibid. ] ; 8) TfA Glimpse into the Kasakrtsna School of Sanskrit
Grammar," G. B. Palsule [Proceedings and Transactions
of the All India Oriental Conference, 17th Session, 1953];
9) "The Technical Terms of the Harinamamrta -Vyakarana
of Jfva Gosvamin," G. B. Palsule [CASS Studies, No. 2.,
University of Poona, Poona, 1974]; 10) "Kasakrtsna,"
K. C. Chatterjee [Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. VIII,
1932] ; 11) "A Note on Apisali," V. Pisani [Journal of the
Oriental Institute, Baroda, Vol. 5, 1956] ; 12) "Aspects of
pre-Paninian Sanskrit Grammar," Batakrishna Ghosh
[B. C. Law Comm. Volume] ; 13) "The Relation of Panini's
Technical Devices to his Predecessors," Mangala Deva
Shastri [Proceedings of the 4th ALL India Oriental Conference,
1926] ; 14) "Les innovations' de la grammaire de Candra-
gomin, " Louis Renou [fitudes de Grammaire Sanskrite,
Paris, 1936] ; 15) The Sanskrit Dhatupathas, a Critical
Study, G. B. Palsule [Poona, 1961] , (a comparative study
of the Dhatupathas of the various systems of Sanskrit
Grammar); 16) Geschichte und Kritik der einheimischen
Pali -Grammatik und -Lexicographie, Otto Franke [Strassburg,
1902] , (contains material on various systems of Sanskrit
Grammar in comparison with Pali grammatical systems);
17) Robert BirweTs extensive introduction to the edition of
*^e Sakatayana-vyakarana [Bharatiya Jnanapftha Prakashan,
Banaras, 1971] , (which discusses a great many historical
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problems); and 18) Acarya Hemacandra aur unaka
Sabdanusasana: Eka Adhyayana, Nemichandra Shastri
[Banaras, 1963] .

Apart from such specialized studies, general accounts
of these systems are found in ColebrookeTs TTOn the Sanskrit
and Prakrit Languages" [Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII, 1803,
pp. 199-231] ; BelvalkarTs Systems of Sanskrit Grammar
[Poona, 1915] ; K. V. AbhyankarTs Introductory Volume
[Vol. VII] (Prastavana-Khanda) to his fatherTs complete
Marathf translation of the Mahabhasya [Poona, 1954] ;
Yudhisthir MimamsakaTs Vyakara^a-sastraka Itihasa
[Ajmer, 1961-2] in three volumes; and Gurupada HaldarTs
Vyakarapa Darsanera Itihasa [Calcutta, 1350 Bengali Era,
1943 A.D. ] . Several texts in several editions on these non-
Paninian systems have been published in India and abroad,
and there is enough material available for a comparative
study. In our study of the conception of savarna in these
systems, we shall follow approximately the order of systems
given in the T'Chronological Conspectus of the Different
Schools" in S. K. Belvalkarrs Systems of Sanskrit Grammar.
Though this TTConspectusTT could certainly be improved, we
shall not deal here with matters of pure chronology.

12.2. APISALI ON SAVARNA Panim refers to Apisali in
P. 6.1. 94 (va supy apisaleh). Though ApisaliTs grammar
has not come down to us, there are Siksa-sutras ascribed
to him. These do not provide a definition of savarna, but
use the term twice. This Siksa^says that the spirants and
/ r / have no homogeneous sounds, and that a member of a
varga is homogeneous with other members of the same
varga. 342 From these two statements we are left to infer
ApisaliTs conception of savarna. Since /k/, /kh/, /g / ,
/gh/ and /n / are considered to be savarnas, the point of
articulation must be one of the conditions. However, it
could not be the only condition, because, in that case, /k/
would be homogeneous with /h/ . This has been denied by
this text. Thus, /k / and /h / are not savarnas. This might
indicate that internal effort was also included in the definition
of savarna. According to this SikssL, the spirants are fsad-
viyrta "slightly open," while stops are sgrsta_"with
contact. "343
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Since spirants are slightly open, and vowels are open,
there is no need of any rule such as P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau). It
also speaks of samvrta "closed" short / a / . 344 This would
create the problem of non-homogeneity of / a / with / a / ,
That would indicate that Apisali must have had some way to
get around this difficulty. This close similarity with
Paninirs grammar makes us wonder why Panini did not
follow Apisali in considering spirants to be slightly open?
That would have spared him the trouble of formulating
P. 1.1.10. Most of the later grammars have accepted this
subclassification. It is somehow hard to think that this
subclassification existed before Panini and yet Panini took
the trouble of formulating P. 1.1.10. It may be that the
Siks^ ascribed to Apisali is actually a late work in that
tradition, which accepted the classification made by Patanjali.
[For a different view, see: n. 124.] There is yet no
decisive evidence to prove that this text is older than Panini.

12.3. THE KATANTRA AND KAgAKRTSNA-VYAKARANA

12. 3.1. Burnell believed that terms like savarna were
taken by Panini from the Aindra School of grammar. 345
Burnell also believed that the Katantra system reflects
this ancient school. 346 The Katantra takes for granted its
list of sounds (varna-samamnaya),. where the first fourteen
sounds [ i .e . / a / 7 / a / , / i / , A7, / V , M/, / r / , /f/, / I / ,
/ [ / , / e / , / o / , / a i / , /mi/] are vowels; and of these the first
ten are termed samana "simple vowels. "347 Then the term
savarna is introduced: Kat (1.1.4) "Of these [ simple
vowels] , two by two are savarna with each other. "348
Liebich explains this term as "von gleicher Kaste. "349
In fact, more than "Kaste," the term savarna is related to
the linguistic meaning of varna. Then the term is used in
the following rules. Katantra (1.2.1) says: "A simple
vowel followed by a homogeneous vowel is lengthened and
the following vowel is deleted. "350 Though the procedure
here is different from the single-substitute (ekadesa)
procedure followed by the Pratisakhyas, still it is termino-
logically closer to them than to Panini. The rules (1.2.8-11)
say that before an asavarna vowel, the /i/-vowels, /u/-vowels,
/r/-vowels and /I/-vowels are respectively changed to
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/y/ , /v / , / r / and / I / , and the following sound is not
deleted. 351 The rule (3. 4. 56) says that /i/-vowels and
/u/-vowels of the first element of the root-reduplication are
replaced by / iy/ and /uv/, before an asavarna vowel. 352
These are the only occurrences of the term savarna in the
Katantra-vyakarana. Thus, we might say that the notion of
savarria here is quite in the tradition of the Pratisakhyas,
except that it is extended here to / I / and / I / . 3 M But the
Pratisakhyas use this concept of savarna also with consonants,
in the sense of tTidentity of varna." The Katantra does not
use this term with respect to consonants. The conventions
of using the affixation of -kara, -varna and -varga are the
same as in the Pratisakhyas.

12. 3. 2. The original Katantra system makes independent
rules for / r / and / l / and thus there seems to be no notion
of their homogeneity. 354 However, as Eggeling points out:
T'Between 4 and 5, the Laghuvrtti adds two sutras, or rather
varttikas (a) rkara-lkarau ca and (b) vargyah sva-
vargyena. "355 This seems to be a later introduction in the
Katantra under influence of Katyayana's varttikas. These
two statements mean that / r / and /]/ are homogeneous with
each other, and that members of a varga are homogeneous
with each other. The second statement seems to bring the
Katantra notion of savarna closer to Panini's notion. This
is also a late attempt. The commentary of Trilocanadasa
on this system points out that homogeneity of / r / and /]/
is established on the basis of worldly usage of these
sounds. 356 This conception of Trilocanadasa is refuted by
tke Laghubhasya by saying that people do not identify / r /
and/I / . 3 "

12. 3. 3. The Katantra-paribhasa-sutra-vrtti of Bhavamisra
contains the following maxim: varna-grahane savarnasyapi
grahanam. 358 This is an explanation of the affixation of
-varna to short simple vowels, so that they also stand for
the long varieties. This is the principle of grahana
"representation" followed by the Katantra system.

12. 3. 4. We may here refer briefly to the grammar of
Kasakrtsna. In 1952, A. N. Narasimhia published the
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Kasakrtsna -Sabdakalapa -Dhatupatha of Cannavfrakavi
[Sources of Indo-Aryan Lexicography: 5, Deccan College,
Poona, 1952] . It contains a Dhatupatha ascribed to
Kasakrtsna, with a brief Sanskrit and Kannada commentary.
This commentary quotes a few rules of Kasakrtsna's grammar.
[For a survey of views on Kasakrtsna's date, see my review
of S. D. Joshi and J. A. F. Roodbergen, Vyakarana-
Mahabhasya, Karmadharayahnika, Publications of the Centre
of Advanced Study in Sanskrit, University of Poona, Class C,
No. 6, 1971 (review forthcoming in Orientalistische
Literaturzeitung, Leipzig).] G. B. Palsule (1953) has
presented an interesting study of Kasakrtsna's grammar
based on the above mentioned Dhatupatha and the rules found
in the commentary thereon. Kasakrtsna is most probably
post-Paninian and pre-Katyayana [Palsule (1953), p. 350] .
We have to mention Kasakrtsna in the context of the Katantra
system, because "excepting one or two solitary cases
Kasakrtsna agrees entirely with the Katantra in the matter
of the technical termsTr [Ibid., p. 352] . Kasakrtsna uses
the terms like samana, namin, varga, sandhyaksara, -kara,
which show that he belongs to the general class of the Aindra
type, which is seen in the Pratisakhyas and the Katantra.
Yudhisthir Mimamsaka (1961-2, Vol. I, p. 113) claims
that the Katantra is in fact a summary of Kasakrtsna's
grammar. This question still needs to be investigated
further.

12.4. THE JAINENDRA-VYAKARANA

12. 4.1. The Jainendra-vyakarana of Devanandin defines
the term sva [ = savarna] as: (1.1. 2) ?T[A sound is termed]
sva homogeneousr [with respect to another sound, if they
share] the same point of articulation and internal effort. "359
This is quite parallel to P. 1.1. 9. The Mahavrtti of
Abhayanandin on this rule gives extensive details of phonetics
and also of the scope of the term sva. According to the
Mahavrtti, spirants are slightly open, and vowels are open. 360
This follows Patanjali's subclassification. Thus there is no
need of a rule like P. 1.1.10. Similarly, there is no question
of how / a / and / a / can become homogeneous. Abhayanandin
says that the view [of the Paninians] that / a / is closed in
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the object language, but is open in grammar is false. There
should be no difference of pronounciation in the object language
and grammar. 361 He explains that / r / and spirants have no
homogeneous sounds, but members of a varga are homogeneous
among themselves. 362 All this is quite parallel to the Paninian
conception.

12. 4. 2. This system has a procedure which is identical with
PaniniTs savarna-grahana (P. 1.1. 69). The rule (Jain. 1.1. 72)
says: TT An /a-N/ sound and a sound marked with /U/ stands
for itself and for its homogeneous sounds, except if it is an
introduced sound (bhavya) or is marked with /T/.M363 This
rule combines several things in the Paninian system. It
combines P. 1.1. 69 with P. 1.1. 70 and the maxim:
bhavyamanena savarnanam grahanam na [Sec. 8. 2] . This
shows that while constructing his grammar, Devanandin
attempted to follow the late phase of Paninian interpretation.
Patanjali's suggestions are followed verbatum. The corre-
spondence of this system with Panini is so strong, that for
almost every Paninian rule with savarna, we find a rule with
sva. 364 Du e to the acceptance of Panini's Siva-sutras with
some minor modifications, with almost the same system of
markers and metatheoretic conventions, rules of the Jainendra
grammar look like a revised edition of PaniniTs system. 365
To add to this, this system accepts homogeneity of / r /
and / I / , following Katyayana. 366

12.5. THE CANDRA-VYAKARANA

12.5.1. The system of Candra -vyakarana of Candragomin
follows Katyayana's suggestion of universal-mention, instead
of following Panini's homogeneous-representation. While
commenting on his modified version of the £iva-sutras,
Candragomin says that these sounds are intended to stand
for their universals. 367 Thus, there is no definition of
savarna nor is there any procedure like P. 1.1. 69.

12. 5.2. Katyayana himself thought that even in universal-
mention, a rule of representation would have to be retained
for the classes of stops. Thus, he suggested that only /a-N/
sounds should be omitted from P. 1.1.69, retaining the rule
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udit savarnasya. [Sec. 3.16.] But this would make it
necessary to have a definition of homogeneity like P. 1.1. 9.
Candragomin found a better way out. He ruled that the initial
sound of a varga, marked with /U/, stands for the respective
varga (1.1. 2) .368 Thus he resorted to the older notion of
varga, which Panini had replaced with his expanded definition
of savarna. He reformulated PaniniTs rules in such a way
that he could avoid using the term savarna. 369 instead, he
made use of the older terms like sasthana, which are self-
expressive (anvartha) and do not need any definition. 370
Candragomin has shown independence in not following
Patanjali, but in following Katyayana's suggestions. As we
shall see later, there were other systems which followed
Katyayana's suggestions, but Candragomin was the pioneer
in this direction.

One thing, however, is not very clear. Why did
Candragomin accept the theory of universals, which is not
accepted by any Buddhist school of philosophy? The Jain
grammarians, right at the outset, say that their grammars
are based on the Jain doctrine of anekanta "many -faced
nature of reality.TT Thus, they accept individualism (vyakti -'
vada) and universalism (akrti-vada) as the need be. But
Candragomin apparently has accepted a non-Buddhist
philosophical theory. It is possible that he accepted only
the conceptual-reality of these universals.

12.6. THE gAKATAYANA -VYAKARANA

12. 6.1. Under this name, we shall consider the work of the
Jain Sakatayana, who is clearly post-Paninian. The grammar
of the pre-Paninian Sakatayana is now lost to us, unless he
is the author of the Rk-tantra. The system of Sakatayana
also tries to fuse together the Paninian notion of homogeneity
with Katyayana's notion of universal-mention.

On his modified version of the Paninian giva-sutras,
Sakatayana says in his Amoghavrtti that the vowels listed
here also stand for long, extra-long and nasal varieties,
since they share the same universal (samanya - akrti). 371
This is quite parallel to Katyayana's proposal of universal-
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mention. A short vowel stands for long and extra-long
varieties sharing the same universal, unless it is either an
introduced sound (bhavya)372 Or marked with /T / . 373 This
rule is somewhat similar to Jainendra (1.1. 72), in accepting
the maxim of introduced sounds, and incorporating it into
the rules of grammar. But the Jainendra does not accept
universal -mention.

12.6. 2. At the same time, Sakatayana gives a comprehensive
definition of sva (= savarna), which is quite parallel to P. 1.1. 9.
Homogeneity is conditioned by identity of the point of articu-
lation and internal effort. 374 The discussion of this definition
in the Amoghavrtti involves certain problems. It considers
/ a / to be closed and / a / and / a 3 / to be open. 375 it is clear
as to how Sakatayana tried to get around this problem.
Since there is universal-mention, he does not need them to
be homogeneous. The Amoghavrtti says that the sound / i /
etc. have eighteen varieties, while about the /a/-vowels, it
says that /a/-kara is six-fold, while the long and extra-long
varieties are twelve in all. 37o The reason behind this
separation is not clearly stated. The only conceivable way
seems to be that even if / a / and / a / are not homogeneous,
still they share the same universal. This would overcome
many problems. The spirants are classified as slightly
open, and vowels are classified as open, and hence there is
no need of a rule like P. 1.1.10. 377 This system follows
Patanjali in his subclassification, and the conclusion is also
stated that / r / and spirants have no homogeneous sounds. 378

12. 6.3. Though Sakatayana accepts universal-mention for
vowels, he does not accept it for stops. The universal of
/k / does not cover /kh/, /g / , /gh/ and /ft/. This is quite
parallel to Katyayana's understanding [Sec. 3.16] . Thus,
he makes the rule (1.1.2) that a sound marked with /U/
stands for its svas fThomogeneous sounds. "379 While
CandragominTs rule (Candra. 1.1.2, uta sva-vargasya) is
based on the notion of varga, Sakatayana's rule, like P. 1.1. 69,
is based on the notion of homogeneity. However, the
Amoghavrtti seems to redefine the rule in terms of the
notion of varga. 380
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Sakatayana consistently carried out Katyayana Ts
suggestion for homogeneity of / r / and / I / . He accepts
their homogeneity repeatedly in his grammar, and reformu-
lates the Siva-sutra r-l-K by r-K. 381 He clearly says that
the rules which apply to Jr/ also apply to / I / , and offers the
fictional examples of / I / , which are so commonplace in the
later Paninian tradition. 382

12. 6. 4. Though Candragomin and Sakatayana both tried out
Katyayana's suggestion for universal-mention, in a way,
Sakatayana is closer to the spirit of Katyayana. Candragomin
made a vigorous effort to get rid of the notion of savarna,
but Sakatayana replaces only certain parts of savarna-grahana.
This is very similar to Katyayana, who suggests removal of
only /a-N/ sounds from P. 1.1. 69, and retaining udit
savarnasya. Thus, Sakatayana retained the term sva in
many rules, while Candragomin tried to get rid of it. 383
The commentary Cintamani of Yaksavarman and the Prakriya-
samgraha of Abhayacandrasuri follow the interpretations
given by the Amoghavrtti and have very little new to add.

12.7. THE HEMACANDRA-SABDANUgSSANA

12. 7.1. Hemacandrars gabdanusasana with his auto-
commentary Brhad-vrtti represent a peculiar fusion of the
Paninian notion of homogeneity and the rest of the technical
terminology which mostly comes from the Katantra system.
Nemichandra Shastri has pointed out this mixed nature of
Hemacandrars technical terminology, 384 though his extensive"
comparisons have not touched the details of Hemacandra's
conception of sva and its application in his system.

12. 7. 2. Hemacandra defines sva "homogeneous" as: (1.1.17)
TT[A sound is termed] sva [with reference to another sound,
if it has! the same point of articulation and internal
effort.TT*85 This definition is clearly identical with P. 1.1.9.
HemacandraTs Brhad-vrtti presents a very extensive and
systematic account of phonetics. Hidden in the comments
of the Brhad-vrtti, there lies, perhaps, a historical suggestion
that Hemacandra based his definition not on P. 1.1. 9, but
rather on the VPr (i. 43, samana-sthana-karanasya-prayatnah
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savarnah). Hemacandra uses the term sthana for the points
of articulation, and asya-prayatna for internal effort. Of
the three conditions of the VPr, Hemacandra omitted the
second condition, i .e. karana TTarticulator.TT The Brhad-
vrtti says: "Karana TarticuiatorT which is the root, middle,
forward and the tip of the tongue does not differ when the
point of articulation and internal effort are identical. M386
This comment of Hemacandra actually supports ThiemeTs
conclusion that karana in the definition of the VPr is logically
superfluous [Sec. 10.5.6] .

12. 7.3. Hemacandra quotes extensively from the Apisali-
siksa-sutras. He accepts Patanjali's subclassification of
Mopen. tT3tf7 Thus there is no need of a rule like P. 1.1.10.
Similarly, Hemacandra subscribes to the view that short
/ a / is open, and says that according to others, short / a /
is closed.388 Thus, for him there is no problem of / a /
being non-homogeneous with /a / .

12. 7. 4. However, there is no rule exactly parallel to
Panini's homogeneous-representation (P. 1.1. 69) in
Hemacandra. On the contrary, he follows the Pratisakhyas
and the Katantra in their conventions of affixing -kara,
-v^na^and ~varga. He has defined the usage of -kara and
-varga, 389 and the affixation of -varna, though undefined,
is quite uniform. Thus, the rules in this system look more
like rules in the Katantra, than like Panini's rules. 390

12. 7. 5. Hemacandra's grammar must be clearly distinguished
from the VPr. The VPr defines savarna with scope equal to
P. 1.1. 9, but the rules where the term savarna is used do
not need such a broad conception. Such is not the case with
Hemacandra. Hemacandra needs this broader conception of
savarna for some of his rules. HemacandraTs rule (1. 2. 21)
says that /i/-vowels etc. are respectively replaced .by /y/ ,
/v / , / r / and / I / , if followed by a non-homogeneous vowel. 391
This rule does not need the broader conception. But the
rules given below require this conception.

Hem. (1.3.14) says that an augment /m/ and a word-
final /m/ , if followed by a consonant, are replaced by a sound
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homogeneous with the following (para-sva). 392 By this rule
/ m / - / y / is changed to /y/-/y/> and /m/ - /k / is changed to
/n / - /k / . The second case requires the broader notion of
homogeneity. This is quite similar to Panini's procedure. 393
The other rule which needs the broader conception is Hem.
(1. 3. 48): TTIf a non-nasal stop, / s / , / s / or / s / is preceded
by a consonant and followed by a homogeneous sound from
this very group, it may be optionally deleted. TT394 Thus, in
the sequence - /n / - /d / - /dh/- , /d / might be optionally
deleted. This requires homogeneity of /d / and /dh/, which
can only be obtained by the broader conception. This is
also parallel to Panini.395

12.7.6. The notion of / r / and / l / being homogeneous does
not seem to have been accepted by Hemacandra. He always
treats them separately and sometimes even writes separate
rules. 396 However, this notion seems to have entered his
system through later commentators. Hemahamsagani, in
k*s Nyaya-samgraha, mentions the following maxim: T?An
operation prescribed with reference to / r / also applies to
/ I / . "397 This seems to be based on the supposed homogeneity
of / r / and / I / .

12. 7. 7. A comparison of Panini's grammar with Hemacandra
shows that though the broader conception adopted by
Hemacandra is not unnecessary, still his terminological
dependence on the Katantra did not allow him to fully utilize
the power of this conception. Thus, compared to Panini,
Hemacandra's utilization of sva is more restricted.

12.8. THE SABDANUSASANA OF MALAYAGIRI

12. 8.1. MalayagiriTs Sabdanusasana is not available to us
in its entirety, but a substantial portion of it has been
recovered and published recently by Bechardas J. Doshi.
Fortunately, this portion is sufficient to give us a complete
idea of his conception of homogeneity. Following his Jain
predecessors, Malayagiri prefers the term sva for savarna.
Malayagiri (dvitiya -sandhi, 1) defines sva as based on ~"
identity of the points of articulation and internal effort. 398
He considers spirants to be slightly open and avoids any
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rule such as P. 1.1.10. 399 similarly, he considers / a / to
be open, and hence there is no problem of non-homogeneity
o f / a / a n d / a / . 400

12. 8. 2. However, Malayagiri does not have a rule of savarna-
grahana like P. 1.1. 69. Like Hemacandra, Malayagiri is also
terminologically dependent on the Katantra to a great extent.
The conventions for the affixation of -kara, -varna and -varga
are similar to the Katantra. He also rules that a consonant
marked with /U/ stands for its varga. 401 He does not use
the notion of sva in this rule. Malayagiri is also dependent
on the Siva-sutras of Panini and the modified version of
Sakatayana. He defines short and long /a / , / i / and /u/ to
be /a-N/; short and long / i / , /u/ , / r / and /]/ to be /i-K/;
/ e / and / o / as /e-N/; and / e / , / o / , / a i / and /au/ as
/e-C/ . 402 This definition of /i-K/ is based on PaniniTs
Siva-sutras, and not on the modified version of Sakatayana,
because he has only /r-K/. 403 it could have been based on
Jainendra's version, but there is no certainty about that
version. However, Malayagiri defines /y/ , /v / , / r / and / I /
by the term /ya-N/. 404 This is clearly based on SakatayanaTs
version, where we have /ha / - /ya / - /va / - / ra / - / la / - /N/ ,
which is different from Panini. 405

12. 8. 3. With this mixed terminology, Malayagiri still needs
the broader conception of sva. Though some of his rules
could certainly use the restricted conception of the Katantra,
other rules require the broader notion. For instance, the
r u^e (trtfya-sandhi, 2) says: rT/i-K/ sounds are replaced by
[the corresponding] /ya-N/ sounds, if followed by a non-
homogeneous vowel. "406 This rule does not need the broader
conception of savarna. Similarly, the rule (trtfya-sandhi, 5)
says: TTA simple vowel, if followed by a homogeneous vowel,
is replaced by a long vowel, along with the following. "407
This also does not need the broader conception.

But there are other rules, which need the broader
conception. These rules require homogeneity of / g / and
/n/ , /d / and /n / , / t / and /n / etc. , which can only be obtained
in the broader conception of sva. 408 Malayagiri draws an
important distinction. He uses the term sarupa for total
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identity. 409 This is different from sva. In general,
Malayagirirs treatment of sva is very similar to Hemacandra.

12.9. THE MAGDHABODHA-VYAKARANA

12. 9.1. The Magdhabodha-vyakarana of Bopadeva shortens
the term savarna by j^na^ by retaining the last syllable of
the older term. This is similar to his usage of the terms
sva, rgha etc. for hrasva and dfrgha. The term pluta is
reduced to JDIU. 410 Not only is this shortform different
from other systems, this conception itself is quite different
from other conceptions.

12.9.2. Bopadeva defines_rna as: (Mugdh. 6): "Similar
(sama) stops (napa) and simple vowels (/a-K/) are jrna with
each other [within the groups] ; and / r / and /]/ [/r-K/
though dissimilar] are also [_rna with each other] . "411
Bopadeva explains similarity (samya) in terms of identity
of the points of articulation. 412 This is quite a different
conception, and reflects Bopadevars independent thinking.
The condition of identity of the points of articulation applies
separately to stops and simple vowels, and hence there is
no need of a rule like P. 1.1.10. As an exception to this
identity of points of articulation, homogeneity of / r / and
/ ! / is specifically given. The definition is very clear and
does not leave any doubt about Bopadeva's intentions.

12. 9. 3. With this definition,, Bopadeva gives us his rule of
rna-grahana: (Mugdh). 7): "The sounds capa (i.e. / c / , / t / ,
7i7] /k / and /p/ ) , if marked with /U/, and the sound /a-K/
(i.e. / a / , / i / , /u/ , / r / a n d / 1 / ) , if without any marker,
stand for their homogeneous sounds. "413 Thus, /cU/,
/tU/, etc. stand for the respective vargas, and short simple
vowels stand for the respective long and extra-long varieties,
if they are not marked with / T / etc. The sound / r / also
stands for /]/. This is the total extent of rna-grahana,
which is smaller compared to PaniniTs homogeneous-
representation, where diphthongs and semi-vowels also stand
for their homogeneous sounds.

12.9.4. Bopadeva has extensively used the procedure of
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rna-grahana, but the term_rna^ occurs only once more. The
rule (Mugdh. 22) says: "When [a vowel] is followed by a
rna homogeneousT sound, both are replaced by a long
variety. "414 This is the only rule where the term ^n^ is
used.

The fact that the Katantra uses the term savarna only
with simple vowels, and that, on other occasions, it has
successfully used the notion of sasthana, 415 seems to have
influenced BopadevaTs thinking. At the same time, he must
have realized the benefits of the Paninian procedure of
homogeneous-representation over the Katantra and others,
in reducing the expression of the rules. Thus, Bopadeva
adopted a reduced version of P. 1.1. 9 and P. 1.1. 69. In
this conception of homogeneity, Bopadeva stands alone.

12.10. THE SARASVATA-VYaKARANA

12.10.1. The Sarasvata -vyakarana of Anubhuti -svarupacarya
seems to have been constructed by combining features of
Panini and the Katantra. It uses terms like samana and
namin, which come from the Katantra, but it has its own
modified version of the Siva-sutras, which is used to formulate
shortforms. There is no general featural definition of
savarna, but short, long and extra-long varieties of simple
vowels are considered to be savarna. 416 Except for the
inclusion of extra-long vowels, this seems to be parallel to
the Katantra notion of savarna. The Vrtti explains conventions
for affixation of -kara, -varna and / - t / , which are similar
to the Katantra. 41Y The Sarasvata defines the terms /kU/,
/cU/ etc. for the respective vargas. 418 The notion of
savarna is used mostly with vowels. 419

12.10. 2. Though the term savarna is not defined with respect
to consonants, one rule uses it in such a context. Sarasvata
(990) says: "If a jhas sound [i .e . non-nasal stops, / s / , / s /
and / s / ] is followed by a savarna sound from the same
group, and is preceded by a has sound [i .e . a consonant] ,
then it is deleted. "420 This requires the expanded notion
of savarna, which does not exist in the Kantantra. The Vrtti
quotes a statement: "The members of a varga are savarnas
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among themselves. "421 This brings in the Paninian notion of
savarna, by the back door. Looking at the total implementation
of the term, we can say that the scope of the concept of savarna
in the Sarasvata is the same as in the Mugdhbodha. But the
latter has given a definition of [sava] rna, and has the
procedure of rna-grahana, which does not exist in the former.

12.10. 3. The Sarasvata rules in homogeneity of / r / and /]/
vowels. 422 This system goes further and also speaks of
homogeneity of / r / and / I / ; and quotes the view of the
Alamkarikas that /d / and / I / , / s / and / s / , and / b / and /v /
are also homogeneous. 423 This actually refers to dialectal
variation in the Middle Indo-Aryan. This device has been
frequently used in Sanskrit poetry.

12.11. SOME MINOR SYSTEMS

12.11.1. The Sarasvati-kanthabharana of Bhojadeva closely
follows Panini, with certain minor differences. Bhojafs
definition of savarna is identical with P. 1.1. 9, except that
he uses clearer terminology. He uses sthana for the point
of articulation and asya-prayatna for internal effort. 424
Bhoja also accepts P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau) as his rule
1.1.102. 425 This is the only non-Paninian system that has
accepted this rule. However, Bhoja splits Panini Ts savarna -
grahana. His rule 1.2.2 (uta savargah) says that a sound
marked with /U/ also stands for its varga. Then the rule
1.2.4 (avidhfyamanoTn sasavarnah) says that an /a-N/ sound
which is not being ruled in stands for itself and its homogeneous
sounds. Both of these rules are covered by P. 1.1. 69. In
making use of the notion of varga, Bhoja seems to be combining

Katantra with Panini.

12.11. 2. We shall also briefly look at the Pali grammars
of Moggallana and Kaccayana, since Burnell thinks that
they show influence from the lost school of the Aindra
grammar. 426 The Moggallana grammar starts with the
list of 33 sounds, and says that the first ten of them are
vowels (sara), i .e. / a / , / a / , / i / , /f/, /u/ , /u/ , / e / , / a i / ,
/ o / and /au/. 427 Then it says that among them two by two
are termed savanna (= savarna) with each other. 428 This
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only refers to the simple vowels. This fits well with the
Katantra type of system. The sounds / r / and / I / do not
appear in Pali. The sounds /a i / and /au/ also do not appear
in Pali, but are listed with other sounds.

12.11. 3. The Kaccayana grammar clearly declares that the
technical terms of the Sanskrit grammatical systems have
been adopted. 429 The Kaccayana grammar uses the term
savanna without defining it. It is used only once in the rule
Kacc. (1.2.3). 430 This rule explains a usage like na
upeti changing into nopeti. It says that when / a / of na is
deleted before /u / of upeti, /u / changes to / o / which is
asavanfla with /u/ . Here the term asavanna seems to have
been used in the sense of Mdifferent.TT The commentary
Kaccayana -vannana says that short vowels are mutually
homogeneous with the respective long vowels, and explains
the term savanna with sarupa TThaving identical form. M431
Though this last explanation may not stand with the Sanskrit
grammarians, the previous one is within the influence of
the Katantra. Thus, both the grammatical systems show
influence of the Katantra, which may ultimately be traced
back to Burnell!s Aindra school of grammar.

I shall briefly refer to some of the non-Paninian
systems where my information comes from secondary sources.
G. B. Palsule (1974, p. 26) discusses technical terms from
the Harinamamrta-vyakarana of Jfva Gosvamin. The term
for simple vowels in this system is dasavatara "ten
incarnations, ten simple vowels," i .e. / a / , / a / , / i / , /f/,
/u/ , /u/ , / r / , / r / , / I / and / I / [dasa dasavatarah, 3] . Of
these ten simple voweis, the homorganic pairs are
homogeneous ekatmaka Mwith the same self" [tesam dvau
dvau ekatmakau, 4] . Palsule says (ibid.) that the term for
asavarna in this system is anekatmaka. The Harinamamrta
uses the term visnu-varga for varga [te mantah panca pafica
visnu-vargah, 19] , and uses affixation of -rama for -kara of
other systems [varna-svarupe ramah, 37] . The Sugadma-
vyakarana of Padmanabha defines savarna as: vargya-svarau
sajatfyau savarnau (1.1.15) (K. C. Chatterji (1948), p. 285).
This seems to make use of the concept of jati "universal" to
define homogeneity. This is rather unique, because we find
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that these two concepts are kept distinct in other systems.
Similarly this system also seems to extend the concept of
universal to members of a varga. This is also unique. The
Prayoga -ratna-mala of Purusottama defines that two
homorganic (sasthana) simple vowels are homogeneous with
each other, and / r / and / I / are also homogeneous with each
other I"sasthanakau savarnah (?) syat savarnyam r-1-varnayoh,
1.1.9] (K. C. Chatterji (1948), p. 285). This is Very similar
to the Mugdhabodha conception of (sava-)rna.



CHAPTER Xni

A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

13.1. Having reached the other end of the line, we can have
an overview of the development of the notion of savarna and
its implementation. Several scholars have compared and
contrasted simply the definitions of savarna in different
systems, without going into the function and implementation
of this concept in those respective systems. 432 Such
comparisons, though indeed very useful, do not give us the
real relationships between these systems. For instance, the
VPr definition of savarna is identical with Panini's definition
in its scope, but it is absolutely unnecessary to justify the
usage of that term in that text. The definitions of the
Jainendra, ^akatayana, Hema-sabdanusasana etc. are
identical with Panini's definition, but the Jainendra follows
Panini's implementation, 3akatayana follows Katyayana's
suggestion of universal-mention, while Hemacandra retains
a strong influence of the Katantra. Thus, the definitions
alone are not quite sufficient to give us the real historical
relationships.

13. 2. The term savarna is a very old term. It appears in
the Rgveda (10.17.2) and the Atharvaveda (18.2.33), where
Sayana explains it by sadrsa "similar" and samana-rupa
"having similar appearance. M The term savarnya also
appears in the Rgveda (10. 63. 9), but here it stands for Manu,
the son of Savarna. The earlier usage is, however,
noteworthy. Though it has nothing to do with varna "sound, "
and is rather connected with varna "color," its general
meaning of similarity must have contributed to the later
grammatical notion.

In the early Vedic, we have more mythological and
philosophical speculation on the speech-phenomenon, but in
the Brahmana texts we start getting a glimpse of the ancient

127
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grammatical activity. The Aitareya-Brahmana knows the
distinction between -varna and -kara, ghosa and usman. 433
The Gopatha-Brahmana mentions a whole range of grammatical
terminology, which we later find utilized by the known /
grammatical texts. 434 The Taittirfya-Upanisad quotes
subject headings of an ancienTigjksa. 435 Weber has collected
a large number of grammatical terms from the Vedic Kalpa-
sutras. 436 These were self-expressive terms and, according
to Burnell, they formed the technical terminology of the
Aindra School of Grammar, whose continued existence is
seen in the Pratisakhyas, Katantra and some of the later
systems. 437 Panini brought in more mathematical
expressions, which were meaningful only according to the
technical conventions of the system, and were mainly aimed
at brevity in the expression of rules. He redefined some of
the older terms and gave them a more comprehensive
meaning.

13. 3. The word varna primarily means color, but was used
to stand for sounds in later days. It is important to see how
the word standing for color could have been transfered to
stand for sounds. This has already created a long controversy.
In GoldstuckerTs Panini, we find the first full scale discussion
of this problem. Before Goldstucker, Weber argued that
varna stands for Tfcoloring,Tr or specializing of the sound.
[Compare: rakta "colored" = "nasalized, " Indische Studien,
Vol. IV, Berlin, 1858, p. 109] . Max Miiller followed Weber.
Then came Goldstucker who argued that varna refers to
written letters, "arising naturally from its primitive sense
TcolourT" [Goldstucker (1860), pp. 38-9] . Goldstucker used
this argument to substantiate his view that Panini knew the
script. Batakrishna Ghosa gives an explanation which makes
more sense:

This meaning of the word varna should have been
developed first in the Brahmanas of the Samaveda in
which we constantly come across locutions like
rathantara-varna rk "verse which gets the colour of
Rathantara Saman in chant." In these passages the
word varna is visibly changing its meaning from
"colour" to "sound" of melody. Thus, gradually,
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the "sound of melodyTT became "sound in general.TT

[ "Aspects of Pre-Paninian Sanskrit Grammar,TT

§• Q- L a w Comm. Volume, p. 338; quoted by
Chatterji (1948), p. 279.]

K. C. Chatterji himself, however, seems to favor the view
that written letters "were covered with a coating of paint"
[ (1948), p. 279] , and hence the word for color came to be
used for sounds or letters.

Batakrishna Ghosa's explanation paves the way for
a rather more consistent development. However, from very
early days we come across association of types of Vedic hymns
with different colors in the primary sense of the word "color."
In the seventeenth chapter of the RPr, we find a detailed
discussion of color distinctions of different types of Vedic
hymns. The RPr lists seven different colors [17. 8, p. 77] .
It says that the fourfold Vedic Chandas is of kapila "brown"
color [ 17.10, p. 78] . However, the RPr does not seem to
associate individual sounds with different colors. This is
seen in the Yajnavalkya-siksa. It says that vowels are white,
stops are black, semi-vowels are brown, spirants are redish,
yamas are blue, anusvara is yellow, visarga is white,
nasikya is green, nasal sounds are dark blue, while ranga is
of a mixed color |~Siksa-samgraha, pp. 13-14] . The
Yajnavalkya-siksa goes further and says that nouns are
white, verbs are red, upasargas are brown while the nipatas
are black [ibid, p. 14] . Different systems of Yoga and
Tantra had different color-classifications of sounds, which
had meditational and mystical significance. [For a brief
informative account and bibliographical references, see:
Yoga, by Ernest Wood, a Pelican Original, first published
in 1959, revised reprint of 1971, pp. 153-4.]

As far as the non-mystical aspects are concerned, it
seems more probable that the word varna "color" came to be
used for sounds, by the secondary meaning of "color" standing
for musical quality, and later for vocalic quality. It stands
not only for a sound, but also for a comprehensive sound
quality, mostly the vowel quality. In this extended meaning,
it stood for "real sound" which is not affected by quantity,
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nasality and accent. This notion of a common-substance or
real sound is an impressionistic notion. Thus, /a / , / a / and
/a.3/ have the same sound-substance, and hence they belong
to the same varna, whose minimal expression is naturally
found in the short, non-nasal variety. But /k/ and /kh/
were not thought to have the same real sound-substance, and
hence they belonged to different varnas, and thus the notion
of varga TTclass of homorganic stopsTT came up. Thus, the
notions of varna and varga were the earlier notions. Affixation
of -varna to short vowels to stand for their long and extra-
long varieties is a later development based on this ancient
notion of varna. It goes back to the days of the Brahmana
texts. This stage is perhaps reflected in the Samaveda-
pratisakhyas of ancient Sakatayana and Audavraji. However,
the notion of savarna has not yet emerged.

13. 4. The early conception of savarna is clearly based on
this notion of varna^. Thus, savarna meant "belonging to
the same varna," having the same real sound-substance.
This was perhaps aided by the ancient usage of the word
savarna "having similar appearance.TT Thus, / a / was savarna
with /a / , since they had the same real sound-substance. But
/k/ and /kh/ were not regarded to be savarnas, since they
were not thought to belong to the same varna. There, the
conception of varga "class of homorganic stops" and the
conception of savargfya "belonging to the same varga" filled
the gap. Thus, both the concepts, namely savarna and
savargfya, function side by side in the Pratisakhyas
[Sec. 10.3.4] . K. C. Chatterji (1948, p. 285) says that
"originally r savarnaT appears to have been formed after
TsamanaksaraT and was, therefore, restricted to the simple
vowels. " This is difficult to justify. The term savarna also
appears in the context of consonants in the Pratisakhyas,
and hence it is more appropriate to relate it to a basic •
conception of varna.

The basic notion of savarna as founded on the notion
of varna, was in a way vague. We find that the Pratisakhyas
and the Katantra adjust this background notion of savarna to
their specific needs. Thus, as far as vowels are concerned,
the RPr and APr restricted the notion of savarna to short and
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long /a / , / i / , /u/ and / r / . The TPr omitted / r / , while the
Katantra also added / I / . This difference from system to
system shows the degree of adjustment. Some of the
Pratisakhyas did use the term savarna in the context of
consonants, but here it was used in the sense of identity of
the varna. Thus /y / and /y / are savarnas with each other,
while /k7or / s / is savarna only with itself.

13. 5. Panini thought in more sophisticated terms. He did
not care if his terms were not self-explanatory, but his main
purpose was to achieve more generalization and more
compact expression for his rules. He re-examined the
categories of varna and varga, and tried to cover both of
these notions in a single generalization. Through this attempt
came the expanded notion of savar^a. Panini defined his
expanded notion of savarna in clear featural terms: identity
of points of articulation and internal effort. He also gave
specific solutions to problems such as unwanted non-
homogeneity of / a / and /a / , and unwanted homogeneity of
certain vowels with spirants. It is possible that this expanded
notion of savarna existed in pre-Paninian times. Such a
notion is seen in the Xpisali-siksa-sutras, and if these can
be proved to belong to the pre-Paninian teacher Apisali,
that would help us push this notion into pre-Paninian antiquity.
Panini not only gave an expanded definition of savarna, he
also gave the procedure of homogeneous-representation,
which is more compact than the older conventions of affixation
°^ "kara, -varna and -varga.

13.6. Then came Katyayana, the Varttikakara. According
to the tradition recorded in the Katha -sarit-sagara, he
belonged to the Aindra School of Grammar. 438 That he
belonged to a non-Paninian tradition can be clearly seen from
his terminology, which is identical with that of the
Pratisakhyas and the Katantra. Katyayana had also come
under a heavy philosophical influence of the early schools of
the Mfmamsa system, i .e. the schools of Vyadi and
Vajapyayana. Vyadi held the doctrine of vyakti -vada or
dravya-vada 'Individualism," while Vajapyayana held the
opposite doctrine of akrti-vada "Universalism.TT Katyayana
extensively refers to the linguistic and ontological theories
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of these two thinkers. Probably under the influence of
Vajapyayana's theory of universals, Katyayana returned to
the old conception of varna with a new philosophical interpre-
tation. Instead of saying that / a / , / a / and / a 3 / belong to
the same varna, Katyayana said that they share the same
universal /a/-ness, which is naturally expressed by any
instance of it. Similarly, / y / and / y / are covered by the
same universal. However, the universal of /k / cannot
cover /kh/ etc. Thus, the limitations of the conception of
a universal are the same as those of the conception of varna.
Both are equally impressionistic or a priori. JKatyayana
never gave an explicit definition of a sound-universal. With
this conception, he attempted to partially replace the procedure
of homogeneous-representation. It was not necessary for
vowels and semi-vowels, but it was still necessary for stops.
Thus, in a way, Katyayana returned to the old distinction of
varna and varga.

13. 7. These were the three major directions in the develop-
ment of the notion of savarna and its implementation. Each
of the later schools of grammar chose one of these for its
model, and some chose to combine them in varying degrees.
Thus, Candragomin accepted Katyayana's suggestion of
universal-mention for vowels, and adopted the notion of
varga for stops. Thus, he tried to get rid of the notion of
savarna. Sakatayana also followed Katyayana rs universal -
mention, but he also defined savarna, like Panini, and
reserved homogeneous-representation for stops. The
grammars of Devanandin and Bhoja are very closely related
to Paninirs scheme. Hemacandra and Malayagiri defined
savarna like Panini, but in its implementation they worked
out a synthesis of Panini and the Katantra system. The
Sarasvata mostly followed the Katantra, except in a few
cases where it uses the term savarna in the Papinian sense.
Tke Mugdhabodha gave an independent definition of savarna,
but this definition reflects a synthesis of Panini and the
Katantra. The PSli grammars followed the katantra in their
usage of the term savanna. The VPr probably came under
the influence of the Paninian system, in its definition of
savarna, but its implementation is not different from the
other Pratisakhyas. This complex historical development
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and relationships can be seen in the following diagram:

Historical Development of

Savarna

Varna (sound)

Varna (real sound)

Savarna Varnakrti
(sound universals)

Katyayana
restriction expansion

Savarna Savarna
Aindra School Type Panini's Type

Sakatavana Candra

VPr Bhoja Sarasvata Hemacandra Malayagiri Mugdhabodha

13. 8. Thus, the historical development of this conception
and its implementation represents a continuous process of
rethinking, reformulation and re-examination at each stage.
It shows the continued vitality of grammatical reasoning in
the traditions of Indian grammar. Kielhorn rightly observed:
"It was indeed difficult for later grammarians to add to the
store of knowledge which had been collected by Panini,
Katyayana and Patanjali; nevertheless there has been no
lack of scholars who have endeavoured to improve on the
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arrangement of the Astadhyayi", and who, each in his way,
have done useful work.TT [ "On the Jainendra-Vyakarana,TT

Indian Antiquary, Vol. 10, March 1881, p. 76.] The'
linguistic and methodological significance of the post-
Paninian grammars was also pointed out by Kielhorn:
"Their aim was not to adapt the rules of those that went
before them to the changed conditions of the language, but
mainly, each after his own fashion to rearrange those rules,
and to alter their wording and terminology.TT [TTA Brief
Account of HemachandraTs Sanskrit Grammar," Wiener
Zeitschrift, Vol. 2, 1888, p. 18.] No system ever lived
in a total vacuum, and hence each system is a product of
its history. The notion of homogeneity is only one instance
of this historical process. Only through a number of such
studies, covering the entire span of grammatical activity,
will we come to possess a complete history of the development
of the Indian Grammatical Theories.



APPENDIX A

THE SCOPE OF SAVARNA-GRAHANA

[In this appendix, I shall present the arguments, which I
have already discussed in my article "The Scope of
Homogeneous-Representation in Panini," which is due to
appear in the Silver Jubilee Volume of the Annals of Oriental
Research, University of Madras. I addressed myself to this
issue after the main body of this book was already completed.
However, this is a very crucial question and hence this
appendix has been added. ]

1. In his Siva-sutras, Panini uses the marker /N/ twice,
i .e. in [1] aM-u-Nl and in [6] l(a)-N2. By P. 1.1.71
(adir antyena saheta), an initial sound given along with a
marker stands for itself and for the intervening sounds,
excluding the marker sounds. The first six Siva-sutras
are as follows:

r-l-K
e^o-N
ai-au-C

l(a)-N2

There are about forty shortforms made by using the Siva-
sutras, and very rarely there is any confusion as to what
sounds are included in those shortforms. But the shortforms
/a-N/ and / i-N/ which are used by Panini very frequently do
present problems, because the marker /N/ is given twice in
the Siva-sutras. Theoretically, /a-N/ and / i-N/ could have
two meanings each, depending whether /N/ belongs to

i or to l(a)-N2-

135
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2. Vyadi presents this problem in his Paribhasa-sucana and
says that Panini deliberately used the marker / N / twice and
that a confusion should not obstruct us, and we should rely
on the tradition of interpretation for the specific significance
of a shortform. Unfortunately, Vyadi only presents the
problem and refers us to interpretative tradition, but does
not state the conclusions in the case of /a-N/ and / i-N/
[ Paribhasa -sucana, p. 26-7] . The specific attempt to
define the scope of /a-N/ and / i -N/ is seen for the first time
in the versified varttikas quoted by Patanjali. The authorship
of these varttikas is not yet clearly known, but they certainly
seem to be pre-Patanjali. The Sloka-varttika says:

Without any doubt [/a-N/ is formed with the first /N/]
because the following [sounds] do not appear [in the
examples of rules with /a-N/] , [except] in P. 1.1. 69,
[where] /a-N/ [is formed with the second / N / ] ,
because [/r/ is] followed by the marker / T / [in the
rule] P. 7. 4. 7 (ur rt}. The shortform /i-N/ is
[always] with the second /N/, since elsewhere"/i/
and /u / are [given separately, and not by the shortform
/ i - N / ] . 439

Patanjali says that by using the marker /N/ twice, Panini
indicates the maxim that one should not consider a rule to be
inoperative because of doubt, but one should understand the
specific meaning from the interpretation of the learned. 440
Patanjali clearly says that except in P. 1.1. 69, the shortform
/a-N/ is always with the first /N/, and that the shortform
/i-N/ is always with the second /N/. 441 Thus, according
to the tradition, the procedure of homogeneous-representation
(savarna -grahana) applies to vowels and semi-vowels as they
are given in the Siva-sutras, and to sounds marked with /U/.
Thus the sounds /y / , / v / and / I / also stand for /y/ , /v/and
/ I / , and / r / stands for /f/ and / f 3 / . Homogeneous-
representation goes beyond a-J_-u-N. This also seems to be
the view of Katyayana. 442 The later Paninian tradition
follows the verdict of Patanjali.

3. Kunhan Raja has pointed out several problems in the
traditional view about the scope of /a-N/ in P. 1.1.69.
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The first problem concerns the diphthongs:

There are the sounds / e / and. / a i / which have the
same place of articulation and the same effort in
production. There is a similar relation between
/ o / and /au/. Therefore / e / and / a i / become
mutually concordant and / o / and /au/ also become
mutually concordant in the same way. If the
combination /a-N/ in this sutra (P. 1.1. 69) has the
second /N/ as its final mute, the combination will
include the diphthongs and consequently, when Panini
uses the sound / e / and /o / , it includes also the
sounds / a i / or /au/, just as the sound / a / means
both the short / a / and the long /a / . This is not
acceptable. This leads us to the assumption of another
rule that as an exception, there is no concordance
between / e / and / a i / or between / o / and /au/. Such
an exception is taken to be implied by the fact that
while he does not include the long forms of the
simple vowels, he gives all the four diphthongs
separately. But all such difficulties can be avoided
if even in this sutra /an/ is taken as combined with
the first /n / as mute as in the other sutras. 443

This objection assumes that according to Panini / e / and / o /
are homogeneous with / a i / and /au/, and then there might be
the problem of / e / and / o / standing for / a i / and /au/, and
vice versa.

4. Kunhan Raja tries to point out that / r / need not stand for
/f/. The rule he considers is P. 6.1.101 (akah savarne
dfrghah). This rule says that if an /a-K/ sound is followed
by a homogeneous sound, both are replaced by a homogeneous
long sound. Kunhan Raja comments:

.. .the short / r / can never be followed by a long / r / ;
there is also no possibility of a long /f / sound being
followed by a short / r / sound, in the way in which a
short / a / can follow a long /a / . . . .An example like
hotr-fkarah is only an artificially manipulated one. 444
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He also considers the rule P. 8. 4. 58 (anusvarasya yayi
parasavarnah) which says that /m/ , if followed by a /y(a) -Y/
sound [ i .e . semi-vowels and stops] changes into a sound
homogeneous with the following. Raja says:

All that is said in the sutra is that the anusvara
becomes a savarna of the following sound, retaining
its nasal character. 445

Kunhan Raja holds that this rule requires /y / , / v / and / l /
to be homogeneous with /y / , / v / and / ! / , but not to stand
for them.

5. With these arguments, Kunhan Raja concludes as follows:

That Panini used the same sound / n / twice is unhappy.
But we can say that of the two combinations possible
with this mute one with the first letter / a / is with the
first mute / n / and one with the second letter / i / is
with the second /n / . But to say that even here, there
is an exception, not specifically mentioned by Panini,
is a position which I feel very difficult to accept... .In
this context, the question is not whether a semi-vowel
has a savarna or not; the point is whether when Panini
gives the semi-vowels, he includes the nasalised
form of the semi-vowels also in i t . . . .What is meant
is simply this that when Panini gives the short / r /
sound or the semi-vowels, they do not include the
savarnas also. 446

Kunhan Raja has rightly separated the two questions: Does
a given sound have any homogeneous sounds ? Can a given
sound stand for its homogeneous sounds? However, his
general conclusion needs to be critically examined.

6. Raja says that / e / and / a i / are homogeneous, since their
"place of articulation is throat-cum-palat and effort is vivrta
(open). "447 Similarly, / o / a n d / a u / a r e homogeneous,
since their "place of articulation is throat-cum-lip and effort
is vivrta (open). "448 Here K. Raja is clearly following the
phonetic description as given by such late texts as the
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Siddhanta -kaumudi of Bhattoji Diksita. 449

Historically speaking, we do not know exactly what
kind of phonetic classifications were there in PaniniTs mind
when he gave his rules. We have to rely on secondary
sources. The dates of the different versions of the Paninfya-
siksa^ are not very clear, and they seem to be relatively of
a late date. There are some subtle indications in Paninirs
rules which suggest that he treated / e / and / o / quite differently
from / a i / and /au/. P. 8. 2.106 (plutav aica idutau) says that
when / a i / and /au/ become pluta TTextra-long?

 n it is the / i /
and /u / in these sounds that becomes extra-long, and not
the / a / element. This clearly shows that, for Panini, the
sounds / a i / and /au/ had distinctly two components. By
contrast we may infer that the sounds / e / and / o / did not
have such distinct elements. [Ref.: Bare (1975), pp. 185-93. ]

Looking at the varttikas of Katyayana, we find that
he clearly distinguishes / e / and / o / from /a i / and /au/.
T ^ e varttika £ on P. 1.1. 48 says that / i / and / e / are sasthana
TThaving the same point of articulation,TT and the same is
true of /u / and /o / . 450 On the other hand, the varttika 5̂
on P. 1.1. 48 says that in / a i / and /au/, the latter elements,
i .e . / i / and /u/ , are longer segments, compared to the
initial / a / . 451 Thus, Katyayana seems to hold that / e / is
palatal, / o / is labial, / a i / is throatal-palatal and /au/ is
throatal-labial. Katyayana also says that the diphthongs are
more open as compared to simple vowels. 452

Patanjali says that the element / a / in / e / and / o /
is quite indistinct, while / a i / and /au/ contain a vivrta-tara
"more open"/a/vowel. He further says that / e / and7au7
cannot be savarna Thomogeneous,TT because they are not
tulya-sthana TTwith the same point(s) of articulation.TT The
sounds / e / , / o / , / a i / and /au/ are all sandhy-aksaras
"diphthongs" but, in contrast to / e / and / o / , the sounds / a i /
and /au/ are described by Patanjali as being samahara-varnas
"composite sounds,TT where there is a matra MmoraTf of 7a7,
and the other mora is of / i / and /u/ respectively. 453 This
slightly differs from Katyayana's point of view concerning
proportions of these elements.
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This shows that at the early stage of the Paninian
tradition, the sounds / e / and / o / were looked upon as having
one point of articulation, while / a i / and /au/ were the real
composite sounds with double points of articulation. All
diphthongs are held to be more open than the simple vowels.
This picture has been confirmed by a perusal of the
Pratisakhyas. 454 The Paninfya-siksa, in different versions,
represents views of a later period, and cannot be taken as
representing the views of Panini. 455 Thus, there is no
reason to believe that Panini held / e / and / o / to be homo-
geneous with / a i / and /au/.

7. The second argument of Kunhan Raja is that / r / in
Panini's rules need not stand for / ? / . In twenty-five rules,
Panini gives short / r / with the marker / T / , while / r / is
given with the marker / T / in several rules. The short / r /
is given also without / T / in several rules. 456 The presence
and absence of the marker / T / is closely connected with the
application of homogeneous-representation. The marker
/ T / with /x/ or /f / is not really a conclusive proof that
/a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69 includes / r / , since the marker / T / is
also used with non-/a-N/ sounds like / a / and /f/ in a
prescriptive function (vidhayaka -taparakarana), as opposed
to its restrictive function (niyamaka-taparakarana) in the
case of /a-N/ sounds. Wihtout / T / , a non-/a-N/~sound
stands just for itself, while with it, it can cover homogeneous
varities of the same quantity. 457

However, there are cases of / r / without /T / , where
representation of / r / is absolutely necessary. P. 1. 2.12
(us ca), where /uh/ is genitive singular of / r / , applies to
verb-roots ending in / r / and / r / both, giving formations such
as krsfsta_[ kr - siyUT - sUT - ta] and stfrsfsta [ stf -
sfyUT - sUT - ta] . As the Kasika-vrtti explains:

The marker / T / is attached to [the substitute / r /
in P. 7. 4. 7 (ur rt)] , so that even in the place of a
long substituendum [/f/] , the short [/r/] alone
would be effected as the substitute. For example:
acikrtat. 458
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P. 3. 2.171 (ad-r-gama-hana-janah kikinau lit ca) applies to
roots ending in /y/ and / r / , and yields formations like cakri
[ kr-WKLN] and tituri [ tr-Ki/KiN] . 459 P. 1.1. 51 (ur an
ra-parah) says that the substitutes of / r / in the form of
7a/-vowels, /i/-vowels and /u/-vowels are followed
immediately by / r / . This needs to apply not only to the
substitutes of short / r / , but also to the substitutes of the long
/ r / [ e . g . P. 7.1.100'(rta id dhatoh), P. 3. 3. 57 (rd-or ag) etc. ]
These examples conclusively prove that / r / in Panini needs to
stand for / r / also, and hence the scope of /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69
could not have been limited to aM-u-N.

8. Thus, there is no doubt that the shortform /a-N/ extends
up to the second /N/, in P. 1.1. 69. The question whether
/y/> hi an(* A/ need to stand for /y/ , / v / and / I / is, as we
shall see, a far more complex question, and needs much
deeper attention than was given by Kunhan Raja. There are
the following considerations:

Prima-Facie Argument [A] . If /y / , /v / and / ! / do not
represent /y/ , ]v/ and / I / , then these nasal semi-vowels
will not be designated as /h(a) -L/. P. 1.1. 7 (haloTnantarah
samyogah) says that two /h(a) -L/ sounds without a gap are
ca^ec* samyoga ncluster.n Thus, the sequences like /yy/,
/vv/ and /fl/ will not be legally clusters. This could create
several problems. For this reason, we might say that /y/ ,
/v / and / ! / must stand for /y / , / v / and / I / also.

This argument is not really valid. The nasal /y/ ,
/v / and / I / in cases like sayyanta are obtained by P. 8. 4. 58
(anusvarasya yayi para-savarnah) from /m/ , which is itself
obtained from /m/ by P. 8. 3. 23 (moTnusvarah). P. 8. 4. 59
(YS padantasya) makes P. 8. 4. 58 optional, if / m / is at the end
of a pada nfinished word.TT The question is as follows. Is
/y / derived by P. 8. 4. 58 to be treated as siddha "effected"
for P. 1.1. 7 (haloTnantarah samyogah), which defines two or
more immediate /ha-L/ sounds as a samyoga "cluster?"
By P. 8. 2.1 (purvatrasiddham), rules in the Tripadf, last
three quarters of the Astadhyayf, are to be treated as if
asiddha "not effected," for the rest of the grammar. Even
within these last three quarters, a rule is to be considered
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to be asiddha "not effected" with respect to all the preceding
rules.

In the present case, we have to go into still more
details. On P. 8. 2.1, Patanjali says that the samjna-sutras
[designation-rules] and the paribhasa-sutras [maxims of
interpretation] apply wherever their conditions of application
are found. These rules operate even with respect to the
asiddha-section. [naisa_dosah/ yady apfdam tatrasiddham,
^ tZ l̂ f* siddham/ katham/ karya -kalam samjna -paribhasam,
yatra karyam tatropasthitam drastavyam, MB, Vol. Ill,
p. 354-5; karya-kala-pakse tu tripadyam apy upasthitir iti
visesah, Paribhagendusekhara, ed. by K. V. Abhyankar,
Pt. I, Poona, 1962, p. 2. ] This might lead us to think
that / y / derived by P. 8. 4. 58 is siddha "effected" for the
samjna-rule P. 1.1. 7. However, I think the situation is
different. Patanajli's discussion indicates that if a samjna
"technical term" is found in a Tripadf-rule, then the respective
rule defining that technical term has to apply with respect
to that Tripadf-rule. In such a case, whatever rules are
siddha "effected" with respect to that particular Tripadf-
rule are also to be treated siddha with respect to that samjfla-
rule. [The case of the term pragrhya is discussed by Nagesa,
s e e : Paribhasendusekhara, pp. 3-4.] No rule after P. 8. 4. 58
uses the term samyoga or any other term dependent on the
term samyoga. Therefore, P. 8. 4. 58 cannot be siddha
"effected" for P. 1.1. 7 in any way. Hence, in the place of
the sequences /yy/, /vv/ and /fl/, P. 1.1. 7 finds /my/,
/mv/ and /ml / , which are eligible to be termed samyoga.
This is the original picture in the system of Panini. Thus,
/y/> / v / and / I / need not be covered by /y/ , /v / and / I /
in /ha-L/ in P. 1.1. 7.

The Paninian system has to work this way. For*
instance, in a case like supihsu, the sequence / h s / cannot
become a samyoga "cluster, " if / h / derived by P. 8. 2. 66
(sasajuso ruh) and P. 8. 3.15 (khar-avasanayor visarjanfyah)
is siddha for P. 1.1. 7 (haloTnantarah samyogah). The sound
/h / is not a /ha-L/ sound in the original system of Panini.
Actually, / h / is asiddha with respect to P. 1.1. 7, and hence
the rule P. 1.1. 7 finds / s / in the place of /h / , consequently
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making / s s / a real samyoga. The same has to be the case
for sequences of an anusvara and a consonant. The anusvara
effected by a rule like P. 8. 2. 23 (mo'nusvarah) has to be
asiddha for P. 1.1. 7, so that there can be a samyoga in terms
of the original /m/ or /n / and the following consonant. Only
with such a procedure can we explain why Panini did not feel
it necessary to include the ayogavahas in the Siva-sutras.

However, in one context, Patanjali seems to accept
/yy/, / w / and / n / to be samyogas, by saying that /y / , /v /
and / I / stand for /y / , /v / and / I / , implying thereby that they
are /ha-L/ sounds, thus making /yy/ etc. real samyogas. 460
Considering the above given arguments, we may regard this
passage in Patanjali as not reflecting the exact Paninian
procedure. As we shall see later on, Patanjali has accepted
a varttika of Katyayana, which proposes to regard /y / etc.
to be siddha "effected" in the context of rules of doubling
(dvirvacana).

Prima-Facie Argument [B] . If /y / , /v / and / I / do not stand
for their nasal counterparts, then these nasal semi-vowels1

will not be included in a pratyahara "shortform" such as
/y(a)-R/. Thus a rule like P. 8. 4. 47 (anaci ca, yarah from
P. 8. 4. 45) will not apply to sequences such as -/yy/"- This
rule says that a /y(a)-R/ sound preceded by a vowel and not
followed by a vowel is optionally doubled. For this reason,
we would want to include /y/ , /v/ and / I / in /y(a) -R/
through /y/ , /v / and / I / .

This argument is also full of problems. The sound
/m/ is changed to / m / by P. 8. 3. 23 (moTnusvarah), while
^his anusvara is changed to a nasal semi-vowel by P. 8. 4. 58
(anusvarasya yayi parasavarnah). However, the rule for
doubling, i .e. P. 8. 4. 47 (anaci ca) stands in between these
two rules, sothatfor this rule the nasal semi-vowel is as if
non-effected (asiddha), while only /m/ is effected (siddha).
Hence it is not included in /y(a) -R/, and hence cannot be
doubled by P. 8. 4. 47. Katyayana goes ahead and makes
several suggestions. He proposes to include anusvara in
the Siva-sutras, as well as he proposes that for the sake of
doubling para-savarna "substitute homogeneous with the
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followingTT should be regarded as siddha "effected. TT461
This creates several possibilities. Either an anusvara could
be doubled, or a nasal / y / etc. could be doubled by regarding
it to be a /y(a)-R/ sound. However, we are not sure if
these provisos are intended by Panini.

Prima-Facie Argument [C] . By P. 8. 4. 57 (anoTpragrhya-
syanunasiko va) a word-final /a/-vowel, /i/-vowel or
/u/™vowel is optionally nasalized, if the word is not a
pragrhya. Thus, we may optionally have nadf or nadf
Suppose that nadf is followed by atra, would the nasal /f/
change into a nasal / y / by P. 6.1. 77 (iko ^an aci) ? In such
a case, we may want /y(a)-N/ to include the nasal semi-
vowels also.

This is also a dubious argument. The nasal final
vowels are obtained by P 8. 4. 57, which belongs to the last
three quarters. Therefore, for P. 6.1. 77, the nasal /f/ is
still considered to be non-effected (asiddha), and hence we
cannot get nasal / y / any way.

9. The evidence considered so far for inclusion of semi-
vowels in /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69 is quite inconclusive. At this
stage, we should refer to Patanjali who has raised this exact
question, and it is of historical importance to see how he
struggles to find a purpose for this inclusion. What follows
is a translation of the relevant passages from Patanjali's
Mahabhasya:

[A] Question:
For what purpose the semi -vowels have been included
in /a-N/ [ in P. 1.1. 69 (an-udit savarnasya
capratyayah) 1 ?

[B] Explanation of the Purpose:
In [the examples] sayyanta, savvatsarah, yallokam
anc* tallokam, the [substitutes] homogeneous with
the following [ i .e . /y / , / v / and /T/, effected by
P. 8. 4. 58 (anusvarasya yayi parasavarnah)] are
regarded as being non-effected (asiddha) [for P. 8. 4. 47
(anaci ca) and hence] only the anusvara [ i .e . /m/]
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is doubled [by P. 8. 4. 47] . Thus, [in the expressions
sammyanta, sammvatsarah, yammlokam and
tammlokam] , after the second [/m/] has been
[ substituted] by a sound homogeneous with the following
[i.e. after having obtained samyyanta, samvvat sar ah,
yamriokam and tamflokam by P. 8. 4.58] , those f/y/,
/v/ and A/] should be represented by [/y/, /v/and
/I/in] /y(a) -Y/ [in P. 8. 4. 58] . This would finally
allow application of P. 8. 4. 58 to the first [ /m/,
yielding sayyyanta, savvvatsarah, talllokam and
yalllokam'] .TT

[C] Objection:
That is not the purpose. [Katyayana] will say later
[on P. 8. 2. 6] : TIn effecting doubling, a substitute
homogeneous with the following (para-savarna) should
be considered effected (siddha).T Since [ such a
substitute] is said to be effected, it would remain so
[and will not be considered to be /m/] .

Reiteration of the Purpose:
In that case, when a substitute homogeneous with the
following (para-savarna) is effected [i.e. /y/ , /v /
and A/, by P. 8. 4. 58] , that should be represented by
[/y/, /v/and / I / in] /y(a)-R/ [in P. 8. 4. 47 (anaci ca,
yarah from P. 8. 4. 45] , so that [by P. 8. 4. 47] there
could be doubling [of /y/ , /v/ and A/] .

[E] Rejection of the Purpose:
Doubling [oi~7¥l , hi and A/] may not take place
[by P. 8. 4. 47 (anaci ca)] .

[F] Reiteration of the Purpose:
[We need doubling of /y/, A / and A/ by P. 8. 4. 47] ,
since there is a difference [in the resulting forms] .
If there is doubling, the form [ sayyyanta] would
have three /y / -s . If there is no doubling, then the
form [ sayyanta] would have two /y/-s .

[G] Rejection of the Purpose:
[Even if there is doubling] , there is no difference
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[in the forms] . Even if there is doubling, the form
[finally] contains only two /y / - s . How could this be?
By P. 8. 4. 64 (halo yamam yami lopah) one of the /y / -s
will be deleted. [The rule says: A /y(a)-M/ sound
preceded by a consonant and followed by a corresponding
/y(a)-M/sound is (optionally?) deleted. ]

] Reiteration of the Purpose:
Still there is a difference. After doubling, the form
might be with two /y/-s [if the deletion rule P. 8. 4. 64
applies] , and it might be with three /y/-s [if P. 8. 4.64
does not apply] . If doubling does not take place,
then the form will have only two /y/-s. How could
such a difference not be there? [There will be no
difference in the form] if the deletion rule [ P. 8. 4.64]
is obligatory. However, it is optional.

[ * ] Rejection of the Purpose:
Let [the rules] be in such a way that there is no
difference [in forms] .

[ J] Reiteration of the Purpose:
Option must continue [in P. 8. 4. 65 (jharo jhari
savarne) from P. 8. 4. 62 (jhayo hoTnyatarasyam)] ,
since by P. 8. 4. 49 (saro'ci), Panini prohibits doubling.
[P. 8. 4. 65 means: a /jh(a) -R/ sound preceded by a
consonant and followed by a homogeneous /jh(a) -R/
sound is (optionally?) deleted. P. 8. 4. 49 means:
If followed by an /a -C/ sound (i.e. a vowel), a
/s(a)-R/ (i.e. / s / , / s / and /s/) is not doubled. ]
How is this indication [justified] ? [It is justified]
because, if the deletion rule [i .e. P.8. 4.65 (jharo
jhari savarne) were obligatory, there would be no
purpose in negation [of doubling by P. 8. 4. 49
(saroTci)] . . . .If there is doubling, then the [obligatory]
deletion by P. 8. 4. 65 would take place. The teacher
realizes that the deletion is optional, and hence
prescribes negation of doubling [in specific cases, by
P. 8. 4. 49] . [Note: The implication is that if option
continues from P. 8. 4. 62 to P. 8. 4. 65, it obviously
continues through P. 8. 4. 64 (halo yamam yami lopah).
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Once this rule is optional, to derive a form such as
sayyyanta with three /y/ -s , we need /y / , / v / and / I /
to stand for /y / , / v / and / I / in P. 8. 4. 58 (anusvarasya
yayi parasavarnah). Thus, this argument establishes
the purpose. ]

Rejection of the Purpose:
This is not a [justifiable] indication.... Therefore,
even if the deletion rule [ i . e . P. 8. 4. 65] is obligatory
still the rule for negation [of doubling, i .e . P. 8. 4. 49]
must be given. [Note: We need not go into the
arguments in this section. The argument consequently
means that P. 8. 4. 64 (halo yamaiii yami lopah) must
be obligatory, and ultimately would mean that /y / ,
/ v / and / I / need not stand for /y / , / v / and / I / .
This is the objector's view. ]

[L] PatanjaliTs Conclusions:
Thus, it is extremely unclear in Panini's [ system] to
the teachers, whether option continues or not. 462

This is a statement of frustration on the part of Patanjali, a
clear indication that there was probably no direct teacher-
student tradition linking Patanjali with Panini. However,
Patanjali accepts elsewhere that P. 8. 4. 64 (halo yamam yami
lopah) is optional. 463 That would indicate that Patanjali
accepts forms such as sayyyanta with triple clusters, which
require that /y / , / v / a n d / 1 / should stand for / y / , / v / and
/ I / . The whole discussion shows that Patanjali was at great
pains in justifying inclusion of semi-vowels in homogeneous-
representation, and finally he himself was not sure of the
conclusions.

10. Looking at the whole argument we may sum it up as
follows. There are three axioms:

(1) P. 8. 4.64 (halo yamam yami lopah) is optional.
(2) An anusvara can be duplicated by P. 8. 4. 47 (anaci

ca). This depends on inclusion of the anusvara in
^ e Siva-sutras. This has been proposed by Katyayana
and seems to have been accepted by Patanjali. 464
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(3) The parasavarna "substitute homogeneous with the
following" effected by P. 8. 4. 58 needs to be considered
as effected (siddha) for P. 8. 4. 47. 465

Of these three axioms, we need either (1) and (2) or (1) and
(3) to justify inclusion of semi-vowels in the rule P. 1.1. 69.
It is impossible to establish with any certainty historical
validity of any of the three axioms stated above. Patanjali
himself has declared the uncertainty of the first, while the
other two are suggestions of Katyayana.

11. Perhaps, Panini's intention in the formulation of P . I . 1. 69
was for achieving a very wide morphophonemic generalization,
of which different parts may have varying degrees of utility
in his grammar. 466 it is possible that he constructed these
meta-rules before conceiving the specific operation rules.
Thus, certain elements in his meta-rules may have later
remained unutilized. Traditionally, the only practical
purpose is the doubling of nasal semi-vowels. It depends on
P. 8. 4. 64 being optional. Kaiyata says that though the
argument for indication (jnapaka) has fallen through, still
the tradition of the Paninian teachers accepts P. 8. 4. 64 to
be optional. 467 Hari Diksita in his Brhacchabdaratna says
that the usage of /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69 itself is an indication
that P. 8. 4. 64 is optional. If P. 8. 4. 64 is not optional, then
the purpose of /a-N/ beyond the limit of /a-C/cannot be
justified. 468 Nagesa refutes this argument. 469 However,
Hari DiksitaTs argument alone can explain to some extent
why Patanjali eventually considered P. 8. 4. 64 to be optional.

12. There is no doubt that Katyayana, who presupposes
that parasavarna "substitute homogeneous with the following"
be considered effected (siddha) in the context of doubling,
intends such a doubling and accepts clusters like /yyy/,
/vvv/ and /ID./. 470 Patanjali and the later tradition accepts
this notion. What is historically not certain is if Panini
himself accepted this. Panini's rules as they stand do not
allow such doubling. For the doubling rule P. 8. 4. 47 (anaci
ca), /y / , / v / and / I / effected by P. 8. 4. 58 are non-effected
(asiddha), while / m / effected by P. 8.3. 23 is effected (siddha).
However, an anusvara is not included in the Siva-sutras.
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It is not a /y(a) -R/ sound and hence cannot be doubled. Thus,
ultimately there is no doubling of nasal semi-vowels.

It is quite probable that Panini himself never intended
doubling of anusvara and nasal semi-vowels. Thus, this may
never have been the purpose for inclusion of semi-vowels in
the rule P. 1.1. 69. If we look at the Pratisakhyas, we find
support for the view that there is no possibliity of clusters
like /yyy/, /vvv/ and /Hi/. The Pratisakhyas state very
clearly that a consonant followed by a homogeneous consonant
is not doubled. 471 There seems to be consensus of the
Pratisakhyas on this point. Under such circumstances,
without any positive proof, it is hard to accept that Panini
allowed such doubling. It is not clear why Katyayana developed
such a notion. It may be that this was his deductive attempt
to find a practical purpose for inclusion of semi-vowels in
P. 1.1. 69. Ultimately, we can only state that Panini most
certainly included semi-vowels in /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69, but
for what practical purpose, we do not know. 472





NOTES

1. Kielhorn (1876a), p. 52, and also S. D. Joshi (1968), Intr.
p. iv. We find a stong traditional assertion of this opinion
in MaitreyaraksitaTs Tantrapradfpa: na hi bhasyakara-
matam anadrtya sutrakarasya kascanabhiprayo varnayitum
yujyate/ sutrakara -varttikakarabhyam tasyaiva pramanya-
darsanat/ .. .uttarottarato bhasyakarasyaiva pramanyam,
quoted by S. C. Chakravarti, Introduction-to Dhatupradfpa,
pp. 2-3.

2. Belvalkar (1915), p. 35.

3. For an example, see: Deshpande (1972), p. 233.

4. Thieme (1935a), p. x.

5. This traditional view is in fact quite a late notion, and
most of the modern scholars now believe in Panini's
authorship of these sutras. The most recent and
comprehensive study is: Cardona (1969).

6. For the discussions on this point by Katyayana and
Patanjali, see: MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 59 ff.

7. For a misinterpretation of this notion, see: TTThese
sutras must be understood in such a way that the last
consonant of each of them is the notational symbol for
the preceding group: /n / is the symbol of the short
vowels, /k/ is the notational symbol of the sonatic
liquids etc." Zgusta (1969), p. 405. This is obviously
wrong.

8. Thieme (1935a), p. 101.

9. Burnell (1875), p. 22.

10. savarna-samjnayam bhainna-desesv atiprasangah
prayatna-samanyat, Varttika 2 onP.1.1.9, MB,'Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 153.

H- siddham tv asye tulya -desa -prayatnam savarnam,
Varttika 2_ on P. 1.1. 9, ibid.
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12. taddhitantam asyam/ asye bhavam asyam, "sarfra-
vayavad yatM/ kim punar asye bhavam? sthanam karanam
ca/MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 154.

13. VPr (i. 43) samana-sthana-karanasya-prayatnah
savarnah. Uvata's commentary says: koTsav asya-
prayatno nama, samvrtata vivrtata ca asprstata sgrstata
ca^sat-sprstata ardha-sprgfata cety asya-prayatnah,
VPr (W), pp.' 118-9. The Varna-ratna -pradfpika -siksa
of Amaresa and the Yajnavalkya-siksa also speak of these
six types of internal efforts (asya -prayatna), see: Siksa -
samgraha, pp. 120 and 132.

14. Breloer (1929), p. 116.

15. Thieme (1935a), p. 94. For a counter argument, see:
Cardona (1965), p. 227.

16. Thieme (1935c), p. 22.

17. ibid.

18. See: "Varna ist anderseits auch nicht ein einzelner
Tgesprochener LautT, noch auch ein TPhonemT, sondern
bezeichnet eine Abstraktion, die keine linguistische
Wirklichkeit hat: varna fFarbe, GattungT benennt
speziell eine TLautgattungT. Z. B. avarna ist Tdie
Gattung der /a/-Laute (d.h. / a / , /a /und /a3/)T, z. B.
/k/ , /kh/, / g / , /gh/und /n / sind savarna Tvon gleicher
Gattungf, weil sie alle am Velum artikuliert werden.Tr

Thieme (1957c), p. 666.

19. bhedadhisthana hi savarQa-samjna, yadi yatra sarvam
samanam tatra syat, savarna -samjna -vacanam anarthakaiii
syat/MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 156.

20- prayatna -vis esanam asyopadanam/ santi hi asyad bahyah
prayatnah, te hapita bhavanti/ tesu satsv asatsv api
savarna-samjna siddha bhavati7"ibid, 1. 153.

21* nasikaya asyantargatatve Tpi mukha -nasiketi sutre
nasikatiriktavayavaka-mukhasyaiva grahanena tat-
sahacaryad atrapy asya -padena tadrsasyaiva grahanam
bodhyam/MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I," p. 154.

22. afludit savarnasya iti sastram satah savarnasyana
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grahanam bhavati ity etavanmatram bodhayati, na tv
aprasiddham savarnam kalpayati/, Ratnaprakasa on
MB, MPV, pp. 170*-l.

23. See: akrti-grahanat siddham, Varttika 13 on the Siva-
sutra 1L, and also: avarnakrtir upadista sarvam avarna-
kulam grahisyati, tathevarnakrtis tathovarnakrtib7
MB, Vol. I,"Sec. I, p. 70.'

24. See: evan ca krtva dharma-sastram pravrttam Tbrahmano
33: hantavyah,T T sura na peyeTti, br ahmana -matram ca na
hanyate, sura -matram ca na pfyate/ yadi dravyam
padarthah syad, ekam brahmanam ahatva, ekam ca suram
apftva anyatra kama-carah syai7~MB, Vol. I, Sec. II,
p. 92.

25. See the Varttikas: 1) hal-grahanesu ca, Vt 1̂5 on the
giva-sutra 1, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 71, and 2) tadvac
ca hal-grahanesu, Vt on P. 1.1. 69, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 375. On this Vt, Bhartrhari comments: hal-grahanesu
ea/ tatra grahanaka-sastrasyavyaparah, MB-D, p. 57.
This statement of Bhartrhari that P. 1.1.69 does not apply
to consonants needs some modification. P. 1.1. 69
does apply to /y / , /v / and / l / , which are included in the
shortform /a-N/. Only then these sounds can stand for
/y/ , hi and / I / . If P. 1.1. 69 were meant to apply only
to vowels, Panini could have used the shortform /a -C/
instead of /a-N/.

26. savarneTn -grahanam aparibhasyam akrti -grahanat, Vt on
P. 1.1.69, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 373.

27. Cardona (1968), p. 448.

28. See: "The Siva-sutras at the beginning of PaniniTs
grammar are sophisticated presentation of Sanskrit
sounds, but not a complete list, because, e.g. / a /
stands not only for / a / , but also for / a / , / a / , / a / , / I / ,
/ a / , / a 3 / etc., i .e . / a / denotes the genus of / a / sounds."
Scharfe (1971), p. 7.

29. See: "It (i.e. /a/) stands for all its varieties 18 in
number, Pat. avarnakrtir upadista sarvam avarna-
kulam grahfgyati." Ghatage (1972), p. 158% Also see:
"But there are some sounds lacking (in the Siva-sutras),
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which cannot have been unknown to Panini, first of all
the long vowels / a / , /f/, /u/ , . . . . Of course, the long
vowels were known to the great grammarian: as a matter
of fact they already appear in 1.1.1. vrddhir adaic, or at
least one of them, the long /a / . And the introduction to
tke Mahabhasya tells us, that the long vowels are always,
unless expressly otherwise stated, implied when
mentioning short ones." Skold (1926), p. 9. He also
says: TTNow, why do the long vowels not appear in the
Siva-sutras? Already the Indian commentators explained
this fact by stating, that in PaniniTs work short vowels
usually stand for the long ones also. And this opinion
seems to have been unanimously accepted by Western
scholars.TT Ibid. , p. 21. These scholars seem to blur
the distinction between the two procedures of savarna -
grahana and akrti -grahana.

30. Biardeau (1964), p. 372.

31- an-grahanam kurvatah sutra-krto nayam paksoTbhipretah,
SKB, p. 36.

32- na tavad varttikam drstva sutra-krtah pravrttih, SKB,
p. 39.

33. atra. . . savarna-grahanam, jati-nirdeso va, LSS,
pp. 104-5, and also: sutra-matenaha-savarneti, bhasya-
matenaha-jatfti, Cidasthimala on LSS, p. 122.

34. tat-sutre jati-paksasyabhavac ca, Cidasthimala on
LSS, p. 104.

35. See the note: 23.

36. akrti -grahanat tu siddham/ pratyahareTnuvrtti -nirdese
25: J^tir eva codyate na vyaktih/ vyakty -upadanam tu
yatha nalikera -dvfpa -nivasina idam upadisyate -ayam
gaur esa tvaya na pada sprastavya iti/ sa tarn balam
krsnam krsam copadigto vrddham sabalam sthulam api
SS spysati/ MB-D, p. 57. Annambhatta tries to give some
formal explanation of the perception of a universal like
atva TT/a/-nessfT which is common to / a / , / a / and / a3 / :
kevala -kanthyatve sati svaratvam atva-jater vyanjakam,
tac ca dfrgha -plutayor api samanam/, Uddyotana on
MB-P, MPV, p. 115.
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37. aiptajkrtvo go-sabda uccarita iti vadanti/ nastau go-
sabda iti/7".. .na hi te sadrsa iti pratfyanti, kin tarhi
sa evayam iti7~] . .naisa vinastah yata enam punar
upalabhamahe/ Tt[The people] say that the word go
Tcowr is uttered eight times, but they do not [say that]
eight go-words [were uttered] . They do not think that
[the second utterance] is similar [to the first] , but
[they understand the second] to be the same [as the
first] . The [first sound] has not been destroyed,
since we find the same sound [manifested] again.TT

gabara-bhasya on MS, Vol. I, Par t i , p. 87-9. Also:
samyoga -vibhaga nairantaryena kriyamanah sabdam
abhivyanjanto nada-sabda-vacyah/ tena nadasyaisa
vrddhir na sabdasya, "The conjunctions and disjunctions
[of the air] which are continuously produced are called
nadas physical sounds' which manifest the [real] sound.
Therefore, this kind of prolonging etc. belongs to the
physical sound and not to the real sound. " Sabara-bhasya
on MS, Vol. I, Par t i , p. 84.

38. utpanno ga-karo nasto ga-kara iti pratftya varnanam
anityatvat TsoTyam gakaraT iti pratyabhijnayati seyam dfpa-
jvaletivat sajatyavalambanatvat, MThe sounds are non-
eternal, since there are cognitions that the sound /g / is
produced and that it has been destroyed. Therefore, the
recognition of the type Tthis is that /g/-soundT rests on
[two sounds] belonging to the same universal. This is
similar to the cognition Tthis is the same flame of the
lamp.™ Dfpika on TS, p. 54, also: KM, p. 851.

39 • katvadikam tu dhvani -nistham, dhvani -visesa-vyaktayah
ananta janyas ca, MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 152.

40. ista-buddhy-arthas ca varnanam upadesah/ i_stan varnan
bhotsyamahe iti/ na hy anupadisya varnan ista varnali
sakya vijnatum, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 60."

41. ista -buddy -arthas ceti ced udattanudatta-svarita-
nunasika-dfrgha-plutanam agy upadesah, Vt, MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 60.

42. akrty-upadesat siddham, Vt, avarnakrtir upadista sarvam
avarna -kulam grahisyati/ tathevarnakrtih/tathovarnakrtih/
MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, 'p. 60.
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43. akrty -upadesat siddham iti cet samvrtadfnam prati -
sedhah, Vt., MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p.'60. Patanjali
mentions the following faults of the pronounciation of
vowels: samvrta TTclosed pronounciation,TT kala
rpronouncing a sound in a wrong point of articulation,"
dhmata TTa short vowel appearing long, because of using
too much air,Tt emkrta "an unfinished sound, which leaves
doubt about its exact nature,rT ambukrta "that which is
heard as if not clearly coming out of the mouth,TT ardhaka
"that which is heard with half of its regular quantity,TT

grasta "unclear or suppressed at the root of the tongue,TT

nirasta TTharsh (Kaiyata), fast (Nagesa),TT pragfta TTas if
sung, " upagfta "affected by the tones of the nearing
sounds, "ksvin^a^ "trembling," romasa "high sounding,"
avalambita "mixed with another sound, " nirhata "too dry, "
sandasta "as if prolonged," virkfrna "extending into
another sound. " Patanjali says that consonants have
different faults of pronounciation. The above explanations
are based on the commentaries of Bhartrhari, Kaiyata
and Nagesa [MB-D, p. 43; MB-P and MB-P-U, Vol.'I,
Sec. I, p. 60] .

44. evam tarhi astadasadha bhinnam nivrtta -kaladikam
avarnasya prattyapattim vaksyamT7"sa tarhi vaktavya,
MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 61. Also: akarasya nidarsa-
narthatvat sarva -varnanam sastrante prattyapattir it^
arthah, MB-P, and tatha ca prattyapatty-asrayane
gauravam iti bhavah, MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 61.

45. lingartha tu prattyapattih, Vt; yady agy etad ucyate,
athavaitarhy anekam anubandha-satam noccaryam, it-
samjna ca na vaktavya, lopas ca na vaktavyah/ yad
anubandhaih kriyate tat kaladibhih karisyate/ MB, Vol. I,
Sec. T, p. 61. This has been elaborated by the
commentators by showing how new rules could be
formulated by using the faulty varieties of pronounciation.
"For example, in order to show that a root is one of
those with which occur the endings called atmanepada,
Panini lists (in the appendix called Dhatu-patha) consonant-
final roots with a final nasalized anudatta vowel, which
by [A 1: upadeseTj anunasika it] is an it. Vowel-final
roots are listed with a final /ft/ which is it by [A 2:
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hal antyam P. 1. 3. 3] . Panini then formulates a rule
(1.3.12) anudatta-nita atmanepadam TThe atmanepada
endings occur after roots marked with anudatta or /n/.T

Now for 1. 3.12, a new rule would be formulated: kalad
atmanepadam TAfter roots pronounced with kala.. . . ™
Cardona (1969), p. 10. For the original commentatorial
discussions, see: MB-P and MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 61.

46. siddhyaty evam apaninfyam tu bhavati, MB, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 61.

47. [ siddhanta-bhasyam] athava idam tavad aysftn prastavyah:
kveme samvrtadayah sruyerann iti? agamesu/ agamah
suddhah pathyante/ vikaresu tarhi/ vikarah suddhah
pathyante7pratyayesu tarhi/ pratyayah suddhah pathyante/
dhatusu tarhi/ dh§tavoTpi suddhah pathyante/ pratipadikesu
tarhi/ pratipadikany api suddhani pathyante/ yani tarhy
agrahanani pratipadikani/ etesam api svara -varnanupurvf-
jnanartham upadesah kartavyah7iasah sasa_ iti ma bhut7
mancako manjaka iti ma bhut/ agamas ca vikaras ca
pratyayah saha dhatubhih/ uccaryante tatas tesu_ neme
praptah kaladayah/ MB,'Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 62. The
commentary Ratnaprakasa on the MB says that this
reference to TTunlisted nominalsTT also indirectly refers to
unlisted verb-roots and affixes: dhatu-pratyayayor
apathitayor upalaksanam idam, Ratnaprakasa, MPV,
p. 121.

48. K. V. Abhyankar (1969), pp. 51-2. Also: TThis is not to
suggest that Panini1 s grammar be remolded to list all
nominal bases of the language. As Kaiyata says:
nominal bases with unadi affixes and the nominal bases
such as prsodara T spotted-bellyT are recognized as
correct because they are used by the instructed. Hence,
all are included in the grammar.tT Cardona (1969),
p. 11. However, I think that here Patanjali is trying to
demonstrate how the follower of universal-mention is
finally cornered. He is faced with listing all the nominals
in order to exclude the faulty pronounciations covered by
universal-mention. PatanjaliTs expression upadesah
kartavyah 'listing would have to be maden is quite clear.
Katyayana was probably not aware that his proposal would
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lead to such consequences. Patanjali has lead the
argument to its inevitable logical conclusion. In a
different context, Patanjali clearly says that if one
proposes to make a complete teaching of all unlisted
and underived nominals, it would involve undesirable
prolixity [yany etani pratipadikany agrahanani, tesam
etenabhyupayenopadesas codyate, tad guru bhavati, MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 65. Also: pratipada-pathasyasakyatvat,
MB-P, and sarvany agrahanani pratipadikani vivrtakara -
yuktani pathanfyanfty arthah/~.. tad guru bhavati,
tasmad iti/ MB-P-U, Vol. "i, Sec. I, p. 65] . Patanjali
narrates a story that Brhaspati started teaching Indra,
by listing all the words, but could not finish his instruction
even within a thousand divine years. The sample of such
a listing given by Patanjali is gaur asvah puruso hastf
sakunir mrgo brahmanah ["MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, pp. 42-3] .
This story indicates impossibility of listing all words.
However, apparently there were some efforts in such a
direction. Patanjali uses the term sabda-parayana Tfa
[full] listing of all words,TT and Bhartrhari says that
this is a conventionally established term and is the name
of a work [MB-D, p. 17] . Interestingly enough, the
word nama-parayana occurs in the first verse of the
Kasika-vrtti [Vol. I, p. 3] . The Nyasa says that it is
a work with which one can go to the end of nominal -
stems, while the Pada-manjari explains this to be a
work where the words listed in PaniniTs gana-gatha are
explained [KS-N and KS-P, Vol. I," p. 4] . ' In 1803,
Colebrooke hinted at the possible existence of such
voluminous texts [TTOn the Sanskrit and Prakrit
Languages/1 Asiatic Researches 7, 1803; reprinted
partially in Staal (1972), p. 42] .

tasman na sista -prayogam antarenaitad bhavati kaladi -
nivrttir upapanneti9 MB-D, p. 46. Annambhatta says
that the Bhasya passage upadesah kartavyah teaching of
[unlisted nominals] should be made" implies that such a
teaching has not been done by Panini, and if all such
nominals were to be listed, it would be a case of
pratipada-patha TTa word by word listing" of all usages.
That certainly could not be a solution (pariharanupapattih).
Therefore, Kaiyata gives another explanation, i .e. one
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must rely on the usage of the Sistas. [nanu upadesah
kartavya ity uktya sutrakarenanupadistatvavagateh
sarvesam upadesangikare pratipada-patha-prasangat
pariharanupapattih/ ata lha sista -prayuktatveneti/,
Uddyotana, MPV/p. 110.

50. yasya punar [ varnaika -desa varna-grahanena 1 grhyante,
£§ itZ e v a ^sya siddham, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 84.

51. ladese ca rkara -grahanam kartavyam/ krpo ro lah/
rkarasya ceti vaktavyam/rihapi yatha syat/klptah,
klptavan it!7"MB, Vol. I, Sec. I p. 84.

52. athavobhayatah sphota-matram nirdisyate/ ra-sruter
la-srutir bhavati, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 84.

53. athava sphota-matram ity akrti-nirdesoTyam ity uktam
bhavati/ . . .akrty-asrayanasyedam prayojanam, antar -
bhutanantar-bhutayo rephayoh pratipatty-artham, MB-D,
p. 76.

54. sphota-matram iti jati -sphota ity arthah/ tatas cantar -
bhutanantarbhuta -r epha -lakara -vyakti -vyangyam
samanyam sthany-adesa-bhavenasrfyate/ MB-1\ Vol. I,
Sec. I. p. 84. KaiyataTs argument is upheld by the
commentary Narayanfyam: anugata -buddhi -vedyatvaj
jateh, antargatatve api TraT ity-adi-rupa-sad-bhavaj
jaty -abhyupagamah/T]. Trar ity -ady -anubhava -matr ena
jatim vastu-satfm asatfm va svikrtya sabdanusasana-
pravrtter nayam artho yuktya badhanfyah/, Narayanfyam,
MPvVp. 171.

55. On this passage, John Brough says: "This can be
approximately rendered in modern terminology, TIn
both the cases the phoneme is meant, i .e. "an allophone
of the /r/-phoneme is replaced by an allophone of the
/I/-phoneme. "T It is of interest to observe that Patanjali
realized that for the phonology of Sanskrit it is convenient
to regard / r / and / r / as belonging to the same phoneme."
Brough (1951), p. 37. Perhaps, Brough is reading too
much into PatafijaliTs statement. Patanjali does not even
consider / r / and / r / to be homogeneous (savarna)
[rephosmanam savarna na santi, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 88] . The consonantal / r / is considered to be
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isat-sgrsta_"with slight contact,TT while / r / is vivrta
Mopen.TT Thus, they are not homogeneous with each
other. The relationship is rather like part and whole.
The phonemic identity is not between / r / and / r / , but
rather between / r / occurring independently, and / r / as a
part of / r / . This has been clarified by S. D. Joshi (1967),
p. 16. Thus, / r / and / r / do not belong to the same
sphota, but / r / inside and outside belongs to the same
sphota. Whitney thought that / r / and / I / were originally
phonetically the same with / r / and / l / . Whitney on TPr,
p. 59. He also says: "Some consonants are capable of
use as vowels. The consonants most often employed with
vocalic quality are / I / , /n / and / r / . A higher grade of
vocalic capacity belongs to / r / and / I / than to any other
of the sounds reckoned as consonantal, in virtue of the
more open position assumed by the mouth organs in
their utterance, which gives them a share in the
sonorousness and continuability characteristic of the
vowels." Whitney (1884), pp. 362-3. In contrast to
WhitneyTs conception, Indian phoneticians considered
/ r / and / I / to be rather composite sounds, with
vocalic and consonantal parts.

56. yat tu svatantrasvatantra-sadharana-jati-parataya etad-
bhasya -vyakhyanam iti tan na/ tfdrsa-jatau manabhavat,
MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 85. This explanation of
Nagesa agrees with that of the commentary Ratnaprakasa
on the MB. This commentary says that the Bhasya does
not indicate the existence of a universal (jati) common to
/ r / inside and / r / outside. The Bhasya refers only to
the sound (dhvani -matra) which is common to / r / which
is the locus of / r / -ness , i .e. independent / r / , and the
/ r / sound in / r / . [MPV, pp. 169-170. ]

57. Cardona (1969), p. 7. Also: rti *r va, Iti *1 va ity
ubhayatrapi vidheyam varna-dvayam dvi -matram,
adyasya madhye dvau rephau tayor eka matra, abhitoTj-
bhakter apara/ dvitfyasya tu madhye dvau la -karau,
sesam pragvat, SK, p. 7.

58. yathakaroT-ntvad dfrgha-plutavapi grhnati, evam
bhaktim api grahfsyati iti/ akrti -grahane va sarvatrakrter
bhavat, MB-D, p.' 76.
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59. idam varna -turiyam anyatradrstam kvacit, savarnyam
api nasti/ na hy atra samudaya -prayatnad anyoTvayava-
prayatno napi sthanam/ na tv esa varna-bhagah saknoti
jatim upavyanjayitum/ MB-D, pp. 76-7.

60. tasya bhagasya sphuta -pratibhasavisayatvat jaty-
abhivyakti-hetutvabhavac ceti bhavah, MB-P, Vol.1,
Sec. I, p. 85.

61. atvadi-jatfty arthah/ evam ca na kenapy aca tad-grahanam
ijti bhavah/ atra jaty -abhivyakti -hetutvabhave sphuta-
pratibhasavisayatvam hetuh/ MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 85.

62. edaitor odautos ca na mithas savarnyam/ ai-au-£ iti
sutrarambha-samarthyat/ SK, p. 3.

63. rkaralkaroyoh savarna -vidhih ity asya varttikakara -
vakyatvat sutrakarenanasritatvad atra lkaropadesah
krtah/MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 72. Also: vastutah
sutra -mate lkarasya rkarena savarnyabhavena
grahanabhavat, Jyotsna on LSS, p. 127. Thieme realizes
the unhistoricity of KatyayanaTs statement and calls it
TTein Postulat.TT Thieme (1935b), p. 171.

64. asya hi lkarasyalpiyams caiva hi prayoga-visayah/ yas
capi pray oga -visayah soTpi klpisthasya/ MB, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 72.

65. Cardona (1965b), pp. 310-1.

66. Thieme (1935a), p. 112.

67. rkara-lkarayoh savarna-vidhih, Vt, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 158*.

68. Deshpande (1972), p. 230. On this varttika, Devasthali
comments: "This is a varttika composed by Katyayana,
who coming about two centuries after Panini sought to
remove the deficiencies in P's rules. It is not impossible
that some deficiencies might have crept into the Astadhyayi
in spite of P; but what is also [and even more] likely is
that the language which formed the basis of his rules,
being a living language, underwent several modifications,
thus making PTs rules deficient in course of time.n

Devasthali (1969), p. 7. The general thesis of language
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change being the basis of Katyayana's varttikas is
advocated by Devasthali elsewhere [?The Aim of the
Varttikas of Katyayana,TT Munshi Felicitation Volume,
Bharatiya VidyaBhavan, Bombay, 1962] . Whatever its
independent merits, this thesis cannot be really applied
to Katyayana's proposed homogeneity of / r / and / I / .
The reason is not historical linguistic change. Deva-
sthali himself says that / r / and / I / are said to be
homogeneous despite the fact that they have different
points of articulations [Devasthali (1969), p. 7] . The
only reason Katyayana needed this homogeneity is the
change in linguistic attitude. Panini looked at the use of
/ ! / only in the object language, i .e. only in the forms of
^klp, while Katyayana also tried to take care of
grammatical expressions with / I / , and imitation
expressions etc. [For details, see: above, Sec. 3.12-13.]
Siddheshwar Varma (1929, p. 7) believes that there was
actually a real linguistic change, i .e. / r / and /\/ came
to be pronounced at the same point of articulation and
hence their homogeneity was inevitable. He claims that
the later Paninfyas did not realize the contradiction in
giving different points of articulation for / r / and / I / ,
and also saying that they are homogeneous. Though
certain traditions recorded in the Pratisakhyas and
^iksas did accept / r / and / I / to have the same point of
articulation, there is no proof that this was universal
and was accepted in the Paninian tradition. Thieme has
discussed and refuted Varma's views, Thieme (1935a),
P. 108. Interestingly, we find a totally different
view in Visvesvarasuri's VSSN, p. 90. Visvesvarasuri
refers to the view of the RPr that / r / and / I / are both
jihva-mulfyas TTproduced at the root of the tongue,tT

and says that this naturally leads to their homogeneity.
He refers [Ibid, pp. 90-1] to an important indication in
Panini's rule: yd-upadhac caklpi-crteh P. 3.1.110. This
rule refers to roots with / r / as their pre-final sound,
except klg_and £rt . This could be interpreted to suggest
that Panini did accept homogeneity of / r / and /I/ . .
However, it may also be argued the kl^_is the normal
way of referring to the meta-root krj^, and hence the rule
need not imply homogeneity of /r/~and / I / .
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tarhi rkara-grahane Ikara-grahanam sannihitam
bhavati, ur an ra-parah, lkarasyapi raparatvam prapnoti,
MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p.* 159.
fearasya laparatvam vaksyami/ tac cavasyam vaktavyam/
a saty am savarna -samj nay am vidhy-aFtham/ tad eva
satyam repha-badhanartham bhavisyati/ ibid. The
statement of Patanjali, namely MI shall prescribe
(vaksyami) [the substitute vowel] for / I / to be followed
by / i / , M is actually a totally new provision, which is
not found in Panini's rules. However, Bhartrhari takes
vaksyami to be the same as vyakhyasyami^TI shall
[re-]interpret. M Then Bhartrhari introduces the notion
of the shortform /rA/, formulated by declaring the / a /
in laN to be nasalized and hence being an it Mmarker. M

Thus, from / r / in hayavaraT to /A/ in IAN, we get / r /
and / I / in the shortform /rA/. [ lkarasya laparatvam
vaksyami vyakhyasyamfty arthah/ rat Ian iti lakare
yo?karah asau anunasikah pratijnasyate/ atah
svenanyenetarah it iti rephah adih tan -madhyasya samjna
bhavisyati/ ur an raparah iti rephas tan-madhyam
lakaram pratyayayati/ evam api ubhayoh ra-lau kasman
na bhavatah/ MB -D, "p. 149. ] This interpretation is
followed by the later tradition up to Bhattoji Diksita.
Nagesa, however, criticizes this shortform, for being
unhistorical. He points out that Panini independently
uses / r / and / I / in rules like P. 7. 2. 2 (ato Irantasya).
He also notes that if / a / in laN were a meta-element,
Panini would have used the shortform /yA/ for yaN
[LSS, pp. 24-6] . A. M. Ghatage has missed the point
in his explanation: TTA nasalized form (of /a/) is used
by P as an it in Siva-sutra 6̂ , taking advantage of the
fact that Skt. uses no nasal vowels as distinctive."
Ghatage (1972), p. 158. For the right historical view,
see: K. M. K. Sharma (1968), p. 29. Also: Thieme
(1935b), p. 200.

yada ca rkara -lkarayoh savarna -vidhir akrti-grahanac ca
grahanaka -sastram pratyakhyayate tada saty api sruti -
bhede ekakrtitvam eva yatha hrasva -dfrghayor iti7
MB-D, p. 64.
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72. varttika -mate savar neT n -gr ahanam aparibhasyam
akrti -grahanad iti siddhantad rkare Ikara -sa'dharana -
jati -virahenakrti -grahanasambhavat/ SKB, p. 39.

73. tasmad an-grahanam pratyacaksanasya tat-sthane
rgrahanam karttavyaih/ SKB, p. 40.

74. arabdheTpi varttike rkara -lkarayoh savarnyasyanityatam
jnapayitum karttavya eva lkaropadesah/ tena k!3pta -
sikha ity atra guror anrta iti plutah siddhyati7 anyatha
anrta iti nisedhah syat/ rkarena Ikara -grahanat/ SKB,
p. "39.

75. r -1 -varnayoh savarnyam ity anena samana -jatitvasya
evatidesena. . .na dosah/ LSS, p. 129. Also: savarnya-
vacanena samana -jaty -atidesam eva vaksyati,
Cidasthimala on LSS, p. 127.

76 • samano varno jatir ity arthah/ varnasramacaravan ity
adau varna -padena jater vyavaharat iti bhavah,
Sadasivabhattfya on LSS, p. 129.

77. lakara-rephayos ca samana-srutita kavi-sampradaye
prasiddheti rtva-jatir lkareTpy asty eveti tatrapi na
dosah/ BSS'/vol. I, p." 66.

78. a-i_-u_-n iti esu jati-paro nirdesah/ . . . tatra yady api
hrasva-dfrgha-pluta-sadharanf jatir asti tathapi tasya

79.

atra na nirdesah/ an-udit-sutre an-grahanat/ kin tu tad-
vyapya hrasva -matra -vrttir api sa svikriyate, vyavahara -
balslt/ tasya atra nirdesah/ (ata evasya cvau ity adau _an-
udit-sutra-pravrttih)/ ata eva !dfrgha^iam anantvena
savarnagrahakatvamT iti siddhantah sangacchate/ na
caivam api dfrghadfnam actvam na syat/ istapatteh7 an-
udit -sutra -pravrttya, laksanaya vajadi-padais tad-
upasthitih sastre it^ agre nirupayisyamah/ . . . yad va
vyapaka -jati -nirdesa evatra/ an-udit-sutra-prayojanam
tu vaksyate7 BSS, Vol. I, pp. 2-3; also SKB, p. 37.

Actually, / a / and /h / do not have the same internal effort,
according to the Paninian tradition. The short / a / is
samvrta TTclosed,TT while /h / is vivrta rtopen. n In order
to have homogeneity of closed /a7~with open /a / , Panini
considers / a /a l so to be open, within the system. The
final rule of his system, P. 8. 4. 68 (aja), reinstates
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closed / a / for open / a / in the object language. There
were other traditions, which considered short / a / to be
open even in the object language. For instance: Rktantra-
vyakarana (3. 8) says: vivrta-taram akaraikaraukaranam.
The same view is adopted by Abhayanandin in his
Jainendra-mahavrtti [see: Sec. 12.4.1] and by
Hemacandra in his Brhad-vrtti [see: Sec. 12.7.3] . For
views of the Pratisakhyas, see. n. 261. Also Ramajna
Pandeya (1965), p. 160, says that the Gaudas pronounce
open short / a / . K. C. Chattopadhyaya (1974) argues that
Panini himself considered / a / as an open sound. The
later Paninfyas, however, had a closed short /a/under
the influence of ancient Dravidian and they designed the
final rule of the Astadhyayf, P. 8. 4. 68 (a ji), to explain
away the problem. I have dealt with Chattopadhyaya fs
argument in my article "Phonetics of Short / a / in
Sanskrit," which is due to appear in the Indo-Iranian
Journal.

80. jati-pakse dosa eva na, itva-satvadi-jater bhedat,
Cidasthimala on LSS, P. 122, and also Sadasiva-
bhattfyam on LSS, p. 122. Bhattoji is also aware of
this implication: var ttika-mate tu hakarakarayor eka-
jaty-anakrantatvad eva natiprasangah, SKB, p. 123.

81. V. N. Misra (1966), p. 105, gives a very confusing
account of this rule. This view is discussed in Sec. 5.9.

82. udid-grahanam karttavyam eva/ nahi vargyanam ekakrti -
yogo^sti, MB-P? Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 375. Also the
commentaries on LSS, p. 129 and 130.

83. atredam bodhyam/ vyaktih padartho gunah bhedakah ity
abhimanenatra sutreTn-grahanam iti, LSS, p. 132.

84. upattoTpi visesah nantarfyakatvaj jati -pradhanya-
vivaksayam na vivaksyata ity arthah/ MPB, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 60.

85. atra (jati) pakge a~i -u-^-sutra-sesokta-bhasya-rftya
tapara-sutrasya jati -grahana -prapta -savarna -grahana -
niyamakatvavad apratyaya ity asya yoga -vibhagena tat-
prapta -savarna -grahana -nigedhakatvat tyadSdmam ah ity
adau vidheye na dosah/ LSS, pp. 129-30. Also: jati-
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paksefpy anayaiva paribhasaya savarna -grahanam
varanfyam, LSS, p. 125.

86. For various interpretations of P. 1.1. 70, see: Sec.
8.5-6. Also: Deshpande (1972), pp. 213, 249-51.

87. tadvac ca tapara-karanam, Vt on the Siva-sutra 1, MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 71.'Also: Deshpande (1972), p. 213,
fn. 19, and p. 231.

88. evam ca krtva taparah kriyante/ akrti -grahanenati -
prasaktam iti krtva/ MB, Vol, I, Sec. I, p. 71.

89- tulya-nyayaj jati -grahana-prayuktatiprasanga -nivaranaya
taparatvavat vidheye tyadadmam ah it^ adau tad -varanaya
apratyaya iti etad iti bodhitam, MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 71, and p. 376.

90. Deshpande (1972), p. 211, Fn. 15; and Cardona (1965a)
p. 227.

91. See: Sec. 8.5-6.

92. astana a vibhaktav itg atra yatnadhikyad dfrgha -vyakti -
samavetam samanyam grhyate, MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 374. Also: atra tu akara-grahane jati-nirdesad
akara -grahanam prapnoti/ tat tu na prapnoti, prayatna -
bhedat/yatha purva-vaya brahmanah pratyuttheyah/
plutasya tu prapnoti/ tatrapi pariharah/ plutas caT
visaye smrtah iti/ MB-D, p. 57.

9^- kecit tu dfrgha-sad-bheda-vrtty-atva-jater eva atva-
vyapyayas tatra nirdesa iti vadanti/ MB-P-U, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 374.

94. Deshpande (1972), pp. 210-5, 238-42.

95. ibid, p. 239.

96. i ceti hrasvah supathah, SK, p. 272.

97. See: n. 94.

98. SK, p. 2. Traditionally, the term usman is applied to
71?, / s / , / s / and /h / , in the Paninian tradition.
Sometimes Patanjali uses this term with reference to
aspirate stops, but in the present context, the term stands
only for / s / , / s / , / s / and /h / [yady api varga-dvitfya-
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caturthayor api sthaneTntaratama-sutra-bhasyad usmatvam,
tathapi 'vivrtamusmanam' ity atraita eva grhyante/ LSST~
p. 117] . The TPr (i.9) says: pare sa^usmanah TTThe
latter six sounds are usmans,TT and Whitney comments on
this as follows: "Namely, the three sibilants, / s / , / s / ,
and / s / , the jihvamulfya,x, the upadhmanfya,^, and the
aspiration, /h/~. As regards the sounds to which the
name usman Tflatus,T shall be given, the phonetic treatises
are at great variance. The Vaj. Pr. (viii. 22) limits the
class to sibilants and /h/; the Ath. Pr. (see note to i. 31)
apparently adds the guttural and labial spirants and the
more indistinct visarjaniya; the Rik Pr. (i. 2), those and
the anusvara.TT Whitney on the TPr, p. 14.

99. vivrtam svarosmanam, Rktantra -vyakarana 3. 7; tatra-
bhyantarah (21), samvrtatvam vivrtatvam sprstatvam
fsat-sprstatvam ca (22), Candra-varna-sutras, Siksa-
sutrani, p. 25; (usmanam) karana-madhyam tu vivrtam,
TPr (ii. 45); svaranusvarosmanam asprstam sthitam, RPr,
Trayodasa-patala 3; usmanam ca svaranam ca vivrtam
karanam smrtam, verse 29, Die Paniniya-siksa, p. 355;
vivrtam ca svarosmanam, Mandukf-siksa, Siksa-
samgraha, p. 469.

100. sasasahanam yatha-kramam ikara -rkara -lkarakarah
sutra-mate yady api tulyasya -prayatnas tathapi na
savarnah/ najjhalav iti tan-nisedhat/ SKB, p. 118.

101. atra hi sutre TacT iti ikaro grhyamanah savarnam grhnati
iti sakarasyapi grahanam asti/ svltmani kriya -virodhad
asminn eva sutre idam eva na vyapriyata Iti savarnatva -
nisedha ikara -sakarayoh nasti/ . . . asti ca purvena
savarnatvam ikara-sakarayor iti bhavah7~MB-P, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 160; also LSS, p. 122.

102. This problem does not arise with other vowels like / i /
or /u/ . The sound / a / is an /a-N/ sound and represents
its homogeneous sounds. The sounds / s / , / s / and / s /
could be perhaps represented by / i / , / r / and / I / , but
cannot represent them, since they are not /a-N/ sounds.
Bhattoji mentions various problems which this would
create. He says: tatha ca purva-paksa-varttikam-
ajjhaloh pratisedhe sakara-pratisedhoTijhaltvat iti/ atra
sakara-grahanaiii saram upalaksanam/kin ca avarnasya-
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stadasadha bhinnasya parasparam savarnyam na syat/
tatas ca TdandagramT ity adau dirgho na syat/ tatha hi
hakarena grahanat akaro hal, aksu pathac ca ac/ SKB,
p. 121.'

103. ajjhaloh pratisedhe sakara-pratisedhoTjjhaltvat, Vt. on
P. 1.1.10, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 160.

104. ac caiva hi sakaro hal ca/ katham tavad actvam/ ikarah
savarna -grahanena sakaram api grhnatity evam actvam/
halsu copadesa'd dhaltvam/ BM, Vol! I, Sec. I, p. 160.

105. tatra savarna-lope dosah, Vt. on P. 1.1.10, parassatani
karyani/ jharo jhari savarne iti lopo na prapnoti/ MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 160.

106. siddham anactvat, Vt. on P. 1.1.10, MB, Vol. I, Sec.
I, p. 160.

107. Apparently, Patanjali himself is not quite sure of the
interpretation of this varttika. He gives another
alternative explanation of the sequence: siddham anactvat,
vakyaparisamapter va. In this second interpretation, he
s a y s : siddham etat/lcatham/ anctvat/ katham anactvam/
vakyapari samapter va/ MB7 Vol. I? Sec. I, p. 162. In
this interpretation, both the varttikas together form one
solution, but as Patanjali himself notes, the word va T?orTT

becomes purposeless [ asmin pakse va ity etad
asamarthitam bhavati, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 162] .

108. siddham etat/ katham/ anactvat/ katham anactvam/
Tsgrstam sparsanam karanamV fj^at~sgfstam antah-
sthanamT/"^vivrtam usmanam,T ^sad itj; anuvartate/
Tsvaranarh caT vivrtam, _T?^ lM nivrttam/ MB, Vol. I,
Sec. I," p. 160.

109. sutra -pratyakhyana -sadharanam uktam/ prayatna -bhedad
ajjhaloh savarna-samjnayah praptir eva nastfty arthah/
MB-P,'Vol. I,' Sec. I, p. 161.

HO. vastutas tukta-ritya (prayatna-bhedena) sutram eva
narambhanfyam ity arthah/ SKB, p. 121.

HI- TT^£ 1.31 reads usmanam vivrtam ca, in which ca refers
to jjsat of 1.30, hence the spirants are classed as fsad-
viyrta.Tt Car dona (1965a), p. 226. This interpretation
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of the APr 1. 31 clearly follows Patanjali. This, however,
may not necessarily be the meaning of the original rule.
See: Sec. 4. 7.

112. bhasyakaras tu TnajjhalauT ity asya pratyakhyanavasare
usmanam svaranam cesad-vivrtatvam vivrtatvam ceti
vailaksanyam vaksyanti/^SKB, p. 117. Also: sapta-
prayatna iti bhasya-ritya..., Sadasivabhattfya on LSS,
p. 92. bhasyakira-mate tu prayatna-bheda eveti vaksyate/
SKB, p. 118.

113. bhasya-mate tu santu sapta-pr ayatnah, LSS, p. 103.

H4. svaranam usmanam caiva vivrtam karanam smrtam/
tebhyoTpi viyrtav enau tabhyam aicau tathaiva ca/ iti
siksa-vakyat vivrtatara -vivrtatamay oh pratftya najjhalav
iti sutra-bhasyad usmanam isad-vivrtatvasya ca
pratftya. .. , LSS, p. 103. The verse quoted by Nagesa
is No. 29 in the Yajus Recension of the Paninfya-siksa
[See: Die Paninfya-siksa, p. 355] .

115- tatha ca siksa-vivrta-karanah svarah, tebhya ^o^
vivrtatarau, tabhyam ai au, tabhyam agy akarah,
saihvrtoTkarah/, KS-P and KS-N, Vol. I, p. 22. Also:
Siksa-sutrani, pp. 3-4, 12, 25.

11^- avarnasya tarhi aicos ca savarna-samjna prapnoti/ [na] ,
vivrtataravarnav etau/^IB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 155;
also: santu sapta -pr ayatnah/ mastu ca najjhalav iti
sutram/ ata eva TtulyasyeTti sutre bhasyg avarnasyaicam
SB: savarnyam asankya vivrtataratvenaiva parihrtam/
BSS, Vol. I, p. 48.

(bhasya-mate) santu sapta-pr ayatnah/ evam ca
dedaitor odautos ca na savarnya-prasaktih prayatna-

bhedad ity alam/^SS, p. 48. Also: MB-P-U, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 161.

118. sasasahanam yatha-kramam ikara-rkara-lkarakarah
sutrakara-mate tulyasya-prayatnah/ SKB, p. 118.

119. na ca TnajjhalavT iti nirdesena bhasyokta-prayatna-
bhedasya sutrakarabhipretatvam kalpyate iti vacyam/
BSR, p. 12.
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120. najjhalav iti sutrena vivrtatva-vyapyanam esam savarna-
samjnanupayuktatva-bodhanam ity asayat/, LSS, p. 103.
The commentary Visamapadavivr ti on LSS (p. 102)
believes that P. 1.1.10 is necessary even after accepting
PatanjaliTs proposal of prayatna-bheda. It points out that
the special variety / * 1 / is jjsat-sgrstaJTwith slight contactTT

like the consonant / I / , and both have the same point of
articulation, i .e. danta TTteeth." For this reason, they
would be mutually homogeneous. To avoid this, we have
to take recourse to P. 1.1.10. That / * 1 / is jjsat-sgrsta_
is quite clear. It is also clear that this special variety
/ * 1 / is not homogeneous with / I / which is vivrta "open.TT

See: TT.. .die beiden Laute [/*r/ und /*1/] nicht TacT

heissen, wenn sie nicht ausdriicklich durch Hinzufiigung
einer Angabe so genannt werden. Sie sind also weder
i n d e n t s . [£iva-sutra] aufgefiihrt, noch den dort
aufgefuhrten Lauten /r/und /]/ rgleichlautig. ™ Thieme
(1935b), p. 181. The view expressed by Vi samapadavivr ti
involves some element of anachronism. The sounds /*r/~
and / * 1 / are not mentioned by Panini, but are introduced
by Katyayana in his varttikas rti *r va and lti_ *1 va on
P. 6.1.101 (akah savarne dfrghah). It is quite possible
that these sounds themselves are of a later date in
Sanskrit usage. Again the commentatore are not sure if
these sounds are vocalic. We could say that / * 1 /
[ i .e . alia] is less vocalic than / I / [ i .e . ala] and is more
vocalic than / I / .

121. bhasya-mate tu santu sapta -prayatnah/ evam caidaitos
ca na savarnya -prasaktih, prayatna -bhedad iti bodhyam/
najjhalav iti sutram api prayatna -bheda -prapta-savarnya-
bhavanuvadakam sat tasyaiva bodhakam/ ata eva bhasye
tan na vaktavyam iti noktam/ LSS, p. 103. Also: atra
pakse najjhalav iti sutram pratyakhyatam iti bhramam
niracaste/ Cidasthimala on LSS, p. 103. Madhukar
Phatak (1972, pp. 146-7) says that even Panini knew the
subdivisions of vivrta into_Fsad"Vivrta etc., but he did
not accept them in "the context of the notion of homogeneity.
Jagadfsa Citracarya [giksa-sastram, p. 12] ascribes a
fivefold division of internal efforts to Panini including
_fsad-vivrta. These suggestions are groundless.
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122. yadi tu sutra-vrttyadisu sraddha-jadyam apahaya
prayatna -bhedad evaitad -vyavarttya -savarnyanam na
savarnyam ity ucyate, tada santu sapta -prayatnah,
mastu ca najjhalav iti sutram/ BSS. Vol. I, p. 48.

123. Kielhorn (1876b), p. 193.

124. Siksa-sutrani, pp. 3-4. Limaye (1974, pp. 57-8) refers
to this passage in the Apisali-siksa, and says that
Patanjali probably quotes from this SiksiL In support of
his view, he quotes a passage from Vrsabhadeva's
commentary on the Vakya-padfya which ascribes the
above passage in Patanjali to a Siksakara. B. A. van
Nooten (1973, p. 409) thinks that Patanjali quotes from
the Apisali siksa, rather than the Siksa_ quoting Patanjali.
However, I think that the Apisali siksa in its present
form is post-Patanjali. If he knew this text as we know
it, he would have directly quoted this Siksa^to show that
spirants are fsad-vivrta TTslightly open,M instead of
quoting the SCA and reinterpreting it. For more details
on the chronology of the Apisali siksa, see my article
now in preparation for the Journal of the Oriental Institute,
Baroda, "The Date of the Apisali -siksa -sutras.TT

125. Thieme (1935a), p. 87, Fn. 2.

126. APr, p. 360. Also see: n. 111.

127. Die Paniniya &ksa, pp. 355-6.

128. Ibid, p. 355.

129. lsad-vivrta-karana usmanah/vivrta-karana va/ giksa-
sutrani, p. 12.

130. fsad-vivrta-karana tismanah/ Siksa-sutrani, p. 3.

131. R. Pandeya (1965), p. 202.

132. VPr (W), pp. 118-9: ardha-sprstatasya-prayatna usmanoT

nusvaras ca.

133. usmanoTrdha-sprsah/ Yajnavalkya-siksa, giksa-samgraha,
pi 32*.

134. ardha-sprstas ca vijneya usmap.0 varna-vedibhih/,
Varna-ratna-pradfpika-siksa, Siksa-saihgraha, p. 120.
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135. S. C. Vasu (1891), Vol. I, pp. 62-3.

136. Ibid.

137. Ibid., p. 13.

138. See: Sec. 7.2.2.

139. S. D. Joshi (1969), p. 23. His footnote 127 on p. 23
says: "The principle of grahana means that all vowels
included in the pratyahara /aN/ stand for themselves
and their corresponding homo-organic varieties also.?T

This needs to be enlarged, since semi-vowels also
represent their homogeneous varieties by P. 1.1. 69.
Similarly, P. 1.1. 69 also says that sounds marked
with /U/ stand for their homogeneous sounds.

140. Ibid., fn. 128.

141. Ibid., fn. 130. On the maxim grahanan-grahane grahana-
bhavah, which is quoted by Kaiyata, S. D. Joshi says:
"The quotation is probably from the lost part of
Bhartrhari's Mahabhasya -dfpika.TT It is actually found
in MB-D, p. 174 (SwaminathanTs edn.). Also see n. 161.

142. evaifr ca hal iti sutre lakarasya it-samjnayam satyam
Tadir antyena sahetaT iti hal -sam jna -siddhau Thal antyamT

iti sutra -pravrttih; Thal antyamT iti sutrena hal-sutre
lakarasya it-samjnayam Tadir antyena saheta* iti hal-
samjna-siddhih/ ity evam Thal antyam,r Tadir antyenaT

it^ anayoh paraspara-sapeksatvena anyonyasrayatvad
abodhah/ Balamanorama on SK (M), Vol. I, p. 5.

143. eka-sesa-nirdesad va, Varttika 5 on P. 1.1.3, MB, Vol. I,
Sec. II," p. 130.

144. hal ca hal ca hal, hal-antyam it samjnam bhavati/ MB,
Vol. I, Sec. II, p. 130.

145. hasya 1 hal/ hal ity ekah sasthf-tatpurusah/ dvitfyah
pratyaharah/ MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. II, p." 1*30.

146. tasmad vakya-dvayam apy anta-pada-ghatitam/ dvandvante
sruyamanasyaiva pratyekam sambandhat/ tayos ca
tantrenoccaranam bhasye iti hal -sutrantyam antyam ca
hal it it^; eva bhasyarthah/^kasesa-sabdena ca bhasye
tantram laksyate/ MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 130]
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147. hal antyam/ hal iti sutre'ntyam it syat/ adir antyena
saheta/ antyeneta sahita adir madhyaganam svasya ca
samjna syat/ / i t i hal-samjnayam/ hal-antyam/
upadeseTntyam hal it sy§t/, SK,~p^ 1.

148. yatha ac ca gheh ity adau guna-darsanena ghi-sabdasyapi
ghi-samjna-bodhyatvam/ LSR, p. 21.

1^9. nanv evam Ttulyasya-prayatnam savarnam,T TnajjhalavT

ity adav rakah savarne dirghahT iti dfrghoTpi na
pravartteteti cet, na, savarna-samjnady-uttara-kale
pravarttamanasya dirgha -sastrasya dandadhakadav iva
ihapy apratibaddha -pravrttikatvat, uddesyatavacchedaka -
rupakrantatvavisesat/ . . . anyatha vyakarana -sastra -
parisflana -vikalanam kvapi sabda -bodho na syat/ tatha
vaiyakarananam api vyakarana -sutra-ghataka-sabdesu
vyakaranad eva sadhutva -bodhe tad -uttara -kale ca
vakyarthavagatau atmasrayanyonyasraya -cakrakanam
durvaratvat iti dik/ SKB, p. 122.

150. Yat tu varnopadesa-kaleTjadi-saijijiianam anispadat-
sandhir neti/ tan"na/ varnopadesa it-samjnayam ac-
pratyahare ca jnate, TupendraT ity adau tatastha
i vodde syatavac chedakavac chinne varnopadesadav api
pravrtter apadayituih sakyatvat/ vakyaparisamapti -
nyayasya tu nayam visayah/"v¥kyarthapratibandhakatvat/
• • • ?*a eva Tsarupanam,? TnajjhalavT ity adav ekasesa-
dfrghadi siddhyati/ spasta ceyaiti rftir TbhuteT iti sutre
trtfye bhasya -kaiyatayoh/"tatra hi Tbhute ity adhikara-
sraya nistha, bhuta-kriya-visaya-nistha-vidhanasrayo
bhutadhikara! ity anyonyasrayam asankya, Tbhuta -sabdo
hi nityah, sastram canvakhyana-matramT ity asritya
samahitam/ BSS,~Vol. I, pp. 3-4. Patanjali discusses
this question in detail. The affixes Kta and KtavatU,
called nistha, are prescribed under the section bhute
Mto signify past tense" [ P. 3. 2. 84] . Now the word bhuta
itself is derived by applying the affix Kta to the root bhu.
This involves an apparent interdependence. Unless we
derive the word bhuta, there cannot be a prescription of
the affix Kta, and unless this affix is prescribed, we
cannot have the word bhuta. This is solved by saying
that the word bhuta is actually nitya "eternal, existing
in the usage," and the science of grammar only explains
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the existing words. Also see: MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec.
I, p. 63.

151. Misra (1966), p. 105.

152. vakyaparisamapter va, Varttika 4 on P. 1.1.10, MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 161.

153. varnanam upadesas tavat/ upadesottara-kalet-samjna/
it "samjnottara -kala Tadir antyena sahetaT iti pratyaharah/
pratyaharottara -kala savarna-samjna/ savarna-
saftij nottara -kalam Tanudit savarnasya capratyaya* iti
savarna -grahanam/ etena sarvena samuditena vakyena
anyatra savarnanam grahanam bhavati/ MB, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 161*.

154. anumanam dvividham svartham parartham ca/ . . .y&t tu
svayam dhumad agnim anumaya para -pratipatty -artham
pancavayavam vakyam prayunkte, tat pararthanumanam/
yatha parvato vahniman dhumavattvat/yo yo dhumavan
sa vahniman yatha mahanasah/ tathacayam/ tasmat
tatha iti/ TS , p. 37.

155. tatah Tadir antyena sahetaT iti pratyahara-siddhih/ tato
TnajjhalavT itj etad-vakyartha-bodhah/ tatofpavada-
Yl?SZ§:-pariharena savarna-samjna-niscaye sati
grahanaka-sastra-pravrttih/ na tv etat-sutra-nispatti -
samayeT^KB, p. 121. "

156. ni sedha -paryalocanam vina notsargasya vakyartho laksye
pravrttis ca/ Tkniti ceT ti sutre ni sedha -sutranam
paribhasatvangikarenaikavakyataya eva yuktatvat/
najjhalav iti sutrat purvam ikaradisu samjfla-pravrtti -
samaye ajjhalor api pravrttatvena bhuktavantam prati
ma bhunkthah iti vakyasyeva nisedha -vakyasya
vaiyarthyapa'tteh/^SS. Vol. I, p. 68.

157. tatha caitat-paryalocanottaram savarna-padartha-jnane
jateTnudit itg asya vakyartha -bodhah/ vakyartha -bodhe
padartha -jnanasya karanatvat/ . . . vakyasya
aparisamaptatvam ca savarna -pada -vacya -nirnayam vina
savarna -grahana -bodhanasamarthyam iti bodhyam7~BSS,
Vol. f, p. 68. "

1^8. itah purvam grahanaka-sastram eva na nispannam iti
katham na paryalocayeh/ SKB, p. 122; also: PM, p. 53.
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160.

161.

~ ± - v, najjhalav ity adau dirghadfnam na grahanam,
tat -pranayana -kale tad-arthasyaiva ajnanena hrasva-
bhiprayenaiva prayuktatvat/ BSR, p. 13.

Thieme (1935b), p. 206.
iha tu nasti grahanam Tanudit savarnasya capratyayaT

iti/ kim karanam? asmin grahane aparinispannatvat
samina -samjni -sambandhasya, grahanan -grahane
;rahanabhavah, grahanaka -sastrasya anabhinirvrttatvat,grahanabhavah, grahanaka y

grahanantarasya cabhavat, svatmani ca kriya-virodhat/
tatra hi an-grahane grahanaka-sastram anabhinirvrttam t
kriyamanatvat samjna-samjni-sambandhasyd/
^rahanantaram ca nasti/ svaTmani ca kriya viruddhyate/

163.

165.

166.

167.

168.

169.

/atha ghato natmanam saknoti sprastum/ MB-D, pp. 174-5
(Swaminathanrs edn.).
isad ity asyananuvrttim samana -prayatnatam ca svikrtya
sutrarambha-pakseTpy aha -vakyapari samapter veti/
SKB, p. 121.
akarasya tapara -karanam savarnartham, bhedakatvat
svarasya, Varttikas 13-4 on P. 1.1.1, MB, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 113.
abhedaka guna^ity eva nyayyam/ kuta etat/ yad ayam asthi-
dadhi -sakthy -aksnam anan udatta ity udatta -grahanani
karoti/^adi bhedaka gunah syuh, udattam evoccarayet/
MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 113.
asandeharthas tarhi takarah/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 114.

jin savarnasyeti svaranunasikya-kala-bhedat, Varttika
l^'onP.lll.69, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p.

taduktam varttika-karena-akaradfnam tapara-karanam
savarnartham, bhedakatvat svarasya i t i / &n savarnasyeti
svar anunasikya -kala -bhedad iti uktavato bhedakatvam
evabhipretam/ sutrakarasya ca sayarneT^ -grahanat...
bhedakatvam apy astfty anumfyate/, MB-D, p. 155.

atredam bodhyam/ vyaktih padartho gunah bhedaka ity
abhimanenatra sutr e Tn -grahanam iti/LSS, p. 132.

anudit -sutre Tn -grahanad anityeyam iti dhyeyam/
Paribhasa-vrtti by Nflakantha Diksita, PBS, p. 312.
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170. abhedaka udattadaya iti siddhantasya ca te savarna -
samjna -bhedakatvena na vivaksita ity arthah/ BSS,
Vol. I, p. 47.

171. See: n. 19.

172. tatranuvrtti -nirdese savarnagrahanam anantvat, Varttika,
MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 66.'

173. ekatvad akarasya siddham, Varttika, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 66.

174. akrti-grahanat siddham, Varttika, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p.'70.

175. rupa-samanyad va, Varttika, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 71.

176 • n a n u £& savarna -grahanenatiprasaktam iti krtva taparah
kriyeran/ . . . pratyakhyayate tat - T savarne Tn -grahanam
aparibhasyam, akrti -grahanatT iti/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 71.

^77. ekoTyam akaro yas caksara-samamnaye, yas canuvrttau,
yas ca dhatv-adi-sthah/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 66.'

178. ekaivakara-vyaktir udattadi-pratibhasas tu vyafljaka-
dhvani-krtah/ MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 66.

179. yadi punar ime varnah-adityavat syuh, Vt. --tad
yathadityah anekadhikaranastho yugapad desa -prthaktvesu
upalabhyate/MB, Vol. f, Sec. I, p. 66. punar apy
ekatva-nityatve sadhayati/ MB-P-U, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 70. Compare: adityavad yaugapadyam, MS 1.1.15,
anc* Z§^ tZ eka-desasya sato nana-desesu yugapad darsanam
anupapannam iti/ adityam pasya devanam-priya/ ekah
sann aneka-desavasthita iva laksyate/ Sabara on MS,
Vol. I, Pt. I, p. 80. Also: Biardeau (1964), p. 178 ff.

180. Visvesvarasuri clearly says: tasmad astadasaivakara-
vyaktayo nityah, VSSN, p. 83. He has a detailed
discussion of the Nyaya and Mimamsa views on this point
[ibid. pp. 77 ff.] .

181- karyatve nityatayaiii va kecid ekatva -vadinah/ karyatve
nityatayam va kecin nanatva-vadinah// VP, I. 70, P. 7.
The commentary Ratnaprakasa on the MB says that those
who consider that there is only one sound individual must
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accept sounds to be eternal, and those who consider that
there are many sound individuals must accept that
sounds are non-eternal. Those who accept that there
are many sound individuals and yet accept that sounds
are eternal have not properly understood the meaning of
the Bhasya. [ eka -vyakti -vadinam mate hi varnanam
nityatavasyabhyupeyji/ aneka -vyakti -vadi -mate tv
anityataiveti/ . . .evam caneka-vyaktikatva-pakse Tpi
varnanam nityatvam ye'ngikurvanti te tv atratya-bhasya -
sva -rasanabhijna bhranta eveti spastam eva sudhiyam/"
Ratnaprakasa, MPV, p. 132.]

182. vyakti-pakse grahanaka-sastrarambhat/ MB-P, Vol. I,
Sec. I, p. 63; also: vyaktih padartho guna bhedakah ib[
abhimanenatra sutreTn-grahanam/ LSS, p. 132.

-^3. ek^ avarna -vyaktir iti pakse tu yady api siddhyati/
MB-P-U", Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 373.

184. any a-bhavyam tu kala -sabda -vyavayat and yugapac ca
desa -prthaktva -dar sanat, Varttikas, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 69. '

185. anya-bhavyam tv akarasya kala-sabda-vyavayat/ . . .
kala -vyavayat -danda^ agram/ sabda -vyavayat "dandajti/ na
caikasyatmano vyavayena bhavitavyam/ bhavati cet,
bhavaty anya-bhavyam akarasya/ . . . yugapac ca desa-
prthaktva -darsanan manyamahe -anya -bhavyam akarasyeti/
yad ayam yugapac ca desa-prthaktvesupalabhyate/ asvah7
arkah, arthah iti/ na h^ eko devadatto yugapat srughne
£§ bhavati madhurayam ca7MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 68.

186. tad yatha tSn eva satakan acchadayamah, ^e
mathurayam, tan eva salfn bhunjmahe, ^e magadhesu
tad evedam bhavatah ki£?l£2:?§^H IBS niathurayam
grhftam, anyasmims canyasmims ca rupa-samanyat
tad evedam iti bhavati/ evam iMpi rupa -samanyat
siddham/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 71. Referring to this
passage,. the commentary Ratnaprakasa says that
similarity (sadrsya) in this context has to be accepted in
a specific sense: there should be difference of two
individuals with identity of all properties. [ tatra sadrsyam
sarva -dharma -samye sati vyakti -bheda -prayuktam
grahyam, Ratnaprakasa, MPV, p. 121.]
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187. rupa-samanyad va/ katham ayam pariharah/ tatra kecid
varnayanti/ yady apy akrtir naiva syad evam api na dosah/
yatha karsapanadisv asatyam jatau bhavatas tavan
mathurayam karsapanam a sty atha cartha-vasty eva/
MB-D, p. 58.

188. siddham tv avasthita varna vaktus ciracira-vacanad
vrttayo visisyante, Varttika on P. 1.1. 70.

189. See: n. 166.

190. See: n. 188.

191. hrasva-dirgha-plutas tu svata eva bhinna bhinnair
dhvanibhir abhivyajyanta iti tesam kala-bhedah/ MB -P,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 378. Nagesa totally reinterprets
Kaiyata: kaiyate hrasva-dirgha-plutas tu svata eva
bhinna itj asya vyanjaka -bhedenaropita -bheda eva
bhinnair dhvanibhir vyajyanta itj arthafr7"MB-P-U, Vol.,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 379. This is not true to Kaiyatafs
intention.

192. yarnantaratvam evahuh kecid dfrgha-plutadisu, KumarilaTs
^loka-varttika, Sphota-vada section, verse 45.

193. svabhava-bhedan nityatve hrasva-dfr gha-plutadisu/
prakrtasya dhvaneh kalah sabdasyety upacaryate/7
sabdasyordhvam abhivyakter vrtti-bhedam tu vaikrtah/
dhvanayas samupohante sabdatma tair na bhidyate/7"
VP, I. 76-77. See: TTWhereas length in terms of the
time required for utterance (duration or quantity) is a
phonological parameter according to some modern
linguists, the parameter of temporal length is not
applied by the Paninians in determining the varnas. In
other words, the former may hold that the difference
between /u/ , /u / and /u / . . .is phonemic in Sanskrit,
for a variation in meaning results when one is substituted
for the other in some minimal pairs; for example, pura
TcityT and pura Tflood.T But a Paninian does not hold
that /u/ , /u / and /u / are three distinct varnas of the
Sanskrit language; he reduces all these forms to a sort
of common-factor form in his list of the varnas and sees
two different realizations of one-varna in pura and pura.
Thus, he attributes the difference in temporal length to
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the sound-substance rather than to the entity which the
sound-substance manifests/' Aklujkar (1970), p. 10.
This needs to be modified slightly. Panini and Katyayana
considered length etc. to be distinctive features [ see:
Sec. 6. 5-8 and Sec. 6.12 above] . The Paninfya-siksa
[verse 3] says: tri^astis catuhsastir va varnas sambhu-
mate matah TTIn the view of Siva, there are sixty-three
or sixty-four varnas r sounds. ™ Here, we have to count
short and long vowels as separate varnas. Even in the
Pratisakhyas, we find short and long vowels listed
separately. At the same time, there exists a higher-
level notion of varna^TT sound-class,n which is seen in
the affixation of -varna to short vowels to include long
varieties. However, this class-notion is not contradictory
to short and long vowels being phonemically distinct. The
higher notion of varna, or the notions of savarna-grahana
or Katyayana's varnakrtiare all supra-phonemic notions.
They are rather convenient ways of grouping sounds
which are phonemically distinct from each other. These
notions are in the background of BhartrhariTs notion of
sphota, which also stands on a supra-phonemic level.
Bhartrhari himself considered features of length etc. to
be phonemically distinctive, though they were not
distinctive at the supra-phonemic level of sphota
[see: Sec. 6.13] .

194. Deshpande (1972), pp. 226-7.

195. Ibid., p. 233.

196. Ibid., p. 239.

197. Thieme (1958), p. 33.

198. Ibid.

199. agrhfta-savarnanam eva naijhalav iti nisedha iti sthitam/
SKB, p. 123. 'Visvesvarasuri [VSSN, p. 242] refers to
a difference of opinion between Kaiyata and Bhattoji
Diksita. Kaiyata says that P. 1.1.10 is needed to avoid
undesired homogeneity between / a / and /h/ , and / i / and
/ s / . Bhattoji adds to this / r / and / s / , and /]/ and / s / .
These two cases are not mentioned by Kaiyata.
Visvesvarasuri says the Kaiyata accepted the RPr view
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that / r / and / I / are both jihvamuliya f'produced at the
root of the tongue,TT and hence they cannot be homogeneous
with / s / and / s / , which are cerebral and dental
respectively. Visvesvarasuri believes that the same
view was shared by Panini and Katyayana. He also points
out [ VSSN, p. 244] that if P. 1.1. 69 were to apply to
P. 1.1.10, different varieties of / a / will not be homo-
geneous with each other.

200. evam ikaro'py atrekarena na grhyata iti ikara-
sakarayoh savarnatvam asti/ MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 161.

201. jrad etad Takah savarne dirghaT iti pratyahara -grahanam,
tatrekara ikaram grhnati, sakaram na grhnati/ MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 161.

202. atra ca na ikaro grhfto napi sakara iti ikara -sakarayoh
pratisiddha savarna-samjna, ikara -sakarayos tulyatvat
savarnyam, iti kumarf sete iti savarnya -karyam
ekadesah prapnoti/ aj-adhikaran nivartate/ MB-D,
p. 153. '

203. MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 161; KS, Vol. Iv, p. 571;
SKB, p. 123; Rupavatara, Pt. I, p. 11; Prakriya-
Kaumudf, Pt. I, pp. 67-8; SK, p. 7.

204. yada tusmanam fsad-vivrtatvam asritya !najjhalavT iti
sutram pratyakhyayate, tadeha ?aciT iti nanuvartanfyam/
PM, p. 173. Also: BSS, Vol. I, p. 205.

205. katham punar idam pratyudaharanam upapadyate, yavata
Tanudit savarnasya capratyayahT ity atra hakarena akaro
grhyata it i / asti hy akarasya hakarena saha savarnatvam,
tulya -sthana -prayatnatvat/ sthanam asti hy anayos
tulyam iti ?akuhavisarjanfyah ka,nthyah? iti/ prayatnoTpi
tulyah-Tvivrtam karanam usmanam svaranam caT iti/
tasmat saty apinkor iti prapnoty eva murdhanyah,
TnajjhalavT iti savarna-samjna-fa] -pratisedhad iti cet,
naisa dosah7~yad ayam rvayasyasu murdhno matupT itj
atrakarad uttarasya sakarasya murdhanyam akrtva
nirdesam karoti, tatoTvasfyate hakaro grhyamano nakaram
grahayati; anyatha TvayasyasuT iti nirdesam na kuryat/
KS-N, Vol. 6, p. 544.
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206. yatha...Ikara-sakarayoh savarnyam apratisiddham,
tatha akara-hakarayor api/ tatah kirn? hakarenakarasya
grahanat satva-prasangah? naisa^dosah, hakaro vivrtah,
akaro vivrtatarah/ . . . evaih ca krtva 'istakasu,T

TvayasyasuT ity adayo nirdesa upapadyante/ KS-P, Vol. 6,
p. 544.

207. evam sthite fmalasuT ity adau satvam na syat/
hakarenakara-grahane sati TgaurisuT ity adivat inah
paratvanapayat/ki^ca TvisvapabhihT ity atra ?ho dhahf iti
dhatvam syat/ Tvag asihT ity atra Tjhayo hoTnyatarasyamT

iti akarasya ghakarah syal/ fgasfdhvamT it^ atra ^nah
sfdhvamT iti murdhanyadesah syat/ TdasfstaT ity adau
Tdader dhator ghahT iti ghatvam syat/ Trlma ayatiT ity
adau ?hasi caT it^ utvaih syat/ !deva ayantiT ity adau
Thali sarvesamT iti nityo yalopah syat/ TcakhayitaT ity
adau Tyasya halahT iti yalopah syat/ TsyenayitaT ity adau
Tkyasya vibhasaT iti lopas syat/ TniccayyaT ity atra Thalo
yamam yami iopahT iti yalopas ca syat iti bahupaplava-
prasangah/ SKB, p. 123.

2^^- yiy^3so itg adau Tguror anrtahT iti plutad akarat parasya
sanah satvam/ SKB, pp. 123-4. Also: PM, p. 53.

2^9- atrocyate -akaro na hakarasya savarnah TtatoTpy akarahT

ity a -i -u -n-sutrodahrta -siksa -rftya bhinna ~prayatnatvat/
T savartieT n -grahanam aparibhasyam akrti -grahanatT iti
varttika -mate tu hakarakarayor eka -jaty -anakrantatvad
eva natiprasangahT'yad va akara-sahitah ac ac, sa ca
hal ca ajjhalav iti sutre akara -prasleso vyakhyeyah/^
tenakarasyacam ca halbhih saha savarnyam nisidhyate/
akara-praslese lingaiii tu Tkala-samaya -velasu tumunT

ity adi-nirdesah/ atra pakse as ca a3s ceti dvandvena
savarna -dirghena ca TnajjhalavT iti sutre dfrghat parah
plutoTpi nirdista iti vyakhyeyam/Tena Tyiya3soT ity adau
Tguror anrtahr iti plutad akarat parasya sanah satvam
nety avadheyam7 bhasya-mate tusmanam isad-vivrtata-
bhyupagamena savarnya -prasaktir eva nastfti sutra -
pratyakhyanat sakalam anavilam/ SKB, pp. 123-4;
also PM, p. 153.

210. akara-praslese lingam tu Tkala -samaya -velasu tumunT

ity adi-nirdesah/ SKB, pp. 123-4; also PM? p. 52.
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This device of inserting a sound in the rule to yield a
new interpretation is not unfamiliar in the Paninian
tradition. Kielhorn comments: TTA long or even a short
vowel often results from the coalition of two or more
vowels. How this simple fact may be turned to account
in grammatical discussions, may be seen from the
following examples. In Vol. I. p. 501, Katyayana states
that the single vowel / a / (da), which by P.II. 4. 85
is substituted in the Periphrastic Future for the ordinary
personal terminations ti and ta, takes place of the
whole original termination (and not merely, according
to P.I. 1. 52, of their final letters), because / a / may be
regarded as a combination of the two vowels / a / - / a / ;
and that for this reason Panini is justified in not attaching
the Anubandha / s / to the substitute da (compare P . I . I . 55).
According to Patanjali, Panini might similarly have
omitted the Anubandha / s / of the term as in P.II. 4. 32
(Vol. I, p. 481), and of the term as in P. VII. 1.27
(Vol. Ill, p. 251), because even (short) / a / may be
regarded as a combination of / a / - / a / . According to
Patanjali, again, loka- in P.II.3.69 may be regarded as
the result of the combination / la / - /u/- /uka/- , and no
additional rule is required to teach that words like
cikfrsu, which are formed with /u/ , are not construed
with the genitive case (Vol. I, p. 469).TT Kielhorn
(1887), p. 248. Kielhorn also rightly expresses his
doubts about the validity of such interpretations [Kielhorn
(1887), p. 245] .

211. ukta-nirdesad eva savarnyabhavasya kalpane tu anumanika -
vacana -kalpanapatah/ pada -vibhaga -matra -tatparya -
kalpane tu na kincid gauravam/ BSR, p. 52. Also:
LSR, pp. 52-3. Narayanabhatta in his Prakriya-sarvasva
accepts that PaniniTs usages are sufficient to avoid
homogeneity of / a / and /h/ , and there is no need to
reinterpret P. 1.1.10. [najjhalau itjr atra dirgha-haloh
savarnyanisedhat akarasya hakarena savarna -grahat
intvena TsomapasuT TramasuT itj adau satvam praptam
Tvayasyasu mtirdhno matupr iti nirdesan na syat/ "
Prakriya -sarvasva, Pt. IV, p. 150: also: S. Venkata
Subromonia (1972), p. 102. ] This is similar to
JinendrabuddhiTs view. See: n. 205.
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212. rephosmanam savarna na santi/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 88. Limaye (1974, p . 46) considers this to be a
quotation from the Sgisali-siksa. He considers several
lines from the MB as being quotations from this text
[ibid. , pp. 56-8] .

213. Abhyankar (1969), p . 100.

214. vrttau bhasye tatha dhatu-nama-parayanadisu/
viprakfrnasya tantrasya kriyate sara -samgrahah//
KS, Vol." I, p . 3.

215. TT.. .the compilers of the Kasika have diligently used that
grammar ( i .e . Candra-vyakarana), although they never
mention i t ." ' Kielhorn, "The Chandra-Vyakarana and
the Kasika-vritti, " The Indian Antiquary, June, 1886,
p. 184.

216. Quoted in Kielhorn (1891), p. 107.

217. S. C. Vasu (1891), Vol. I, p . 13.

218. Renou (1966), Vol. I, p. 5.

219. BShtlingk (1887), p. 3.

220. On the history of the interpretation of halantyam (P. 1. 3. 3),
see: Thieme (1957a), pp. 51-3.

221. [A] : P . 1. 2. 45 (arthavad adhatur apratyayah pratipadikam),
P . 8. 3. 41 (idudupadhasya capratyayasya).

[B] : 1) apratyaya iti cet tib-ekadese, Vt. 13 on
P .1 .2 .45 . "•""

2) cino luki ta -grahananarthakyam samghatasya-
pratyayatvat, Vt. l^on P. 6. 4.104.

^) hiraati pratyaya -grahanam apratyaya -samjna -
pratisedhartham, Vt. 1_on P. 1.1.61.

4) y^thagrhftasyadesa -vacanad apratyayasthe
siddham, Vt. 4 o n P . 6 . 1 . 1 3 .

5) mamaka -narakayor upasamkhyanam
apratyayasthatvat, Vt. £on P. 7. 3. 44.

222. Deshpande (1972), lp . 237-8 and 242-3.

223. KS, Vol. 1, p. 244. As an example, KS cites the
affixes / u / and / a / taught by P. 3. 2.168 and P . 3. 3.102.
But in other places, it again seems to accept the
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Maxim [1] , see: KS, Vol. 5, p. 631.

224. Renou (1966), Vol. I, p . 21.

225. Deshpande 91972), pp. 224-5 and 242-3.

226. Panini's rules do not allow a substitute sound to be
given with both the markers , i . e . / S / and / T / . The
marker / S / with a substitute shows that the unit with
/ S / replaces the whole substituendum and not just the
final sound [ i . e . P. 1.1. 55 (anekal-sit sarvasya)] .
This obviously means that with reference to substitutes
marked with / S / , the rule P . 1.1. 50 (sthaneTntaratamah)
does not apply and the substitute as given will be effected.
Therefore, PatanjaliTs argument concerning P. 2. 3. 3
(idama is) is a weak argument.

227. Deshpande (1972), pp. 237-8, 242-4.

228. Ibid., pp. 208-210.

229. 1) P . 8. 4. 66 (ur at), all / r / > short / a / .
2) P .7 .4 .95 (at s m r - d f . / . ) , / r / ( i n dr) > s h o r t / a / .
3) P . 1.2.17 (stha-ghvor ic ca) | / a / > s h o r t / i / .
4) P . 6. 4. 34 (sasa id an-haloh), / a / > short / i / .
5) P. 1. 2. 50 (id gon^ah), /I/ > short / i / .
6) P . 6. 4.114 (id daridrasya), / a / > s h o r t / i / .
7) P . 7.1.100 (fta id dhatoh), / r / > short / i / .
8) P. 7. 4. 40 (dyati-syati-ma-stham it ti kiti),

/5 /> short ]\J.
9) P. 7. 4. 7 (ur r ^ , all / r / > short / r / .

230. Deshpande (1972), pp. 236-7.

231. astan-janadi -pathi -mathy -atvesv antaratamyad
anunasika-prasangah, Vt. 1_on P . 7. 2. 84.

232. Kaiyata has the following comment on this varttika:
anantvad eva bhavyamanoTn savarnan na grhnatfti
pariharo noktah, MB-P, Vol. I l l , 'p . 158. ?;[Katyayana
does accept the Maxim (1), but] the solution that an
introduced / a - N / sound does not represent its homo-
geneous sounds is not offered, simply because [the
substitute / a / is] a non- /a-N/ sound." KaiyataTs
assumption has no base.
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234. Patanjali on P. 6.1.185 says: "The procedure of the
teacher indicates that an introduced /u/ does represent
its homogeneous sounds, since Panini attaches / T / to
/u/ in P. 6.1.131 (diva ut)." [acarya-pravrttir jnapayati
bhavaty ukarena bhavyamanena savarnanam grahanam
iti yad ayam diva ut iti ukaram taparam karoti/ MB,
Vol. II, p. 801.] Nagesa [MB-P-U, Vol. II, p. 801]
offers P. 6.1. I l l (rta ut) as an indication for the same
maxim.

235. Deshpande (1972), pp. 237-8, 242-3.

236. For instance, if the Maxim [2] is accepted, it will
also apply to /u / affixes which are introduced, and then
they would also represent their homogeneous varieties.
Thus, it would be necessary to make a separate statement
to exclude them.

237. Paribhasa-sucana, PBS, p. 15.

238. Ibid., p. 16.

239. PBS, Intr. pp. 12-3.

240. dravyabhidhanam vyadih, Vt. on P. 2.1.1.

241. See: Sec. 8. 8 and n. 132. For more arguments, see:
Deshpande (1972), p. 226, Fn. 37.

242. S. D. Joshi (1969), Intr. p. 10.

243. Paribhasa-sucana, PBS, p. 25. K. V. Abhyankar, the
editor, quotes another reading in the footnotes: anudit
savarnam eva grhnati na varna-matram. This is not
supported by the auto-commentary [see: n. 244] , and
also its sense makes it redundent.

244. udit varno grhyamanah sva-vargam eva grhnati na
savarna-matram/ katham j nay ate/ yad ayam Tna vibhaktau
tusmaV (P. 1. 3. 4) ity atra tu -grahanad eva siddhe
sakarasya grahanam karoti7"kim etasya jnapane
prayojanam/ Tcoh kuhT (P. 8. 2. 30) ity atra cu-grahanena
sakarasyagrahanat kutvam na bhavati, tena vid iti
siddham bhavati/Ibid. , p. 26.

245. The rule APr I. 33 is given by Whitney as eke sprstam
and interpreted to mean that, according to some, vowels
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are with contact. In that case, the spirants may as well
be with contact. However, the true reading of this rule
is eke asprstam TTAccording to some, the vowels are
without contact.Tt [For details, see: Madhav Deshpande,
TTNew Material on the Kautsa -vyakarana," appearing in
the Journal of the Oriental Institute, Baroda. ] The TPr,
in a way, classifies stops, semi-vowels and spirants
together as involving sparsana (ii.33) "contact," as
opposed to vowels which have upasamhara (ii. 31)
"approximation.TT But later we find in TPr (ii. 45) that
the middle of the articulator is viyrta "open" in the case
of spirants. This distinguishes spirants from other
consonants.

246. Brhat-paribhasa-vrtti, PBS, p. 179.

247. udid varnah Tanudit savarnasyaT (P. 1.1. 69) iti sthana -
prayatnabhyam visistam eva savarnam grhnati na savarna -
ma tram/ tena Tcoh kuhf (P. 8. 2. 30) iti ku -grahane
hakarasya grahanam na bhavati/ jnapakam catra Tna
vibhaktau tu -smah/r"(P .1.2.4) ity atra tu -grahanam krtva
sakara -grahanam iti / ayam ca nyaya-siddha evarthah
sukha-pratipa'tty-artham jnapakenoktah/ Ibid., p. 179.

248. udit savarnam grhpati na savarna -matram/ (17)/ matra -
sabdah sakalye/ udid varnah Tanudit savarnasyaT (P. 1.1. 69)
iti sutrena sthana-prayatnabhyam visistam eva savarnam
£-T!!?iii> H§ tu sthanaika -tulyam savarna-matram/ Tna
vibhaktauT (P. 1. 3. 4) ity atra vargat prthak sakara-
grahanal lifigat/ Ttulyasya-prayatnamT (P. 1.1. 9) iti
sthana -prayatna -visistasyaiva savarna -samjnabhidhanad
va/ tena Tcoh kuhT (P. 8. 2.30) ity adau na hakaradi-
vidhih/ Paribhasa-bhaskara by Haribhaskara Agnihotrin,
PBS,'p. 329.

249. udit savarnam grhnati (131)/ na savarna -matram/
sthana -matra -tulyam savarnam grhnatfty arthah/
visistasyaiva savarna-samjna-vidhanad bhasyeT*darsanac
ceyam praksipta/ . . . atha praksipta nirmulas ca
pradarsyante/ Paribhasa-vrtti of Nilakantha Diksita,
PBS, p. 315.

250. Burnell (1875), p. 47, extensively quotes from Martin
Haug. Also: Kielhorn (1876b), p. 142.
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251. Burnell (1875), pp. 47, 50.

252. Kielhorn (1876b), pp. 142-4.

253. Ibid. Franz Kielhorn in his TTIndragomin and other
GrammariansTt [Indian Antiquary, Vol. 15, June 1886,
pp. 181-3] discusses BurnelVs views on the Aindra
School of Grammar. He says: "I have indeed been long
aware of the fact that a grammar composed by Indra must
have existed, because I knew that that grammar had been
used by Hemachandra. But as the fuller name of the
author of that work is Indragomin, just as Chandra's
fuller name is Chandragomin, I feel no inclination to
make it older than Panini." (p. 181) TTI would urge my
fellow students to cease speaking of an Aindra grammar,
or of the Aindra School of grammarians, terms for
which, so far as I know, there is no justification, and
which are only apt to mislead. " (p. 183) Despite
KielhornTs warning, there are enough references to the
Aindra grammar that existed before Panini to justify
acceptance of such a possibility. It is also possible
that IndragominTs grammar was different from this
ancient Aindra grammar, just as the pre-Paninian
Sakatayana is different from the post-Paninian Jain
Sakatayana.

254. "That this science is warranted as much by general
reasons as by the explicit reference made to it in the
TU 1. 2 must not be confounded with the well known
treatises going by the name of Siksa need hardly be
repeated. They are all of them, young elaborations of
the definitions laid down in the Pratisakhyas. " Thieme
(1935a), pp. 85-6. [The abbreviation TU stands for
Taittiriya-Upanisad. ]

255. Cardona (1965a) presents a brief discussion of the
notion of savarna in the Pratisakhyas.

256. hrasvadese hrasva-dfrghau savarnau, RPr, 1st Patala,
verse 13, p. 7.

257. The sound / I / would be excluded because there is no long
/ I / . Though the RPr does not say it explicitly, this can
be inferred. The sound /]/ occurs only in the forms of
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the root k l^ where also it is considered as a
transformation of / r / [" madhye sa tasyaiva lakara-bhave
dhatau svarah kalpayatav rkarah, RPr, 13th Patala,
verse 14, p. 56] . It never occurs either at the beginning
or at the end of a word [ padady -antayor na lkarah
svaresu, RPr, Upodghata, verse 9, p. 3] . Thus, there
is no chance of obtaining long / I / .

258. panca te panca vargah, RPr, 1st Patala, verse 2, p. 5.

259. savarna-purvasya para-dhruvasya..., RPr, 6th Patala,
verse 12, p. 31.

260. samanaksare sasthane dirgham ekam ubhe svaram, RPr,
2nd Patala, verse 6, p. 9.

261. svaranusvarosmanam asjorstam sthitam, RPr, 13th
Patala, verse 3, p. 55. Also see: "The Rk. Prat, also
fails to note any difference of quality between the long
and short values of this vowel (i. e. / a / ) . But it is very
doubtful whether we are to regard the silence of these
two treatises upon the point in question as any evidence
that they are of notably earlier date than the others, as
Weber seems inclined to do: their peculiarity is much
more likely to be due to a local or a scholastic difference
of pronounciation, or they may have simply disregarded
as of little account, the discordance of quality between
/ a / and /a / . " Whitney on APr, p. 32. Max Walleser
(1927) has considered these alternatives and he concludes
as follows: TTMir scheint nun nur die an zweiter Stelle
gegebene Erklarung angangig zu sein, namlich die
Annahme, dass der Unterschied in der Aussprache schon
in der altesten Zeit bestanden habe, aber erst nach der
Zeit der Rk. und Taitt. Pr. bemerkt worden ist, und
Zwar aus vier Griinden: . . . , " p. 195. I tend to agree
with his general conclusion [see my "Phonetics of Short
/A/ is Sanskrit," appearing in the Indo-Iranian Journal] ,
but his "vier Grande" are not very convincing. He
seems to believe that no sound-changes are heard of or
have been observed within the "Literaturschicht der
Pratisakhyen," and that the Vedic speech being a
dominating "Kultsprach," any organic sound-changes
were generally unlikely. The arguments adduced by
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him to prove that the short /a / was a closed sound are
based on the fact that the Sanskrit /a / represents Indo-
European /a/ , / e / and /o / . They are interesting, but
not conclusive.

262. dve dve savarne hrasva-dirghe, TPr (i. 3), p. 11.

263. tesu_ samanaksare su dve dve hrasve, dve dve dirghe,
hrasva-dirghe, dirgha-hrasve vaksare parasparam
savarna-samjne bhavatah, Tribhasya-ratna, TPr, p. 11.

264. atha navaditah samanaksarani, TPr (i.2), p. 10.
Contrast: astau samanaksarany aditah, RPr, 1st Patala,
verse 1, p. 5, referring to~/a/7 /a/ , / i / , /f/, /u77/^7?
/ r / and / r / .

265. na pluta-purvam, TPr (i.4), p. 2.

266. samjnayah prayojanam fdfrgham samanaksare savarna-
pare' (x. 2) iti, Tribhasya-ratna, TPr, p.* 11.

267. Whitney on TPr, p. 11.

268. iyam anvartha-samjna/ savarnatvam nama sadrsyam
ucyate71:asmad akaradfnam ikaradibhir na savarna-
samjnasanka, bhinna -sthana -prayatnatvad anayoh/7"
samjnayah prayojanam Tdfrgham samanaksare savarna-
pareT (x. 2) i t i / Tribhasya-ratna, TPr, p. 11.

269. varnah karottaro varnakhya (i.16), TPr, p. 18.
hrasvo varnottaras trayanam (i. 20), TPr, p. 20.
prathamo vargottaro vstrgakhya (i.27), TPr, p. 25.

270. Whitney on TPr, p. 21.

271. TPr, p. 383.

272. Tribhasya-ratna, TPr, p. 383.

273. Whitney on TPr, p. 385.

274. TPr, p. 307.

275. savarna-parah savargfya -paras ca dvitvam napadyate/
savarnas ca nama sarupyam ucyate/ na tulya -sthana -
karanata -matram/ savargiyah samana -varga -sambandhf/
Tribhasya-ratna, TPr, p. 308; Whitney on TPr,
pp. 307-8; Cardona (1965a), p. 234.
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276. TPr, pp. 148-9; Cardona (1965a), p. 233.

277. The commentary Vaidikabharana on the TPr (i. 2) says
that the term samanaksara "simple vowels" actually
applies to all vowels except the diphthongs. The
commentator refers to the RPr where we have eight
samanaksaras, i .e . short and long /a / , / i / , / u / and
/ r / . He says that the designations such as these are
for the purpose of using them (upayoganugunyat) to
formulate rules, and hence for the specific needs of
the system in the TPr only nine sounds, i .e. short,
long and extra-long /a / , / i / and /u / are called
samanaksaras. The term savarna is used with reference
to these simple vowels in the TPr (i. 3). See:
Vaidikabharana, Taittirfya-pratisakhya, Government
Oriental Library Series, Bibliotheca Sanskrita, No.
33, Mysore, 1906, pp. 10-1.

278. APr, p. 148.

279. Ibid., p. 28.

280. Ibid.

281. Whitney on APr, p. 118.

282. APr (iii.44, 45, 46), pp. 148-9.

283. APr (ii.31) makarasya sparse para-sasthanah; Compare:
P. 8. 4. 58 (anusvarasya yayi para-savarnah). APr (iii. 30)
sasthane ca; compare: P. 8. 4. 65 (jharo jhari savarne).

284. Thieme (1935a), pp. 85, 95.

285. See: Sec. 4.7.

286. APr (i. 36) samvrtofkarah, p. 31.

287. Deshpande (1972), p. 230; also: Sec. 4.9 above.

288. Thieme (1935a), pp. 81-91; his detailed argument is
found in Thieme (1937-8), pp. 189-209. Also
V. Venkatarama Sarma (1935), pp. 96 ff.

289. VPr, p. 8.

290. VPr (i. 65-84), pp. 10-12.
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Tahavisarjanfyah kanthaT (71) iti akarasya matrikasya
dvimatrikasya trimatrikasya kantha -sthanata ukta/
tatha Tkanthya madhyenar (84) iti samana-karanata
trayanam api/ asya-prayatnas tu bhidyate/ ko'sav
asya-prayatno nama/^amvrtata vivrtata ca, asprstata
isat-sprstata sgrstata ca ardha-spr stata ca/ tad yatha
samvrtasya-prayatnoTkaro vivrtasya -prayatna itare
svarah7~tad yatha aspr statasya -prayatnah svarah,
sprstatasya-prayatnah sparsah, tatha fsat-sprstatasya-
prayatna antahsthah, ardha -spr statasya -prayatna
usmanoT -nusvaras ca/ ayam asya -prayatnah siksa-
vidbhir uktah iha grhyatie/ Uvata on VPr(W),
pp. 118-9. Also: Venkatarama Sarma (1935),
pp. 169-70. The VPr (i. 11) [dve karanej says that
there are two karaijias. The word karana is used by
the VPr normally to refer to the articulator [cf. VPr
(i.43), (i.75-6), (i.80)] . However, on this rule, Uvata
says that there are two karanas, i .e . samvrta and vivrta,
which probably refers to open and closed positions of
the glottis [cf. RPr (13.1-2), TPr (ii. 4-5)] . The
commentary of Anantabhatta gives the same interpretation,
but quotes a verse attributed to Katyayana, which speaks
of four prayatnas: sgrsta_Ttwith contact," isat-sprsta
nwith slight contact/' samvrta T?closedTT and vivrta
nopenTt [see: Vajasaneyi-Pratisakhya, with the
commentaries of Uvata and Anantabhatta, Madras
University Sanskrit Series, No. 5̂ , Madras, 1934,
p. 9] . Here, Anantabhatta seems to interpret the
term karana with the term prayatna. If the vowels and
spirants were vivrta "open," then the VPr would require
a rule like P. 1.1.10 (najjhalau) to prohibit homogeneity
of vowels with spirants. The very fact that the VPr
does not have such a rule is an indication that vowels
and spirants had different efforts. Thus UvataTs comments
on the VPr (i. 72) seem to be quite appropriate.
Anantabhatta, even on the VPr (i. 72), sticks to the view
that vowels and spirants are both vivrta "open," without
solving the impending question of their homogeneity.

savarnavac ca, VPr (i.72), p. 11. See: atoTkarasya
matrikasya samvrtasyaprayatnasya itarayos ca
vivrtasya -prayatnayor dvimatrika -trimatrikayoh
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savarnyam tulyam na bhavati, tad-artham idam arabhyate/
savarnavac ca karyam bhavati/~Uvata on VPr(W),
pp. 118-9.

293. Thieme (1935a), pp. 89-90.

294. i-c(a)-s-e-yas talau, VPr (i.66), p. 10.

295. talu-sthana madhyena, VPr (i. 79), p. 12.

296. u-v-o-h£(a)-ga^sthe? VPr (i. 70), p. 11.

297- samana-sthana-karana nasikyausthyah, VPr (i. 81), p. 12.

298. See: n. 116 and 117.

299. Thieme (1935a), p. 93.

300. Ibid., p. 92, Fn. 3. Cardona has criticized Thiemers
views regarding Panini fs knowledge of sthana and
karana: "The finally accepted analysis of asya in
Bh. ad 1.1. 9 is that it is a taddhita derivative with
suffix -jra (5.1.6) like dantya. Therefore asya, analysed
as meaning asye bhavam 'located in the mouth? (Bh.
I. 61. 25), includes a reference to sthana and,
concomitantly, to karana. cf. Bh I. 61. 25-6 kim punar
asye bhavam, sthanam karanam ca . . . . Hence I do not
think we can state, with Thieme (Panini and the Veda,
94, n. 1), that Panini did not know the doctrine of sthana
and karana." Cardona (1965a), p. 227, fn. 6. Thieme
clearly intends rarticulatorf or Tactive organ? by the
term karana in this context.

301- evam api vyapadeso na prakalpate-Tasye ^esam tulyo
desaT i t i / vyapadesivad -bhavena bhavisyati/ siddhyati/
sutram tarhi bhidyate/ yatha-nyasam evastu/lianu
cpktam -savarfla-samjnayam bhinna-desesv ati-prasangah,
prayatna-samany5ty i t i / naisa dosah/ na hi laukikam
§syam/ kim tarhi7 taddhitantam asyam/ asye bhavam -
asyam-Tsarfravayavad yatT/ kim punar asye bhavam/
sthanam karanarii ca/,. MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 155.

302. karanam iti/ sprstatadi, jihvaya agropagra-madhya-
mulani va7" MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 155. Visvesvarasuri
[VSSN, p. 224] discusses these two interpretations
given by Kaiyata, and says that the first, i .e.
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karana = sprstatadi, is vyavaharabhiprayam na tu
tatvikam TTaccording to the conventional use of the term,
and not really true." Then he argues that sprstata
TTproperty of being in contactTT etc. stands for different
kinds of saiiiyogas T'conjunctions'' and could not be
karana "active instrument" in the real sense. They are
not "active," but they are "activities" themselves. The
second explanation by Kaiyata, i .e. karana = jihvaya
agropagra-madhya-mulani va, is the proper interpretation,
because the tip of the tongue etc. are the "active
instruments" (vyaparavad).

yadi tarhi Tsati bhede kimcit samanam* iti krtva savarna-
samjna bhavisyati/ sakara-chakarayoh, sakara-
thakarayoh, sakar a -thakar ay oh savarna - sam j fla prapnoti/

! sarvam anyat samanam karana-varjam/
MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 156. Though Visvesvarasuri
considers that the term karana primarily refers to tip
of the tongue etc., still on the phrase karana-var jam in
^ e Bhasya, he explains karana as internal efforts.
[ abhyantara -prayatnas tu saram vivrtatvam, chadmam
tu sprstatvam iti bhedah, VSSN. p. 230. ]

304. Thieme (1958), p. 43, fn. 24.

305. Ibid., p. 42.

^06. mukha-nasika-karano'nunasikah, VPr (i.75).

307. anusvarasya yayi parasavarnah (P. 8. 4.58).

308. antahstham antahsthasv anunasikam parasasthanam,
VPr (iv.9), p. 51.

309. sparse para-pancamam, VPr (iv. 11), p. 51.

310. sim savarne dirghah, VPr, (iv.50)? p. 55.

311. anunasikavaty anunasikam, VPr (iv. 51), p. 56.

312. savarne, VPr (iv.110), p. 64.

313. VPr(W), p. 243.

314. rkara-lkarayor api savarna-dirghatvam eva bhavati,
yady udaharanam chandasi labhyate, Uvata on VPr (i. 43).
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315. rhkkau jihva-mule, VPr (i. 65); llasita dante, VPr (i.69);
dantya jihvagra-karanah, VPr (i. 76); jihva-mullyanusvar a
hanu-mulena, VPr (il 83), pp. 10-2.

316. svaras ca lkara-varjam, VPr(i. 87); svaras ca padantfya
bhavanti lkaram varjayitva, Uvata on VPr (i. 87); also
lkaras calkaram, VPr (iv. 60); Uvata on this rule says:
idam sutram kecin na pathanti, vyarthatvat.

317. karena ca, VPr (i.37); a-vyavahitena vyanjanasya,
VPr,' (i.38), p. 7.

318. hrasva-grahane dfrgha-plutau pratfyat, VPr (i. 63);
prathama-grahane vargam, VPr (i.64), p. 10.

^19. rephosmanam savarna na santi/ vargyo vargyena savarnah/
Siksa-sutrani, p. 15.

320. See: n. 212.

321. fgad-vivrta-karana usmanah/ vivrta-karana va/
^iksa-sutrani, p. 21.

322. Ibid., p. 5.

323. yad ^ad yasya bhavet sthanam karanam va visesanam/
savarnatvena samgrahya asya-yatnas tu bhidyate/7^8//
Varna-ratna-pradipika-siksa, giksa-samgraha, p. 120.

324. dvimatrasyaika -matrasya samvrtadi -prayatnatah/
bhinnasyapy astu savarnyam tad-artham idam ucyate//,
Ibid., pp. 120-1. '

325. pratyayasya savarnatvam (sakarah) yatfti sakatayanah/
avikaram ca sakalyo manyate sasasesu ca/ / Ibid., p. 127.

326. Ibid., p. 119.

327. savarne (141), savarne pare yyanjanam dvir na bhavati/
Pratisakhya-pradipa-siksa, giksa-safhgraha, p. 253.

328. Ibid., p. 228.

329. atra rkaroccarane visesah/ tatha ca pratijfla-sutre
Trkarasya tu sayyukta sayyukta syavi s e sena sarvvatraivamT /
asyarthah/padanta -madhye su samyuktasaiiiyuktasya
rvarnasya rekarah syat/ sarvatra samhitayam pade ca/
yatha krsnoTsfty atra kresnoTsfty uccarah/ rtviyo yatah/
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atra retviya ity uccarah/ evam 'rlvarnayor mithah
savarnyam vacyam* iti varttikena lkarasyapi le ity
uccarah/ kip tarn ity atra kleptam ity uccarah/7"
Ibid., p. 296.

330. valhamasity atra valehamasity uccaro ralayoh savarnyat,
Kesavi-siksa, Siksa-samgraha, p. 142. Also:
Venkatarama Sarma (1935), p. 441.

331. Kielhorn (1876), p. 197.

332. Though I could not obtain the published edition of the
Vyasa-siksa, I was fortunate to obtain a microfilm of
a manuscript of this text in the Vaidika Samsodhana
Mandala, Poona [No. 4564] . In the following notes, I
shall augment Ltiders with the original Sanskrit quotations
from this manuscript.

333. Ltiders (1894), p. 5, verse 5 (folio 2): sparsanam panca
pafica syur varga vargottarasya ca/ tat-prathamadi
samjflah syuh/; verse 10 of Liiders appears to be verse
7 of this Ms.: tulya-rupam savarnam syat (folio 3);
verse 13 of Ltiders is verse 9 of the Ms.: bhaved akarah
karordhve halam (akhya) (folio 4). Perhaps the numbers
in Ltiders refer to "rules" rather than to verses.

334. Ltiders (1894), p. 9. I have not been able to find a
parallel verse in my Ms.

335. Ibid. The number 172 of Ltiders is verse 116 of the Ms.:
ady -astasu savarnordhve dirgham apluta -purvakah
(folio 39).

336. Ltiders (1894), p. 13. The number 269 of Ltiders is
verse 183 of the Ms.: antahsthodayam angam syat
asavarna-parasya ca (folio 55).

337. Ltiders (1894), p. 16. However, certain verses found
in the Ms. of the Vyasa-siksa indicate a notion similar
to PaniniTs. The verses 78-9 (folio 26) are as follows:
nakaro laparas tasya sasthanam anunasikam/ sparsottaro
makaras tu yavalottara eva ca/ anunasikam etesarti
savarnam pratipadyate// The usage of the term savarna
here is quite similar to that in P. 8. 4. 58 (anusvarasya
yayi para -savarnah).
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338. apadyate makaro rephosmasu pratyayesv anusvaram/
yalavesu parasavarnam, sparsesu cottamapattim//
Naradfya-siksa, 2nd Prapathaka, 4th Kandika;
rephosmasu parato makarofnusvaratvam/ . . .yalavesu
parasavarnata, sparsesu paratah sparsa-varga-
sadrsottamapattir makarasya bhavati/ Bhatta £obhakaraTs
comm., Naradfya-siksa, p. 60.

339. anantyas ca bhavet purvoTntyas ca parato yadi/ tatra
madhye yamas tisthet savarnah purva -varnayoh77"
2nd Prapathaka, 2nd Kandika, Naradfya -siksa, p. 52.

340. purvasya varnasya savarnah sadrsah, SobhakaraTs
comm., Naradfya-siksa, p. 52.

341. evam ime na laksanena yukta, napy akrtya, napy upadistah,
MB-D, p. 81.

342. rephosmanam savarna na santi/ vargyo vargyena
savarnah/ Apisali-siksa-sutras,"^iksa-sutrani, p. 5.

343. sprsta-karanah sparsah/ vivrta-karanah svarah usmanas
ca/ ibid. , p.*3.

344. samvrtoTkarah, Ibid., p. 4.

345. Burnell (1875), p. 22.

346. Ibid., p. 2.

347. siddho varna-samamnayah, Katantra (1.1.1), p. 14.
tatra caturdasadau svarah, Katantra (1.1. 2), p. 14.
dasa samanah, Katantra (1.1.3), p. 14.

348. tesam dvau dvav anyonyasya savarnau, Katantra (1.1.4),
p.'14.

349. Ibid., p. 14.

350. samanah savarne dfrghf-bhavati paras ca lopam,
Katantra (1.2.1), p. 17.

351. ivarno yam asavarne, na ca paro lopyah, Katantra
(1. 2. 8); uvarno vam, Katantra (1.2.9); ram rvarnah,
Katantra (1.2.10); lam lvarnah, Katantra (1.2.11), *
pp. 17-8.
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352. abhyasasyasavarne, Katantra (3.4.56), p. 70.

353. samanad anyofsavarnah, Bala-siksa, p. 4.
354. ram rvarnah, Katantra (1.2.10); lam lvarnah, 1.2.11;

rvarne ar, 1.2.4; lvarne^al, 1.2.5; pp. 17-8.

3^5. Katantra-vyakarana [EggelingTs edn. ] , p. 470.
Bhavasena Traividya in his Katantra -rupa-mala-prakriya
(ed. by Jivaram Shastri, published by Hirachand
Nemichand Shreshthi, Bombay, Samvat 1952, p. 3)
g i y e s rkara-lkarau ca as rule 5. His commentary
runs as: rkara-lkarau ca parasparam savarna-samjnau
bhavatah.

356. rkara-lkarayoh savarna-samjna lokopacarat siddheti
bhavah, TrilocanadasaTs commentary, quoted by
Eggeling, ibid., p. 480.

357. yat tu trilocanadasenoktam rkara-lkarayoh samjna
lokopacaratah siddheti tan na/ loke Ikare rkara-
vyavaharasyadarsanat/ Laghubhasya, p. 14.

358. Katantra-paribhasa-sutra-vrtti of Bhavamisra,
Paribhasa-samgraha, p. 67.

35$. sasthana-kriyam svam, Jainendra (1.1.2), p. 2.

360. sthanam talvadi, kriya sprstatadika..., samana sthane
kriya yasya, samarthyat sthanam api samanam labhyate/
. . . sa caturvidha... sgrstata, isat-sgrstata, vivrtata,
isad-vivrtata ceti/ Mahavrtti on Jainendra -vyakarana,
p. 2.

3^1- a n y e samvrtam akaram icchanti loke/ sastra-vyavahare
tu vivytam/ etac cayuktam, loka-sastrayor uccaranam
praty avisesat/ ibid., p. 2. This criticism of
Abhayanandin clearly neglects the meta-linguistic
purpose of using open / a / in PaniniTs grammar.

362. rephosmanam sva na santi/ vargyah sva-vargyena sva-
samjflo bhavati7nM[ahavrtti, Jainendra- vyakarana, p. 3.

363. anudit svasyatmanaTbhavyoTtaparah, Jainendra (1.1. 72),
p*. 16.
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364. yayy anusvarasya parasvam, Jainendra (5. 4.132),
comp. with anusvarasya yayi parasavarnah (P. 8. 4. 58).
jharo jhari sve, Jainendra (5. 4.139) comp. with jharo
jhari savarne (P. 8. 4. 65). sveTko dfh, Jainendra
(4.3.88), comp. with akah savarne dfrghah (p. 6.1.101).
na padanta -dvitva -vare ya -kha -svanusvara-df-car -
vidhau, Jainendra (1.1. 59), comp. with na padanta -
dvirvacana -vare -yalopasvara -savarnanusvara -dfrgha -
jas-car-vidhisu (P. 1.1. 58).

365. TTThe Jainendra grammar, taken as a whole, is a copy
of Panini pure and simple, and the sole principle on
which it was manufactured appears to be that Tthe saving
of a half a short vowel affords as much delight as the
birth of a son. ™ Kielhorn, fTOn the Jainendra-Vyakarana,
Indian Antiquary, Vol. 10, March 1881, p. 76.

366. rantorn uh, Jainendra (1.1. 48), uh sthane prasajyamana
eva ranto bhavati/ . . . rlkarayoh sva -samjfiokta/ tena
tavalkarah/ . . . katham iantatvam ? ranta iti lano^
lakarakarena praslesa-nirdesat pratyahara-grahanam/
Mahavrtti of Abhayanandin, Jainendra -vyakarana, p. 11.
Abhayanindin quotes a Varttika: rkara-Ikarayoh sva-
samjna vaktavya, ibid., p. 3.

36^* jati-nirdesas cayam, Candra -vyakarana, Vol. I, p. 2.

368. uta savargah, Candra (1.1.2), Vol. I, p. 10.

369. anusvarasya yayi yam, Candra (6. 4.151), comp. with
anusvarasya yayi para-savarnah (P. 8. 4. 58). akoTki
dfrghah, Candra (5.1.106), comp. with akah savarne
dfrghah (P.6.1.101). Actually, Bhattoji Diksita says
that the Candra rule is better worded than P. 6.1.101.
[akorki dfrgha i t j eva suvacam, SK, p. 7. ]

370. halo jharam jhari sasthane lopo va, Candra (6. 4.155),
comp. with jharo jhari savarne (P. 8. 4. 65). There is,
however, a rule where Candra uses the term savarna:
dvitve parasavarnah, Candra (6.3.34). The Candra -
paribhasa-sutras contain the maxim: bhavyamanot
savarnan grhnati, Candra -vyakarana, Vol. II, p. 397.
We should note here that the Vrtti on Candragominrs
rules, which was declared by Liebich to be an
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autocommentary (svopajna), has been doubted by scholars
for not being a work of Candragomin himself. Thus, this
is yet an open question. For a discussion of this point,
see: MIst Candragomin der Verfasser der Candra-Vrtti?,?T

by R. Birwe, Melanges dTIndianisme & la memoir de
Louis Renou, Publications de rinstitut de Civilisation
Indienne, Fascicule 28, Paris, 1968. The same might
be said of the Candra-paribhasa-sutras.

371. samanyasrayanat dirgha-plutanunasikanam grahanam,
Amoghavrtti, gakatayana-vyakarana, p. 1.

372. bhavyo'g, gakatayana (1.1.4), p. 2.

373. teyan, gakatayana (1.1.3), p. 2.

3^4. svah sthanasyaikye, Sakatayana (1.1.6), sthanam
kanthadi, asyam mukham, tatra bhavam asyam,
sprstatadi -prayatna -pancakam, sthanasyoktatvat,
Amoghavrtti, SakaFayana-vyakarana, p. 3. Comp. with
Patanjalirs interpretation of asya in P. 1.1.9. [See:
Sec. 2.4.]

375. samvrtam akarasyeti, Amoghavrtti, ibid., p. 3.

376. a a a ity akara udattoTnudattah svaritas cananunasikoT

nunasikas ceti sat/ evam dirgha -plutav iti dvadasa
varna-bhedah parasparasya sve bhavanti7 evam,
ivarnadinam tv astadasa bhedah. Amoghavrtti, ibid.,
p. 3'.

377. isad-vivrtam usmanam, ibid., p. 3.

378. rephosmanam sve na bhavanti, ibid., p. 3.

379. um svah, gakatayana (1.1.2), ibid., p. 2.

380. ukareneta sahopadfyamano varnah svasya vargasya
samjna bhavaty atmana saha, Amoghavrtti, ibid., p. 2.

381. r ity eva lvarnasya grahanam, ibid., p. 1.

382. tatha ca ?rty alcahT (1.1. 75) ityadi lkareTpi siddham
bhavati, ibid., p. 1. Also: pp. 15-6, 18.

383. jari jarah sve va, Sakatayana (1.1.133), ibid., p. 23.

384. Nemichandra Shastri (1963), pp. 92 ff.
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385. tulya-sthanasya-prayatnah svah, Hemacandra (1.1.17).
386. karanam tu jihva -mula -madhyagropagra -rupam sthanasya -

prayatna -tulyatve sati natulyam bhavatiti prthak noktam,
Brhad-vptti, Hema-sabdanusasana, p. 3.

387. f sad-vivrtam karanam usmanam/ vivrtam karanam
svaranam/ 'usmanam ceTt^ anye/ ibid., p. 4.

388. akarah samvrta ity anye/ ibid., p. 4/

389. pancako vargah, Hemacandra (1.1.12), and also:
varnavyayat svarupe karah, Hemacandra (7. 2.156).

390. samananam tena dirghah, Hemacandra (1. 21.) is closer
to Katantra (1.2.1), TPr (x.2), APr (Hi. 42) and VPr
(iv.50) than to P. 6.1.101.

391. ivarnader asve yavaralam, Hemacandra (1. 2 .21). comp.
with'Kantantra (1.2.8-11).

392. tau mumau vyanjane svau, Hemacandra (1. 3.14).

393. anusvarasya yayi para-savarnah, P.8.4.58.

394. dhuto dhuti^sve va, Hemacandra (1.3.48).

jharo jhari savarne, P. 8. 4. 65.

396. ivarnader asve yavaralam, Hemacandra (1.2. 21);
avarnasyevarnadina edodaral, Hemacandra (1.2.6); rty
^1 ^P^sa,rgasya, Hemacandra (1. 2. 9) and Ity al va,
Hemacandra (1.2.11).

3^7. rkarapadistam karyam lkarasyapi, Maxim 71, Nyaya-
samgrahaj'PBS, p. 109.

398. svah sthana-sprstatady -aikye, Malayagiri (2nd sandhi,
1), p. 5.

399. sprstata, l.sat-sgrstata, vivytata, fsad-vivrtata/ . . .
rephasasasahanam tu sve na santi/ Svopajna-vrtti,
MalayagiriTs ^abdlnusasana, p. 5.

400. Ibid., p. 5.

401. uta sva-vargasya, Malayagiri (2nd sandhi, 14), p. 8.

402. ik etah, Malayagiri (1st sandhi, 6); rtah an, (1st
sandhi, 8; edadi ec, (1st sandhi, 9); e-o en,
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(1st sandhi, 10); MalayagiriTs gabdanusasana, p. 3.

403. Sakatay ana-vyakarana, p. 1.

404. yaralava yan, Malayagiri (1st sandhi, 17), p. 4.

405- Sakatayana-vyakarana, p. 1.

406. ikah asve yafi, Malayagiri (3rd sandhi, 2), p. 10.

407. dfrghah sve saparasvarasya, Malayagiri (3rd sandhi, 5),
p. 11."

408. trtfyasya svah anunasikah paficame, Malayagiri (4th
sandhi, 8); pratyaye, Malayagiri (4th sandhi, 9); mnarii
dhuti apadante, Malayagiri (4th sandhi, 10); p. 17.

409. vyanjanat yan -pancamasya sarupe va, Malayagiri
(5th sandhi, 4), p. 21.

410- avat svarghaplu, Mugdhabodha (5), p. 5.

411- napoTk samo rna rk ca, Mugdhabodha (6), p. 6.

412. samyam tv eka -sthanatvam, Vrtti, Mugdhabodha-
vyakar ana, p. 6.

413. capoditakanita rnah, Mugdhabodha (7), p. 7.

414. saha rne rghah, Mugdhabodha (22), p. 17.

415. Comp. RPr (2nd gatala, verse 6), APr (ii. 31), APr
(ii. 30), and Candra (6. 4.155). All these rules use the
t e r m sasthana instead of savarna.

416. aiuri samanah, Sarasvata (1), p. 1; hrasva-dfrgha-
pluta-bhedah savarnah, Sarasvata (2), p. 1.

41 ̂  • varna -grahane savarna -grahanam/ kara -grahane kevala -
grahanam/ tapara-karanam tavanmatrartham/ Sarasvata-
vyakarana, p. 6.

418. ku-cu-tu_-tu-gu, ibid. , p. 4.

419. asavarne svare pare purvekarokarayor iy-uvau vaktavyau,
Sarasvata (771), p. 134; savarne dfrghah saha,
Sarasvata (52), p. 9.

420. hasat jhasasya savarne jhase lopo vacyah, Sarasvata
(990), p. 181.
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421. vargyo vargyena savarnah, qt. in the Vrtti, S&rasvata-
vyakarana, p. 7.

422. rlvarpayoh savarnyam vacyam, Sarasvata (63), pp. 10-1.

423. rlvarna -sthanikatvad ralayor api savarnyam vacyam/
• • • ralayor dalayos caiva sasayor bavayos tatha/ vadanty
esam ca savarnyam alamkaravido janah/ Sarasvata -
vyakarana, pp. 10-1.

424. tulya-sthanasya-prayatnah savarnah, Sarasvatf-kantha-
bharana (1.1.101), Pt. I , 'p. 27.' '

425. najjhalau, Sarasvatf-kanthabharana (1.1.102), ibid,
p. 28. No other text has a rule parallel to najjhalau.
However, Krsnadasa's commentary on the Kautsa-
Vyakarapa which is identical with the APr [ = Saunakfya
Caturadhyayika] interprets the rule naikaraukarayoh
sthana-vidhau, APr (i. 41), as a rule prohibiting homo-
geneity of vowels and consonants. This version of the
Kautsa -vyakarana, according to KrsnadasaTs commentary,
[Vaidika Samsodhana Mandala, Poona, Ms. E4179,
folio 9] has a rule: sasthana-karanam savarnam. This
would make two sounds homogeneous with each other if
they share the same point of articulation and internal
effort. Krsnadasa [ibid., folio 5] holds that vowels
and spirants are both vivrta. Thus this creates the same
problem that Panini was faced with. Krsnadasa interprets
naikaraukarayoh sthanavidhau as: hrasva-dfrgha-
plutanam svaranam para -sannikarsanat a i_ê  ai u £ au
ebhir vyanjananam sandhau savarnyam neti nisedhah7
najjhalav iti papinih/ ibid., folio 5. This is, however,
a very doubtful interpretation.

426. Burnell (1875), pp. 60 ff.

427. aadayo titalfsa vanna, Moggallana (1.1), p. 1; dasado
sara, Moggallana (1.2), p. 1.

428. dve dve savanna, Moggallana (1.3), p. 2.

429. para-samafina payoge, Kaccayana (1.1.9), p. 12.

430. kva casavannam lutte, Kaccayana (1.2. 3), p. 18.

431. rassa-sara saka-saka-dferhehi annamannam savanna
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nama sarupa ti gi vuccanti/ Kaccana -vannana, Kaccayana-
vyakarana, p. 13.

432. Thieme (1935a), pp. 92-3; Nemichandra Shastri (1963),
pp. 69-70; Burnell (1875), p. 24.

433. Burnell (1875), p. 27.

434. omkaram prcchamah ko dhatuh? kim pratipadikam ? kim
namakhyatam ? kim lingam ? kim vacanam ? ka vibhaktih ?
kah pratyayah ? kah svarah upasargo nipatah ? kim vai
vyakaranam ? ko vikarah? ko vikarf ? katimatrah ?
kativarnah ? katy-aksarah? kati -padah ? kah samyogah?
kim sthananupradana-karanam? siksukah kim uccarayanti?
kim chandah? ko varnah? iti purve prasnah, Gopatha-
Brahmana, (i. 24).

435. siksam vyakyasyamah/ varnah svarah/ matra balam/
sama santanah/ ity uktah siksadhyayah/ Taittiriya-
Upanisad (vii .1.2).

436. Weber, Indische Studien, Vol. iv, p. 75.

437. Burnell (1875), pp. 28 ff.

438. Ibid., pp. 2 ff.

439. asandigdham parabhavat savarneTn taparam hy ur rt^
yvor anyatra parenen syat, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
pp. 97-100.

440. kim punar varnotsattav ivayam nakaro dvir anubadhyate ?
etaj jnapayaty acaryah: bhavaty esa paribhasa-
vyakhyanato visesa -pratipattir na hi sandehad alaksanam-
iti/ MB, Vol. I,'Sec. I, p. 100.

441. apuditsavarnam parihaya purvenan-grahanam, parenen-
grahanam iti vyakhyasyamah/ MB, Vol. i, Sec. I, p. 100.

442. On P. 1.1.1 (vrddhir ad-aic), Katyayana explains the
purpose of adding the marker / T / to / a / , by saying that
/ a / is a non-/a-N/ sound and accents etc. are distinctive.
Thus, / a / would not cover homogeneous varieties
differing in accent, unless it is marked with /T / .
[ akarasya tapara -karanam savarnartham bhedakatvat
svarasya, Varttika on P. 1.1.1, MB, Vol. I, Sec. I,
p. 113. ] He has no such doubts about /ai-C/ sounds
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in the same rule. On the other hand, he positively fears
that / e -C / sounds might stand for short / e / etc., as
well as for extra-long varieties. [ atapara eca
igghrasvadese, and ekadese dirgha -grahanam, Varttikas,
MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, pp. 78-9.] This clearly indicates
that he accepts /a-N/ in P. 1.1. 69 to be formed with
/N/ in the Siva-sutra: Ha)-N. Also see: Deshpande
(1972), pp. 226, 249-51.

443. Kunhan Raja (1957), p. 70-1.

444. Ibid., p. 71.

445. Ibid., p. 73.

446. Ibid., pp. 73-4.

447. Ibid., p. 80, Fn. 20.

448. Ibid., p. 80, Fn. 19.

449. edaitoh kantha -talu/ odautoh kanthostham/ . . . vivrtam
usmanam svaranam ca/ SK, p. 2.

450. siddham enah sasthanatvat, Varttika on P. 1.1. 48, MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 262.

451. aicos cottara-bhuyastvat, Varttika on P. 1.1. 48, MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 262.

452. sandhyaksaresu vivrtatvat, Varttika, yad atravarnam
vivrtataram tad anyasmad avarnat/ yeTpfvarnovarne
vivrtatare te anyabhyam ivarnovarnabhayam/ MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 84.

453. praslistavarnav etau (efiau), vivrtataravarnav etau
(aicau)/ etayor eva tarhi mithas savarna-samjna prapnoti/
naitau tuly-sthanau/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 155; also:
imav aicau samahara -varnau -matravarnasya
matrevarnovarnayoh/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 78 and
Vol. Ill, p. 426. Siddheshwar Varma is off the point in
describing Patanjalifs views: "Here an objector states
the opinion, attributed to ^akatayana, that both the
elements of the diphthongs /ai7 and /au/ were equal,
being one mora each... .Patanjali, however, does not
accept this opinion; he seems to follow the opinion
expressed by the Bg-Prat. and the Paninfya-sikga,
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that the second element of the diphthongs /a i / and /au/
was longer.tT Varma (1929), pp. 180-1. Contrast:
bhasyakaro varttikakaram paryanuyunkte/ Taicos cottara-
bhuyastvadT iti vadata varttikakarena sama -pravibhagatvam
nestam iti bhavah, MB-P, Vol. Ill, p. 427, and sama-
pravibhaga-paksa eva bhagavato bhasyakarasya sammata
iti bodhyam, MB-P-U, Vo. Ill, p. 427, on P. 8. 2.106.

ijcj(a) -s-^-yas talau (i. 66), u -v-o-h£(a) -gah ̂ sthe (i. 70),
aikaraukarayoh kanthya purva matra, talvosthayor
uttara (i. 73), VPr, p. 3; akarardham aikaraukarayor
adih (ii. 26), ikaroTdhyardhah purvasya sesgii (ii. 28),
ukaras tuttarasya (ii. 29), TPr, pp. 65-6; sandhyaksarani
samsprsta -varnany eka-varnavad vrttih (i. 40),
naikaraukarayoh sthana-vidhau (i.41), APr, pp. 34-5;
sandhyani sandhyaksarany ahur eke dvi sthanataite su
tathobhayesu/ sandhyesv akarorrdham ikara uttaram
yujor ukara iti sakatayanah/ matra-samsargad avare
prthak-srutf hrasvanusvara -vyatisangavat pare/ RPr,
13th patala, verses 15-6, pp. 56-7; sandhyam dvivarnam,
(3,4.5), Rk-tantra, p. 22. The word dvivarna here
refers to / a i / and /au/, and clearly refers to their
composition in contrast to / e / and / o / .

455. e^ai tu kantha-talavyav o âu ka^thosthajau smrtau/
ardha-matra tu kanthya syad ekaraikarayor bhavet/
okaraukarayor matra tayor vivrta-samvrtam/ Paninfya-
siksa_, verses 18-9. These are very unclear lines.
Even Weber has different, but much more corrupt
lines [TTDie Paninfya-siksa," Indische Studien, Vol. IV,
Berlin, p858, pp. 353-4] . Also: svaranam usmanam
caiva vivrtam karanam smrtam/ tebhyoTpi vivrtav enau
tabhyam aicau tathaiva ca/ Paninfya-siksa, verse 21,
p. 386. The Paninfya-siksa-sutras have, in this respect,
the same thing to say, see: Siksa-sutras, pp. 11, 12,
20-1.

456. Deshpande (1972), pp. 221-2, 225, 236, 238.

457. Ibid., pp. 213-4.

458. tapara-karanam dfrgheTpi sthanini hrasva eva yatha syat-
acikrtat, KS-, Vol. 6, p. 136. Also: Deshpande (1972),
pp. 236-7.
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Deshpande (1972), pp. 236-7, 250-1.

Patanjali in his Mahabhasya on the Siva -sutra l(a)-N
seems to suggest that by P. 1.1. 69 /y / , / v / and / ! / stand
for /y/ , / v / and / I / , and that the sequences /yy/ etc.
are eligible for the designation samyoga "cluster.TT MB,
Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 86. Here he does not bring up the
question of /y / , A / and / I / being TTnon-effected'T for
P. 1.1. 7 (haloTnantarah samyogah), which is quite a
legitimate question.

dvirvacane parasavarnatvam, Varttika on P. 8. 2. 6,
dvirvacane parasavarnatvam siddham vaktavyam/
sayyanta, savvatsarah, yallokam, taflokam iti
parasavarnasyasiddhatvat yara iti dvirvacanam na
prapnoti/ MB, Vol. Ill, p. 373.

[A] atha kimartham antahsthanam ansupadesah kriyate/
[B] iha sayyanta, savvatsarah, yallokam, tallokam iti

parasavarnasyasiddhatvad anusvarasyaiva
dvirvacanam/ tatra parasya parasavarne krte tasya
yay -grahanena grahanat purvasyapi parasavarno
yatha syat/
na^tad asti prayojanam/ vaksaty etat -dvirvacane
parasavarnatvam siddham vaktavyam -iti, yavata
siddhatvam ucyate parasavarna eva tavad bhavati/
Parasavarne tarhi krte tasya yar-grahanena
grahanad dvirvacanam yatha syat/

[E] ma bhud dvirvacanam/
[F] nanu ca bhedo bhavati-sati dvirvacane triyakaram,

asati dvirvacane dviyakarany7

[G] nasti bhedah, satyapi dvirvacane dviyakaram eva/
katham/ Thalo yamam yami lopahT ity evam ekasya
lopena bhavitavyam/

bhedah/ sati dvirvacane kadacid dviyakaram,
/ /

[] p
kadacit triyakaram/ asati dviyakaram eva/ sa esa
katham bhedo na syat ? yadi nityo lopah syat7
yibhasa ca sa lopah/

[ I ] yatha T'bhedas tathastu/
[ J ] anuvartate vibhasa saroTci yad varayaty ayam
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dvitvam/ (Sloka-var ttika)/ yad ayam TsaroTciT

iti dvirvacana -pratisedham sasti, taj jnapayaty
acaryah -anuvartate vibhaseti/ katham krtva
jnapakam? Mnitye hi tasya lope pratisedhartho na
kascit syat" (sloka-varttika)/yadi nityo lopah syat,
prati sedha -vacanam anarthakam syat/ astv atra
dvirvacanam, TTjharo jhari savarne" iti lopo
bhavisyati/ pasyati tv acaryah -vibhasa sa lopah -
iti, tato dvirvacana -pratisedham sasti/

[K] naitad asti jnapakam/ .. . tasman nityeTpi lopeT-
vasyam sa pratisedho vaktavyah/

[L] tad etad atyanta-sandigdham acaryanam vartate-
vibhasaTnuvartate na veti/"nM[B, Vol. I, Sec. I,
pp. 96-7.

463. halo yamam yami lopah ity ekasyatra lopo bhavisyati/
vibhasa sa lopah/ MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, p. 99.

464. MB, Vol. I, Sec. I, pp. 89-91.

465. KS, Vol. I, p. 52.

466. Bhattoji Diksita says in his SKB that, since, according
to Patafljali, features like nasality are non-distinctive,
/y/? /v / and / I / would naturally stand for /y/ , /v / and
/ I / , and hence it would be proper to have only /a -C/ in
P. 1.1. 69. However, Panini uses /a-N/ , including semi-
vowels, in P. 1.1. 69, in order to indicate that features
like nasality are distinctive and that, without a rule,
/y/> ./v/ and / I / cannot stand for /y / , /v / and / [ / .
yady agi gunanam abhedakatvenaiva sanunasika -yavalanam
dvitva-siddher grahanaka-sastreTj -grahanam evocitam na
tv an-grahanam, tathapi Tgunah bhedakahT ity api paksam
jnapayitum an-grahanam/ SKB, p. 61. For the
controversy bhedaka gunah and abhedaka gunah, see:
Sec. 6.5-6.13, and Des'hpande (1972), pp. 226-30.

467. acaryopadesa-paramparyat tu jnayate-Tanuvartate
vibhsis§T iti/ tasmat trivyanjana -saihyoga -sravanaya
?anudidT iti nakarena pratyaharah krto na cakareneti
sthitam/ MB-P, Vol. I, Sec. I," p." 97.

468. jilapakantaram grahaka -sutrasthan -grahanam/ tad dhi
sayyantety adau yadinam sanunasikanam dvitvartham7
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lopasya nityatve tu vyartham eva syat/ BSR, p. 149.

469. an-grahanaj jflapakad itg api kascit/ tat tu varttika-
krtan -grahana -pratyakhyanan noktamT"" MB ~P -U,
Vol. I, Sec.'l, p. 97.

470. See: n. 461.

4^1. savarna-savargfya-parah (na dvih) (xiv.23), TPr, p. 307;
sasthane ca (iii. 30)? APr, p. 142; savarne (iv. 110),
VPr, p. 62. These rules would not allow doubling of
/y / in forms like sayyanta.

472. George Cardona does refer to the commentators1 question
as to why Panini did not use / a -C/ instead of /a-N/ in
P. 1.1. 69, and says: "The answer is, of course, that
the semi-vowels /y / , etc. given in the siva-sutras
should denote also their nasal counter-parts /my/ etc. "
Cardona (1969), p. 35. On p. 21 he discusses the rules
involving semi-vowels. In (1965a, pp. 229-30), he
discusses how it is necessary to have /y / , / v / and / I /
homogeneous with /y / , / v / and / I / . However, no
scholar has so far answered the question as to why /y / ,
/ v / and / I / are needed to stand for /y / , / v / and / I / .
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The reader is requested to make the following corrections
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